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1 ~ Mr. Parsons 
1 - Belmont, ° 
1 - Mr. ‘Baumgardner 
1 - Fox © 
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_ Beat Ἵ { 1968 

CPs of the Soviet Union and Red China. 
the present status of these funds, together with the receipts and 
disbursements subsequent to 8-31-60, 

SUMMARY 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9-58 to 9-30-60 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2-60 to 9-30-60 
Grand Total Received to 9-30.60 
Total Disbursements 10-58: to 9-30-60 

Balance of Fund 9-30-60 
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DATE: October 6, 1960 

$519,885 
50,000 

3 

326,0 44 

#$130,396 maintained by NY 694--51 in safety deposit box, 
New York City ($5,000 of this amount has been given to 
Lena Sherer to hold as a depository), and $113,445 main- 
tained by CG §824-S* in safety deposit box, Chicago, 
Illinois, ($10,000 of this amount has been 
Kling to hold as a depository). 

DETALLS 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9-58 to 8-31-60 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2-60 to 8-31-60 
Grand Total Received to 8-31-60 
Total Disbursements 10-58: to 8-31-60 

Balance of Fund ‘8~31-60 

$459,885 
50,000 

; 
310,919 

_ REC- 30 
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Parsons 
Belmont 
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Oi 
My memorandum 9-8-60 sets forth in detail the εθοδϊ ρει τς - 

disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), during 
These funds have been received. from the 

The following schedule shows 

$243 ,841* 
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Nemorandum. to Mr... Belmont: 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091. 

Receipts 9-1-60 to 9-30-60 
9-7-60 - from Soviets fel? $50, 000s 
θ.- 12-60 ~. from Soviets φριονο ἐπ 10, 000s 60,000 

$258,500, 
“From Vladimir’ Barkovsky; Counsel, Soviet Delegation to 

‘the: United Nations, delivered to CG. 5824-S# in New York City. 

#eFrom Soviet Embassy, Ottawa, Canada, delivered by Elizabeth 
Mascolo, Courier, Canadian CP, to NY 694-S%, New York City. 

Disbursements 9-1-60 ἐδ' 9.320: 60 
9.12 = Elizabeth Nascolo; travel expenses. 

in. connection ‘with transfer of funds $1.25, 
9.13 - Morris Childs; travel expenses for 

trip. to. Russia 600 με. 
9-15 - Isadore Wofsy;, for joan to. | 670 

Prompt, Press | ᾿ ~- 2; 000 | 
9-19. - (sadore Wofsy;: for: use. of 

" Nati. ffice * 10,000 Ν 
ον  θ.26-.» + for. ‘purchase.’ of: aa Ν᾿ ᾿ ΝΕ 
Ὁ Ξῦσε _ - automobite for tus: Haji . Τ 2,400 $15,125 

Balance of” Fund 9- 30-60. ee 7 $243,841 

ACTION: | ΝΣ " αὐ νον - * ." a 

None. - ‘tnis: shemorandun 1s, béing*submitted for your | 
information and an Up-to-date:.accounting of these Solo funds will 
be brought ‘to your. attention each month; 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT _ 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pater 9/2/60 

ghey BAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

-- 
J SUBJECT: Osor 

Is-C 

CG 5824-S* on 8/26/60, made available to SA JOHN E.- 
KEATING for photostating, a copy of the following items 
which were obtained’ .during attendance at the 8th National 
Assembly of the Partido Socialista Popular (PSP), the CP of 
Cuba, All items are in the Spanish language. 

1 

1) A-one page leaflet. captioned ‘Juramento Ante 
.18 Revolucion y, Ante_la_Patria", This leaflet reflects ~ 

. “that it was issued by the Confederation of Trade Unions of 
Cuba (CTC). 

2) A flyer annowliciag the festival at the Havana ἡ 
Riveria on August 21, 1960. 

᾿ . - * 3) A_folder. with tke following statement by 
f FIDEL CASTRO as the caption: "No_Solo_Son_Traidores A 

GH Cristo Sino, A.Su_Patriat. The folder contains‘an article 
οὐ εἰ “TV by BLAS ROCA, General Secretary of the δ entitled " 

&yee'l"Religion y Revolucion", 

wn One photostat copy of each 9 these three itens 
is enclosed hérewith to the Bureau, the Chicago copy is 
located in Chicago file 134-46 Sub B-1A (82-84). 
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protesting against this desecration. 

SUMMARY FROM SPANISH 

NOT ONLY ARE THEY TRAITORS AGAINST CHRIST, BUT ALSO AGAINST 
THEIR COUNTRY. 

By FIDEL CASTRO 

"Divide and conquer." These are the tactics 
Which those whose goal is to stop the development of 
society have always used. These are the tactics which 
the imperialistsfrom the North, the reactionaries, the 
iarge landowners and all those "Who dive or have lived 
on the poverty of other people are using today. They 
are pitting communists against Catholics in an effort 
to pit Revolution against religion. High-ranking clergy- 
ond of the. church®'s hierarchy are co-operating to this 
end. 

They have waved a danger flag every time the 
emancipation of our coantry has taken a step forward. 
They have waved a cheering banner every time imperialism 
has launched one of its aggressions. Now, they are using 
the pulpit of the church to spew their venom from. \ 

The people and the Catholics themselves are -— 

How can the Church honor God and accept blood 
money stolen from the people? Flow can the Church take 
into its fold the money hoarders who are laden with Vice 
and turpitude? 

These are the contradictions which leaders 
of the reaction cannot explain off. 

Why does a "religious" United States take 
away our sugar quota from us to plunge us into hunger 
and poverty and why do the "nonreligious" Soviet Union μ 
and People's China buy our sugar in an effort to help 
us and to spare us unemployment and starvation? if (3 
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Probably, the "religious" Mr. EISENHOWER is 
consulting the Bible and offering a prayer to God while 
planning a military invasion of Cuba which can only 
bring death to thousands. and thousands of Americans 
and Cubans. The "religious" Mr. EISENHOWER is ready 
to shed the blood of all. these human ‘beings to protect 
the. exploiting interests of a few millionaires who 
live in the lap of a luxury which is an insult to the 
poverty of the world. 

By contrast, the naterialist, the atheist, 
the communist Mr. KHRUSCHEV said: "Stop, you, United 
States, stop! Do not meddle with Cuba. Do not bring 
death and destruction upon Cuba,» Cuba may be small, 
but the Soviet Union. is big and is willing and ready 
to defend Cuba. The Soviet Union will. not tolerate 
such an. outrage." 

Who is better,. Cuban Catholics? On whose 
Side are you? On the religious Mr. EISENHOWER's side, 
who threatens to destroy the lives of so many hufian - 
beings, or .on the materialist Mr. KHRUSCHEYV's. Side, 
whose warning is. designed to protect ‘the lives_of ail 
these human beings? — 

τος The. Church. is- an ‘institytion. whose concern - 
ds religion. 

its objectives are the souls? of the people 
and the heaven above. 

Its activity must, not be political. iIt 
must be religious. 

Its utterances must: be. prayers; not counter- 
revolutionary harangues. - τ 

We did fot do ‘the Revolution to fight against. 
the Church, The Revolution was done to fight the large — 
landowners and crime. .The.- domain of the Revolution is 

_this world. The- problems. of. the. Revolution are the . 
problems of thé material life. of the people. The people 
know that the, Revolution has always respected the 
Church... The people. ‘know that the" Revolution has. never 
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indulged in the slightest provocation against the Church. 
The people, who are intelligent, mature and aware, know 
that the conduct of the Revolutionary Government has 
always been irreproachable in spite of the provocations 
coming from these latter-day "Whiténed=Sepuichers," 
as Christ himself called them. ~~” 

The people know the murders that have been 
committed in this country of ours. The people know that 
it was imperialism that armed the murderers hands. The 
people know that FRANCO put to death 1.miltion. Spaniards 
after the war and the people know that the Fascist portion 
of the clergy bestowed. the Lord's blessing. upon. these 
murders and upon FRANCO. 

The traitors. who try to "divide and corquer" 
‘the Révolution are. out of their minds. They are traitors 
against. Christ and against. their country. 

The Revolution frarches on. The tricks and, 
lies of these Scribes and Pharisees shall not prevail 
against the. Revolution. Christ, who rose against the, 
Roman Empire, was. ‘crucified, but "his. crucifixion’ did 
not stop the ‘Caesars, the Scribes and. the Pharisees 
from coming to/ignominious end, ΝΕ | Be 



RELIGION AND REVOLUTION 
By BLAS ROCA 

Among other things, the counterrevolutionary 
efforts to stop the Revolution are marked by an attempt 
to use the Catholic Church, the Catholic Colleges and 
other Catholic Institutions against the Revolution. 
As is known, of late, the "Protestant" imperialists of 
the North have sought an alliance with -the international 
institution of Catholicism to make use of it an the 
pursuit of their goals. Cardinal SPELLMNAN:, 
imperialist of the first water, an anti-Soviet. and a 
warmonger, launched an attack against Cuba and the Libera- 
tion movements of Latin America during the Eucharistic 
Congress that was held in Munich, West Germany. 

~ Young Senator KENNEDY, a Catholic, is seeking 
the presidency of the United States as the favorite 
candidate of the imperialist circles for the purpose of 
facilitating the coordination of the reactionary forces 
With Catholicism in the United States. 

It is necessary to keep all these things in 
mind in order to understand the anti-Revolution attitude 
and activities of certain Church authorities. 

Another factor ‘to be taken into account is. 
represented by the close ties between the Church and 
the tyrants, the owners of huge land properties, the 
exploiters of the people and all those who are rich. 
This is particularly true of the members of the clergy 
who came from Spain; they are Fascist FRANCO followers 
and the favorite allies of the United States. 

The churches are becoming the meeting piaces 
of the counterrevolutionaries. Monsignor LUIS CENTOZ, 
‘the papal nuncio, is the spokesman and diplomatic 
representative of the counterrevolutionaries. The 
pulpits are becoming soap boxes from which to harangue 
the populace, 
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This is not the doing of the Catholic believers. 
This is the doing of a corrupt clergy working thei will 
of the imperialist warmongers. 

The Revolution has repeatedly demonstrated 
that it does not wish to attack or harm the Catholic 
religion, As a matter of fact, it does not wish to 
attack or harm any other religion. We, communist, have 
stated and continue to state that we respect the rights 
of all Catholic believers and of the believers of any 
other religion. We respect their Churches, we respect 
their images, we respect their rites >and all their 
religious activities. 

Why cannot Catholics and communists work 
together, united in combating poverty, desease, illiteracy, 
vice, etc.? ᾿ 

Did not Catholics and communists fight_ side 
by side in the mountains and in the plains to ‘vanquish 
the tyranny which was torturing communists and Catholics 
alike? | - 

We, communists, are materialists and athéists. 
However, this is our philosophical viewpoint. We firmly 
believe that matter comes first and spirit comes second. 
Spirit derives from matter. We believe that the Universe 
was created by no one, but came into being as a result 
of natural laws which govern matter. We believe that 
where there are social problems, the economic and social 
regime which rules the country is responsible for those 
probiems and that it is up to the people to solve those 
problems with their intelligence, We believe that 
morals are a product of society and."thatj~as such, morals 
change with the changing of society. We believe that 
ΕἾ morals are being used to justify the ruling regime, 
to make it possible for it to continue its oppressive 
action, as is the case when Be 1K; are told that they 
should be good and resign/ age » exploitation and 
injustice, 

These are Gur materialist and atheist, cone 
victions. In no way;)do they ignore the spiritual problems. 
They are instrumental in seeing them in their true light. 



Can the Catholics respect our convictions in 
the same way as we respect their religious convictions? 

Can the Catholics sincerely co-operate with 
the communistsin the thingsGintwhich both Catholics and 
connunist believe, which Catholics and communists want 
and which Catholics and communists deserve? 

Yes, Life shows that they can. Life shows 
that the. only forces which oppose such a cooperation 
are the imperialists, the counterrevolutionaries and 
the. cavemen. - 

Are the henchmen, the imperialists, the lagge © 
land owners, the parasites. of society, the BATISTAs, ete. 

“Catholics? Do they believe in God? 

Are they. Catholic becausé they pais for the 
massés, for the weddings, for the baptisms, etc.? Are 
they Catholic because-they - go to church and give, as 
alms, a smali fraction of ‘what they have stolen. and 
accumulated through the misery, poverty, suffering and. 
Ἢ tribulations. of. the. farmers and peasants? 
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ENCLOSURES ΤῸ BUREAU FROM CICAGO 

Photostat copy of following: 

1) One page leaflet captioned "Juramento Ante 
la Revolucion y Ante ia Patria, 

2) Flyer announcing festival at Havana 
Riveria on 8/21/60, | 

3) Folder with statement of CASTRO as 
caption and article by BLAS ROCA, 

Re; SOLO 
15-( | 

Bufile 10042809) 
CG file 134-46 Sub 8 

παι... ἜΝ 
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TRECTOR, FBI (6565405) 9/29 760 

SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 

TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED BY 
SOVISTS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATION § 
ESP - ἢ ΜΝ 
(00; New γον),  “- 

δ' So fue, \ 

As the Bureau (7 Soba offices are aware, 1 4 
CG 5824-5 made available on 3/7/60, a total of $50,000, _ 
which was received from the Soviets for use in the CP, 
USA. Said eee consisted of $10,000 in $10 notes and 
$40,000 in $20 notes, 

Additionally, a total of 510,000 received from ve } 
the Soviets for use in the CP, USA, was made available on __ 
9/12/60. Said $10,000 consisted of $5,000 in $20 notes Ν 
and $5,000 in $10 notes. 

δὼ" 

A comparison of the serial numbers of the above ἣν 
notes against the serial numbers of notes Issued to Sovict 
establishments in NY and WFO, Russian Funds - (Bu file 65- NI 
23939, NY file 65-6315), produced negative results. ΝΗ 

we 

A breakdown of the $50,000 shipment reflected 
that a total of $23,520 was issued by the San Francisco . 
Federal Reserve District (SFFRD) followed by $13950, which 
was issued by the NY Federal Reeerve District (NYFRD), The NY 
remaining monies were divided amongst the remaining 10 Φ - 
Federal Reserve Distriots (FRDs). 

The $10,000 shipment reflected that $7,370 of the 
total of $10,000 was issued by the SFFRD. Above for informa- 
tion. 

, 
σ΄ 
¥ 

OBICMIAL Pha telt ty 

3 ~ Bureau (65265405) (RM) 
(1. - 100-428091 

1 - Chicago (134-46) (Sub. B) (INFO) (RM) 
1 - Washington Fiel 9557842) (INFO) (RM) 
1 —- New York (100-1 
1 - New York (65-1769 

74} 
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Wie, 
*) UNITED STATES GOVERNME 

MEMORANDUM 3 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 

SUBJECT: TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY 

Q 

Date: 9/27/60 

USED BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 

REN¥iet, 9/21/60, which set 

(00:NY) Cy 

forth an analysis 
of $50,000 received: from the Soviets on 8/25/60, for 

nt use in the CP, USA. 

On pages 13 and 14 of relet 
set forth on packet #L61,380,001B-L61 

» an analysis was 
»780,0008, which was 

Shipped by the US Treasury, Washington, D.C. -to San 
Francisco on 10/17/58. 

In paragraphs 3,.4. 5 on page 13, and in 
paragraph 1 on page 14, inadvertently there was set 
forth information concerning 1000 note groups existing 
in said packets, Rather than 1000 no 
have been set forth as 10,000 note gr 
offices are requested to change the 1 
forth in the above paragraphs to read © 

For recipient offices! info 
that $20.00 ‘notes received in a subse 
Pitted into a portion of the missing 
as set forth on page 13 of relet,. 

- Bureau (65-65405) (RM) 
(1 - 100~428091) ( ῷ 

1 ~ Chicago (134-46-sub B) (Info) (RM) 
1 - Los Angeles (65-6696) (info) (RM) 
1 - Portland (65-1920) (Info) (RM) 
1 - San Francisco (65-5323) (Info) (RM) 
2 - Seattle (105-2102) (Info) (RM 
1 ~ Salt Lake City 0921291} (Info) (RM) 

.1 ~-Washington Fleld (65-7842)- (Info) (RM) . 
1 - NY (100-134637). 
1 ~ New York (65-17696) 

LM:car /00- YAZOF 7 - 

(12) | NOT RECORDED 
G 198 SEP 301960 

te groups, it should 
oups. Recipient 
000 note groups set 
10,000 note groups. 

rmation, it is noted 
quent $50,000 shipment 
10,000 note groups 
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NY 65-17696 

Said groups now filled in are τὰ .5 430 

161,390 
L61,460 
161,470 
161,570 

In order to determine if the analysis set forth 
in relet concerning the above-mentioned packet was accurate, 
δι review was made of a 1950 series A packet number LILO, | 
344 ,OO1B-110,448,000B which was shipped to San Francisco 
by the US Treasury Department on 10/16/56. 

A review of this packet reflects that of 
a total of 104 1000 note groups contained in said packet, 
‘we have recovered one or more notes from 75 of the 1000 
note groups, 

it is interesting to note that of the first 52 
1000 note groups contained in the latter packet, only 
Six 1000 note groups have not been recorded in the index. 
The major portion of the 1000 note groups not filled in the 
latter packet were made up of the latter 1000 note groups of 
the entire packet. It is not known if any significance can 
be attached to the above observation. 

Recspient offices are again requested to correct 
pages 13.and 14 of relet as set forth above to reade 10,000 
note groups rather than 1000 note groups. 
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YUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MEMORANDUM 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 9/2 {/60 

Δ 
FROM “7 

Ι] 

4 
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SAC, NEW YORK Φ 

σ, 2 
SUBJECT: TRACING OF ‘AMERIG ONEY 

USED BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE 
GPERATTONS 
ESP-R 
(O00: New York) 

Re NY letter of 8/22/60, setting forth its 
analysis of money received from the Soviets for use of the 
CP, USA, and a Cr, USA official. 

On 8/25/60, NY 694~S* furnished an additional 
$50,000 received from the Soviets for use of the CP, USA, 

: Set forth herewith is an analysis of mentioned 
$50,000, 

6) Bureau (55-65405) (RM) 
‘ (1 100-428091) 

1 - Chicago (134-46 -Sub, B) (Info) (RM) 
7 Los Angeles (65-6696) (Info) (RM) 

Portland (65-1920}( Info) (RM) 
Sen Francisco (65-5323) (Info) (RM) 
Seattle (105-2102) (Info) (RM) 
Salt Lake City (65-1291) (Info) (RM) 
‘Washington Field (65-7842) (Info) (RM) 
New York eee tates) 
‘New York (65-17696 

aye 
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NY 65-17696 

STATISTICAL “BREAKDOWN BY NUMBER OF 
NOTES, SERIES AND FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT (FRD) 

A 



NY 65-17696 

FRD Series Number of Notes 

San Francisco 1934 22 
1934 A 123 
1934 B 19 
1934 ¢ 1 
1950 81 
1950 A ep 
1950 B 48 

1,020 Total 

As the above chart indicates,the same 
persistent pattern continues to be followed in that 
the San Francisco FR District issues by far the major 
portion of all monies used by the Soviets for CP and 
esplonage purposes, 

Note should be taken of the fact that prior 
to the receipt of instant $50,000, only a very negligible 
amount of 1950 B series notes had been recovered, 

The US Treasury Department, Washington, D.C., 
commenced shipping 1950 B series notes to the leth FR 
District in approximately June, 1958, 

Of the total of 848 series 1950 B notes contained 
in instant $50,000, 627 were issued by the San Francisco 
FRB, 176 by the Los Angeles FRB, 35 by the Seattle FRB, 
9 by the Portland FRB and 1 by the Sait Lake FRB,. 

As can thie be seen, the recovered 1950 B 
Serles notes were issued primarily by the San Francisco 



NY 65~17696 

No attention was edAtéréd on the proportion of 1934, 1934 A, 1934 B, 1934 C, 1950, 1950 A series notes that were issued by the various branches in the leth District, 

Aside from San Francisco FR District, no pattern of serialization was noted in the remaining 11 FR Districts, : 



NY 65-17696 

SEQUENCE OF 1950 B SERIES NOTES CONTAINED 
IN THE $50,000 WHICH EMANATED FROM THE 

SAN FRANCISCO. FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT 

Inasmuch as a large portion of instant 
‘ $50,000 consisted of 1950 B series notes, which series 
is the latest issue, concentration has been centered 
in ents section of the letter on an analysis of this 
series, 

In order that recipient offices may get 
an idea of how the sequences run, hereafter set forth 
is the serial numbers of all notes thus far recovered 
from several packets of the 1950 B series, ° 

It. must be kept in mind that, with two 
exceptions, which are noted, all of the notes were 
recovered in instant $50,000, As subsequent money is 
received many of the separations in serial sequence will 
be filled as is the case in 1950 and 1950 A series money. 

An asterisk set before a serial number denotes 
that the note is in exact sequence-to another, 
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ANALYSIS OF THE SERIALIZATION OF OTHER 
PACKETS OF THE 1950 B SERIES NOTES 
RECOVERED IN INSTANT $50,000 

-12- 
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L 61, 380, OOLB - 1, 61, 780, OOOB 

SHIPPED BY U.S. TREASURY, WASHINGTON, 
D.C., TO SAN FRANCISCO ON 10/17/58. 

As can be noted, the above shipment totalled 8 
million dollars in $20.00 notes. 

_ Thus far recovered from the above packet are 141 
notes, all of which were contained in instant $50,000. 

Review of the 141 notes reflected that commencing 
with the 1,000 notes that exist between beginning serial number 
L 61, 380, 001B = L 61, 381, OOB, we have recovered one or 
more notes from each 1,000 note group with the exception of: 

~ 61, 390 L 61, 558 
L 61, 420 L 61, 560 
L 61, 450 L 61, 570 
L 61, .460 L 61, 610 
L 61, 470 L 61, 620 
L 61, 5 L 61, 630 

In other words, we have recovered notes from 27 of 
the 39 1,000 note groups. 

Undoubtedly, as past experience has shown, receipt of 
subsequentlyrecovered money will reflect that the notes will fall 
into the serialization of the missing 1,000 note groups. 

The above analysis is set forth as an example of one 
of the reasons why this office believes Soviet money is obtained 
by them on the West Coast and not in a foreign city such as 
Hong Kong. 

- 13 - 
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ft appears illogical to believe that notes from 
every 1,000 note group ‘within the 8 million dollar packet 
would find its way to a foreign city within such ἃ short 
period of time while, at the same time exhibiting an 
appearance of newness while falling into sequence, 

Several examples of sequence in the above packet 
areas follows: 

L 614951048 L 61589911B 
105B 9912B 
106B ᾿ 

L 6159208538 
L 614997343 ©091B 

73538 
7363 Τ, 615933308 
1318 33318Β 
1388 

Τ, 615965443: 
L -61519399B 65465 

4OOB 6547B 
6553B 

L 61524915B 6555B 
49233 65598 

6560B 
EL 61525185B 6561B 

186B 6562B 
6563B 

L 61525253B 
— B54B I, 616072188 
255B 2ΡΟΒ 

L 615279298 62418 
9318 6240R 

- 14. 
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In addition to the: above 28 notes that are in 
immediate sequence and the above 11 notes that are separated 
from one another by 8 or less serial numbers, the following 
was noted: 

There were 18 notes separated from one another by 
less than 50 serial numbers. ‘There were 14 notes separated 
from one another by less than 100 serial numbers. Thus, out 
of a total of 141 notes recovered from this packet 71 were 
separated from another by less than 100 serial numbers, 

In perusing the serial numbers of other 1950B notes 
recovered in the $50,000, the following sequences were noted: 

L 565226633 
645 

1, 61596559B 
6OB 
61B 
62B 
638 

L 616762}}1Β 
HOB 

1, 623058438 
LER 
50B 
518 

- 15 - 
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L 62961349B 
50B 
518: 

52B 
53B 

In regard to the above serialized groupsit is noted 
that tne notes were in this order when received from the 
Soviets: 

L 676856948 L 713527328 
958 33B 

345 
L 67700315B 

1685 L 71406732B 
335 

L ΟΥΤΊΤΟΘΟΒ 34B 
67B LIB 
69B 
7OB L 742011118 

138 
Τ, 69003453B 

3.638 L 74203121B 
2°B 

L 705114658 
71B L 74203533B 
72B 218 

L 75080134B 
398 

_ . Comméneing with the next sub-title, observations 
will déal with the entire total of $50,000. 

- 16 - 
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Ο ο 

PHYSICAL APPEARANCE AND ORDER 
OF ALL SERIES NOTES OF THE $50,000 
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As received from the Soviets, the total of 
$50,000 (2,500 $20,00 notes) was grouped together 
in 25 100 note packages. 

1. Observation was made that a total of 201 
1934 series notes ‘W@8S contained in the $50,000; 
Of the total of 201, 165 were of San Francisco FR 
District origin, Said 1934 series were grouped together 
in 3 100 note packages, All of the 165 San Francisco 
1934 series notes were grouped together in 2 of the 
above 3 packages, Only 1 1934 series note was inter- 
mixed in the remaining 22 100 note packages that contained 
the. 1950, 1950A, 1950B series notes, 

@, Due to the newly made appearance of many of 
the notes (no crease marks, dirt, body oil; etc.) 
both agent and clerical personnel engaged in recording 
the serial numbers, gained the conviction that the 
referred to notes had never been passed from hand to 
hand on the public market; They had obviously been 
received as new money and subsequently stored. The 
majority of the money, however,:was of a 568 nature, 

Use of the word "stored" was made because of the | 
following: 

A number of notes of the 1934, 1950, and 1950A 
serles. not only had a newly made appearance, but also 
fell into exact sequenced order within the 100 note 
packages in which they were received. 

Examples are as follows: 

1934 A Series 

L 941991694 L 994335564 
Sf A 170A 
5BA 

18 
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L 000098988 
9899B 
99008 

Τ, 018770258 
268, 

L 05472366B 
370B 

L 05515176B 
L77B 

1950 Series 

L 247534386 
/ 30Β 

ΟἽ, 65549602A 
603A 

‘ This ‘office finds it difficult to believe that 
notes issued from 5 to 15 years ago would remain in new. 
condition and sequenced order unless stored. 

In addition to the above notes which were réviewed ! 
in exact sequenced order, there. were many others scattered 
thru the packages which, when placed in order, fell into 
sequence. 

several examples are as follows: 

1934 ἢ Sertes 

L 081895283 L 06009496B 
. 37B τ ΟἿΒ ; ΝΕ 

L 01704035B 
36B 

-19- 
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1950 Series 

L 60530624A 
634A 
665A 

L 62275896A 
O7A 

Observation was made of the manner in which notes 
of the same general sequence were located in the 100 note 
groups. 

In one group the following sequence occurred in the 
order following, 

1950 B Series 

L 67685670B 
One note was placed between, after which the following 

note appeared; 
1, 676829898 
Eleven notes were placed between, after which the 

following note appeared. 
L 676825078 
One note was placed between, after which the following 

note appeared, 
1, 67682050B 

Attention is directed to the descending cohtzriuous*® 
sequence in which theyrapreared. | 

Other examples are as follows: 

- 20 - 
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L 61679351B 
2 between 

.L 61679260B 
between 

L 61679168B 
3 between 

L, 616788138 
4 between 

L 616767753 
3. between 

L 616766808 
9 between 

L 616762heR 
L 616762418 

iF 71,406732B 

335 
3 between 

L 724067348 
L 714067418 

L 742035978 ᾿ τ 
3596B 
3595B 

1 between 
3580B 

3579B 
36253 

Due to the above method of sequence, the impression 
could be arrived at that the Soviets have Jiarge stacks of 
sequenced notes in their possession, 

Prior to using them, they try to mix them up, not by 
shuffing them like a déck of cards but simply by inserting other 

_ notes in between. 

The above impression may be of a temporary nature, 
however, for prior to this time observation of this nature was 
not made. Further recoveries will be scrutinized along this line. 

~ 21 - 
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RESULTS OF INSERTION OF ENTIRE 
$50,000 INTO THE INDEX 

“Ὁ. - 
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When the entire $50,000 was inserted into the 
index numerous near sequences were created. 

In the chart following, serial numbers of notes 
recovered in the $50,000 are designated by an asterisk, 

Serial numbers of notes recovered in prior ΟΡ 
operations are designated by the initials C.P, 

Serial numbers of notes recovered in Soviet 
Espionage operations are designated by the letter 8, followed 
by the initlals of the city in which the note was recovered. 

Cs 

1934 Series 

L 94434800A ΟΡ 
5e7A * 

δ, # 
0956A S-N.Y. 

19344 Series 

L. 7O204457A S-WEO 

36374 * 
2883A CP 

L 845093834 S-N.Y, 
8531} * 

L 847275154 S$-N.Y. 
5223A ὃ 
3029A S-N.Y, 

L 97012917A * 
TATA CP 

- 23 - 
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L. 19985459B CP 
888 * 
605B * 

L 205080238 ἃ 
O16B CP 

L 273040008 ἃ 
885B 35 - NY 

L 371664478 * 
1385 S-NY 

L 522730228 * 
3664B S-NY 
USIGB 5 
4932B S-NY 
6949B * 

1950 B Series 

L 565226638: ἃ 
607B S-NY 

I, 65664658B S-Wro 
48B10B ἃ 
6229B S-WFO 
7138B * 

Within the near future, this office will 
set forth by separate communication, its comments concerning 
recent developments in San Francisco. 

- 30 - 
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‘ STANOARD FORM NO, 64 “ Ο 

t 

_ Office Memorandum - . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Director, FBI (100-428091). pate; 9/28/60 

ἽΝ CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub F) 

& 
ES 

hd ReBulet, 5/4/60, instructing that details | 
y -concerning disbursements of funds in the possession of | 
ff CG 5824-S* be submitted to the Bureau by the 5th of the 

month following the month being reported, 

Balance in. ‘possession of CG, 5824~S* . 
as of September 1, 1960 $114,045.00 

Additions . ' 

None | 

Disbursements 

To MORRIS CHILDSion. September 13, 
1960 to be used for a trip. to | . 
Russia. 600,00 

Balance in possession. of, CG 5824-5Ὲ ΝΕ 
ee eT - as of September: 30; 1960 °113 5445.00 -* 

* On September 13, 1960, CG 9824=5* gave JACK KLING. an 
. additional sum of $4, οὐδ᾽ for safekeeping. The total in 
' the possession Of. JACK KLING for safekeeping is now $10,000, 

πᾶ 

jee Vide 
= Bureau (RM)(AM): 

Ἵ = Chicago ΛΟ 
τὸν JEK: jen ἢ ΝΕ Ni 
fe (3) * 

ΝΕ Ὃ /tb- 4280 9/— [600 
Ν /e- Jl ᾿ 

& «δερη 960 

Hers rn 
2 Aped | ccnp tdi “εἴ. 

“ὁ τό Oo oi 

tS, Lee 
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A _ . 

. depository. _New York. Office does not include in its 

tal Ps ΤΊΝΙ 

. 1-O Fox 

— October 10, 1960 SAC, Chicago  (~134-46 Sub F) 

Director, FBI (100-426091)— [96] 

SLO - . 
SNTERNAL SECURITY - C 

_- Reurlet 9-28-60, no copy furnished New York and ᾿ 
New York letter 10-4-60, copy furnished Chicago, concerning - 
current accounting of SOLO funds in: possession of (ἃ 5824-5* 
and KY 694~S*. 

: Chicago Office includes in its monthly balance 
the sum of roney being retained by Jack Kling as a . 

monthly balance the sun being retained by Lena Sherer 
as a depository. So that we may be consistent in this 
matter, the Bureau feels that money presently being 
held by persons. other than our informants should not. 
be considered part of available 5010 finds in possession 
of our-infornants. Our informants have apparently lost ; 
control of the money now in possession of depositories. 
Chicago, therefore, in its next accounting letter should 
deduct from its balance of SOLO funds the sum of $10,000 

+ 

presently being held by Kling. 

_. 9} course; records should be maintained by your 
office so that, you are im a position to know at all tines , 
wnere funds of the Party can be located. - | 

| L = New York (100-134637 Sub A) . ; 
° - ΕΝ fhe 

. 
: ν » 

- . . " | 
- . ‘ . i Ae ες 3, 

ΝΣ ἘΒΕ:11ο :.- - μ᾿ 
᾿ς - oe (5) an a 

. Mr. Tolson . | : 
Be Mole] | 
UMS Por mg Ξ » Tr Pelyant i - 

Ee λους, ἢ 
Fle vat, —~ 4 ~~ oe τ- 

δὺς ΤΥ fep> ΜΝ { - a τ ioe 
Roo, τ 
ue δ τ aoe | . ᾿ 4 — —~* 6! Ὁ. 
ἀπιδο Ἢ ΝΝ Ao _ 

Br ee, stay pt : -~— - ee Past 
‘es ee STO ὃ. ΟΞ 7 a? 
Biss Gandy eet ΟΝ τ οἴ 

ΞΟ ται 
~ rH ᾿ . seas ew ΣΝ 

eee ἢ — 



a ς εν Μ’ςς 
UNITED: STATES. GOVERP ENT ae 

Me emorandum | 
το: DIRECTOR, FBI’ (100-428091) . DATE: | 10/4/60 

& 

‘ δ ᾿ μ ea we . , 
κι 

» Ἔκομ : SAC; NEW YORK (100-134637~Sub .A) 
v 

SUBJE Goro ) : τ 

_ Records of the New York Office reflect that. as of 
10/4/60; transactions in. the SOLO account reported by NY 694~S 
since the: date of the last accounting have been..as follows: 

ra 

- : OO Credit .- 

On ‘hand. 8/31/60. - τς δ ᾿ς πὸ ,991. «οὐ 
Received from foreign source (Soviet), ; yO | 

9/7/60 50,000.00, - 
Received from foreign source (Soviet) " 

9/12/60 _ εν 10,000 «Οὐ 

το ἀρθαῖ, $139,921.00 ° 
; Debit | 

To ELIZABETH MASCOLO for expenses 
fneidental. ‘to transferring Soviet | ες 
funds to NYC: from Ottawa, -" SO 

_ Canada 9/12/60. - GB -1254.00." 

To: ISADORE WOFSY. for ‘loan: to Prompt Press νι τς 
, 9/15/60 . εν - 2,000,.00 . 

- a 

‘To ISADORE WOFSY for use of CP Natdonal, office: ΝΕ 
9/19/60 10,;000..00 

κοινῷ πο " 

=Bureau (100- 428092) (RM) | . he 
7 1=Chicago (134-46=Sub F) (SOLO: FUNDS), (aNFo) (RM). 
ΟΝ t-New: York 134-91 ̓  TNV..). (AL) ἃ 

1-New York 100-128861 (CPUSA FUNDS-RESERVE. FUNDS) - (415) - Me 
Δ ΟΝ ον york 100- 134637 δα A (AY) 

Ἱ 

. Oke ; ΝΕ eee “76 -- ΤΈΣΣ, 477- ΜΙ 

a “πὸ ὧν af A, 13. 

- a. a ¥ , fer μι “0 

4 . πω ἔμ wi 

y pee Ὁ ul 
Soo - ᾿ " 

΄ Mes ᾿ "»ἢ = 72] . με . -- = . — 

ar, ur ᾿ - ᾿ 

OS ., aa 

"Ὁ ᾿ 



ΝΥ 100-134637-Sub A . 

tol pf Chicago CP for purchase of 
Mercury automobile (1960) for GUS HALL 

9/26/60 ᾧ 2,400.00 

- Bo PSADORE MORSE for use of CP National Office ut 
to Wd 10/3/6 5,000.00 = 

! ee i oan 
Total $ 19,525.00 ¢ wel meh | $b 

_ _-Balatiee: + 
10/4/60 | | $120,396.00. 
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" FD-36 (Rev., 12-13-56) 

FBI 

Date: 10/10/60 
Transmit the following in _ PLAIN TEXT 

(Type in plain text or code} 
| Bee 

Via —_ATRTBT = :--- ‘ 7 “(Priority or Method of Mailing) { 
OO a τ - ----- -- ------.....-.-.-.-.-. .............-...- =< ---- -- ~~ 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

mY suaseor:(Chorg) 

mw Ρ 
fsa ONT ΝΕ $10 OLLIE | , SA LO | $4,500.00: in $10 bills which 

, ELIZABETH .MASCOLO had delivered to him on 10/9/60. This 
β money had béen delivered to TIM BUCK, head of the Canadian 

CP, for transmittal to the CPUSA;,; by the Soviet Embassy 
in Ottawa; Canada, . 

| ~ The serial numbers on these bills will -be compared 
with Jists of currency issued to Soviet establishments in. 
NyC-atid. Washington, D. C., and the Bureau will be notified 
of any positive identification of said bills. 
1 er ᾿ | . 

sat ᾿ ᾿ 
ε G 

eo Ae 
= 99 3 

A 
7 alt 

" πα 
t 
Ὁ 

β jee συξ εχ RECs 7 LG 209 | — DOB = - . — ῳ Ὁ 

OL ἀν )ες int’ F /00 4280" /-/ 

| .° 32 Bureau (100-428091) (RM 
τι - mms. (134-46 at S an Ὁ oct 11 1860 : 

-} 2 = NY 134-91. (INV) mn oe 
1 - NY 100-134637 Sub A) (SOLO FUNDS) (41) 
1 = N¥-100-134637 (41) . - 

ACB: mml 
(8) 

«> ἐχὶρρ 

50 0CT 1 7.1960 So | 
Approved: <= — Sent ἸΜ Per ς-ΦὦΦὦὋὃἋὥἅ)ἍὃὮνενἿ 

Special Agent in Charge 
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Transmit the following in 

FBI 

pete: 10/3/60 py “YY 

(Type in plain text or code) 

bs, AIRTEL REGISTERED ---- - --- -Ξ--- τ---ο --Ὕ»----Ξ (Priority ot Method of Mailing} ] 

H “TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 
β 

71 supsect:O soto 
τ ; | 

} ie . 2 EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT TO” 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION HEREIN, INASMUCH AS SAID INFORMATION), 
BY ITS NATURE, TENDS TO IDENTIFY NY 694-S*, A VALUABLE INFORMANT,] 
AS THE SOURCE THEREOF. UNLESS THIS INFORMATION IS VERIFIED BY 
OTHER SOURCES, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCORPORATED--EVEN IN PARAPHRASED 
FORM--IN THE INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT, 

On 10/3/60, NY 694-S* advised SA Ip 
that on date, he received a letter from CG 5824-S* ἢ 1c 

dated September 27th at Prague, Czechoslovakia. ‘The letter 
was. addressed to informant under the code name JAMES CARTER 
and was “signed by CG 5824-S* as JOSEPH CARTER, 

see, 1. 
enter - ; te Sati 

- Bureau “~~, (100-428091) (RM) ἐν 
1. - Chicago “΄ (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (RM) 
1: - NY 134-91 (INV) (415) 
L - NY 100-134637 (41) 

F 
νῦν 24 J, 

ACB :msb (415) Op. Ἃ “94- “λυ ρος Ca 

The contents of the said letter are as follows: Yy y 

Ce 
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9 | CG Cc 7 eth, = 

ΑΝ δι. μΜ Ρι....ὉὉὦὉὦὋ.ςὦὁὉὁὁὁὁὋὁΣ.5. 
BSG δξδξ hits Agent in Charge 
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"Dear James, 

"Even a tourist runs into fog and I am thus delayed somewhat. 
But I ran into some old friends and that always helps. I am 
asking one of them to mail this to you. Give regards to 
BROADMAN and he can convey; the following: , 

"L) To the fur dealer, tell him that all the latest about the 
friend of J. LOVESTONE, etc., has been given to the firm 
concerned--where I lost my laundry. 

"2) hat the information about the doctor friend of his also, 
but he should continue as we talked to give further details. 
ABE also received his regards. 

For PHIL: - although: 1 did not get the details regarding paper 
for cigat trade--Let him know through - BROADMAN and him directly 
i£ your wish that highest source in that place kniow about our 
attitude now--I took it up. Therefore promise of no trade paper 
without some consultation on nature, etc. 

"A travelling salesman always runs into buddies. So 1 ran 
into the chief cigar salesman and another one going the other. 

way. 

NTE you write to grandpa, tell him [ spent time with his family 
and they are .0.K, and hope to see him one of these days. ‘They 
are. really O.K. He, HARRY, especially is a good watch dog. She 
is a bit in the air but 0. K. 

"By the way, your friend who loaned you his last $10 did ποῦ 
come back to renew his contract. All his other relatives moved 
“out too, and therefore didn't know what they are going to do in 
particular. Doubt is coming back, 

“Tell BROADMAN from all indications right ‘now, I was still in 
Providence, before I left for abroad, things did not look good. 
The Peoria branch has not improved its business either-~IT IS, - 

GETTING WORSE, a 
-2.- 

\_ 
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"Nothing. else right. now. I am sorry I did not take more 
winter stuff. This has been a cold summer and now a cold 
fall in Europe. I wear, a, sweater and coat constantly. I 
just remember I forgot my earlaps and galoshes. JE I .should 
go south instead of the Scandinavian countries. I won't. need 
the: Stuf, . 

"Regarding Peoria, theix main newspaper carried a six-line ad 
on the big sale that received national publicity and fuil -page 
ads. everywhere else. So you can see that the local managers 
there do not care: about contracts, agreements, personalities, 
business, etc.--in New York, of course, as you will récall, 
the pagesaof. ads brought. business, Peoria is now circulating 
a mail ordér: inner circular letter. Will see it one of these 
days and. will try to give you opinion. 

"Supposed to be of ἃ vacation and localized trip. I should 
forget all about this, ‘but I thought you ‘should know. I hope” 
you. are. well and business is fine. ) 

"My regards ; 

_. "Joseph 

“P.S, Some o£ your mail beat me. ‘Keep it up. This time 
someone will have to explain Milwaukée monkéy business. 

As I write you, I have been delayed in Providence before 
leaving.” , ᾿ 

. NY 694-S* advised that he is not. familiar with some 
of the matters. referred to in the above letter, particularly 
those mentioned in paragraphs two, three and four. He will 
transmit. the informatioi in this letter to GUS HALL and 
anticipates that HALL will be able to advise chim: with: respect 
to the specific meaning of the aforesaid paragraplis. 

uo 
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The words “fur dealer'’ in paragraph two refer to | 
IRVING. POTASH, CP,USA functionary. The informant believes 
that the words "Eien concerned" refer to the Cuban CP, inas- 
much as when CG 5824-S* was recently in Havana, he lost sonie 
laundry there. He doés not know the identity of "the friend 
of J. LOVES TONE, " . | - 

' Informant believes that in paragraph two, the 
words "doctor friend" may refer to ESCALANTE, a top functionary 
of the Cuban CP, ‘The name "ABE! informant believes to refer 

APMAN, also known as ORMARNOLD and currently known 
aS” JOHNACPAKA, CHAPMAN, formerly associated with: the "Freiheit" 
but curvently eiployed in Czechoslovakia as_a correspondent, is 
a citizen of (Czechoslovakia and” is presently~known “as JOHN-CPAKA. 

In paragraph four, UPHIL" refers to PHIL BART and 
BROADMAN ¥efers. ‘to. GUS HALL. informant believes that this 
paragraph: may have reference. to a. newspaper to be get up | 
‘possibly in Cuba-or Puerto Rico. He considers the word "cigar 
trade" to refer to either of those places. 

- Iti paragraph five; informant ‘believes. that the words 
"Chief: cigar salesman" refer possibly to BLAS ROCA, secretary 
o£ the Cuban CP. 

‘In paragraph six, the word "grandpa" refers to TIM. 
‘BUCK, Canadian CP leader, and the. words "his family" refer to 
GURULNICK,, ‘Canadian CP representative to the"World Marxist 

" Review, "and the Latter! s wife, ANN. BULLER, member of the 
National Committee in the Canadian CP. The words “watch dog" 
in this paragraph signify that. GURULNICK is taking excellént 
care of the Canadian CP's interest in Prague. 

cHRe 

5 ᾿ς ΤῸ paragraph seven, the reference is to CHAU YI MIN, | 
inese CP representative to » the i World | Marxist.Review,)" thom 

both: CG 5824<S* “and NY 694- S* have contacted in Prague. The, 

| ΟἿΣ 
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-- 

“Significance of .this paragraph is. that ‘MIN; who returned ‘to 
China some time ago, ‘has. not. returned to: Prague, and that ΝΞ 
the other Chinese in Prague have left. ° 

In. paragraph eight, the significance is that HALL 
.is to-be told that the Chinese situation, so far δὲ CG 5824-S* 

Ἡ was able to ascertain in Prague, is becoming: worse,. The — 
word "Providence" refers to Prague and the word “peoria" - 
signifies Peking. 

Paragraph nine way. ‘be interpreted as. it is written, - 
containing no coded Language. , | ᾿ 

In. paragraph ‘ten,. the significanée. is: that the chief «+ 
‘CP newspaper in. Peking carried’ only. a: six-line story regarding 
KHRUSHCHEV'S attendance at thé Uiited"Nations; The words, 
"Local managers’ in this paragraph refer’ to :Chinesé ΟΡ top. : 
functionaries, who apparently are unconcerned. with what, is. taking 
place in New York at the United Nations. The reference in this 

| | paragraph to a “mail order inner circular letter" indicates | 
‘ [that the Chinese. cp: is. sending a ‘secret document. :to. other cp"s | 

throughout the world. | . ὌΝ 7 oP 

The reference in the P.S. at the foot ὉΣ the letter 
refers to the fact that CG. 5824- 81 is not’ receiving all the 

- communications sent to him by NY’ 694=S*, ‘and that 66 5824<s* _ | 
‘intends to complain about this matter in Moscow. . The word an 
"Milwaukee" signifies Moscow. | ΝΕ ἢ 
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» UNITED STATES GO MENT 

Memorandum 

ly TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont paTE: October 5, 1960 

FROM : Mr. F. 7. naungertnenaf'Y 

SUBJEC Osoy 
ERWAL SECURITY - ¢ 

CG 5824-S#, at the instructions of Gus Hall wa abode ‘ 
Dennis, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), functionaries, departed t 
United States 9-22.60 on the eighth Solo mission. He is to attend 
conferences being held in Moscow, Russia, to discuss and attempt 
to reconcile the current ideological differences that exist between 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the Chinese CP. 

New York airtel 10-3-60 discloses that NY 694-S# received 
a coded language letter from CG 5824-S# dated 9-27-60 at Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. Interpreting this letter, NY 694-S* advised that 
Chao Yi Min, Chinese CP representative to the "World Marxist Review" 
in Prague, had returned to China and that other Chinese in Prague 
have left. Chao Yi Min was the Chinese CP contact of our informants 
in Prague. In February, 1960, he gave NY 694-S* (fourth Solo mission) 
$50,000: for use of the CPUSA. 

According to NY 694-55, information obtained by CG 5824-S# 
in. Prague indicates that the Soviet-Chinése situation is becoming 
worse.. The leading CP newspaper in Peking, China, carried only a 
six-line story regarding Khrushchev's attendance at the United Nations. 
Top Chinese CP functionaries apparently are unconcerned with what is 
taking place at the United Nations in New York City. There is an 
indication that the Chinese CP is sefiding a secret document to 
other CP's throughout the world {probably setting forth the Chinese 
viewpoints in the Soviet-Chinese dispute 

fag - [bb lobe 
‘ et * 

OBSERVATIONS : Θὰ «a 

CG 5824- Sx was the CPUSA vepresehtative at a conference 
of CP's held in Moscow 9/28-29/60 and is to be the CPUSA representa- 
tive.at dnother conference scheduled to be held in Moscow in early 
November, 1960. These conferences are being held in an effort to 
settle the Soviet-Chinese disputé. CG 5824-S# is expected. to return 
to the United States the itiddle of November, %960 =— Jemeemes meena 

100-428091 | 2 OCT 1? 1860: 

2 δι GS aa Se e 

1 - Mr. Parsons ᾿ . Sess 

1 - Mr. Belmont - be, 

τ Mr. Baurigardner SG 
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Menorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100 -428091 

ADDENDUM (by Mr. Belmont), 10/6/60 

In order to determine whether this information should be 
disseminated at this time, we had NY recontact 694-S* for further 
possible specifics, and’ to determine the reliability of the 
interpretation by 694-8 of the letter from 5824-5, 

ASAC McCabe advised’ on 10/6 that 694-S could not furnish 
any additional specifics; that the interpretation as shown above 

, i 

is the best he can give to this "double talk" letter. 

It should be borne in mind that this was a letter sent out 
of Prague on 9/27, prior to: the informant's attendance at the meeting 
in Moscow on 9/28 and 9/29/60. 694-S stated that it, is probable 
that 5824-S will not be able to furnish the-results of the meeting 
in Moscow until he leaves Russia. However, if 5824-S is able to 
get a message out to 694-35, we will have a better picture as to 
exactly what the situation is in the Russian-Chinese argument, 

RECOMMENDATION: 
Inasmuch as the information received from 5824-S, through’ 

his double talk letter, is dependent. on a speculative interpretation, 
and the meeting. at Moscow. had not yet occurred, _ we recommend that | 
this not be disseminated ‘at this “time,” 

AHB 

Τὰ 9" 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Parsons : 
Belmont 
Callahon _- Memorandum cna 
Malone - 
McGulre - 
Roson , 

TO : Mr. F. JT. paungaraner 7} : pate: October 13, 1960 Tac 

W.C. Sullivan —— 

Tele. Room mew, ἡ 

I 

Ω .-- 

SUBJECT: \ SO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

This memorandum has been prepared to assist in locating 
pertinent data in file which was developed during Solo Mission Seven 
(CG 5824-S% attended Eighth National Assembly of the Partido 
Socialista Popular (PSP), the Communist Party (CP) of Cuba, held 
8/16-21/60 in Havana, Cuba). 

Location in 
Bufile 100-428091 

Description of Material Serial No. 

BULGARIAN DELEGATIONS, exchange With U.S. secvcereeees 966 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE PSP, elected 8/21/60 ........ 989, p. 12 
CONTACTS, addresses of various CPs in Latin America ... 959 
CR DENTIAL REPORT OF PSP COMMITTEE ...46 6666 6 δον νόον δοον 968, Ρ. 3 

comments of Cuban situation by CG 582d4-S% ...esee0.6 970 
tour of Area Seven by fraternal delegates ......cc..0. 949. 
organization of tour of Oriente Province ...e.+.+... 946, 989, p. 15 

ESCALANTE, ANIBAL ἢ 
report on PSP Program ..cccccccccscccvcssevecccsoses 968, p. 10. 
meeting With CG 5824-S* and James Jackson «9. ........ 986 

FRATERNAL DELEGATES TO PSP, List Of .eccscsercceceecers 944, 968, Ὁ. 5 
"HOY, " visit to offices ooo eae ὃ ἢ δ ὃ ἃ ὃ ὃ 4 ὁ νῷ ὃ ᾧ ὁ ὃ ὃ ὁ 9 ἡὶ ὁ ὁ κὶ 957 

LUZARDO, MANUAL, report on Rules and Bylaws ........+.. 968, p. 19 
ROCA, BLAS ᾿ | 

1il-hour report to National Assembly ..ocsseecceveeeee 958, 
remarks made at Last session .....s.00. crcccscceeces 989 

SUMMARY 
teletype CSRS HRHEHHERE HE HHH HOHE ECHO HCO RHE HOHE HHO KREME OTE 950: 

5 Φο τ δῦ ὃ ὃ δῷ ὁ 4Φ0ῦ δὺ ὃ ὃ 69 δ ὃ δᾷ ὃ ὃ ὃ Φ Ὁ eneanee nese 968, 989 7 

» information concerning Klaus Fuchs 76 
and Rosenberg and Sobell caSeS .occcccccecccscccesscoeee 927, 935 °°” 

ACTION: 

File for reference purposes. lOO-4 } 2 -- O - 

100-428091 77 “2 ec 8ὶ SS i al - | 
FFF PaO OCI 201960 : 4 OCT 18 1960 5 

1 - Mr. Baumgardne «Ὁ ree 
1 - Mr. lox , 

Ν 
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" Mohr ᾿ 
UNITED: STATES oC} ENT Parsons 

ja 

: : Belmont 

4 Catfahan ~~. Memorandum sae 
MeGulte 

“ Rosen 
TO - Mr. F. d. naungariner SP paTe: October 17, 1960 Tana 

W.C. Sullivan — 
Tele. Room 

FROM : Mr. F. F. Fox Hh Inara 
© 

suBJECT: (SOLO 
ERNAL SECURITY . 0 

This memorandum has been prepared to assist in locating 
pertinent data in file which was developed during Solo Mission Six 
(CG 5824-S# traveled to Moscow, Russia, and Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
between 7-9-60 and 7-31-60). 

Location in 
| Bufile 100-428091 
Description of Material Serial No. 

ALL UNION COUNCIL OF TRADE-UNIONS OF 
THE USSR, meeting with leading members ......cceeeeee+ 909 

BUCHAREST CONFERENCE 
details obtained from Elizabeth Guriey Flynn ...... 842 
resume of 84-page letter of CPSU addressed 
to the leadership of all CP's, dated 6-21-60 ...... 907 

CHAO YI=-MIN, meeting with Φ ὁ ἃ ἃ ὃ ὃ ΒΒ ὃ ὃ ἃ ὃ ὃ δ ὃ δ ὃ Φ ὃ ΒΦΒΦΒ᾽ΦϑΦθ ὃ 855, 982 

FLYNN, ELIZABETH GURLEY, photograph of 
Khrushchev With .occccccseccscvccsccscssesccserere . 890 

FOSTER, WILLIAM Z., proposal for exchange of | 
Bishop Walsh 8᾽ῳ ἃ α ἃ ἃ ἃ ἃ ὃ 8Ἃ3Ὁ ἃ ἃ Ὁ ὃ ὅ ὦ ὃ ὃ κα ὃ ὃ ὃ δ 98 6 Φ ὃ Geneon de 848 

FRIENDSHIP OF THE PEOPLES REPUBLIC ἃ ἃ ὃ ὃ 9 Φ ὃ ἃ ᾧ 8 ὃ ϑ ee ὃ ὃ ὃ 6 6 866, 904 Pe 2 

INTERNATIONAL BOOKS, meeting with representatives .... 976 

LATIN-AMERICAN COMRADES 
training of 50 comrades by Red China .........e.22. 872 Ὁ. 3 

MOSTOVETS, NIKOLAL VLADIMIROVICH, meeting with ....... 868, 872, 874, 
: 04 | 876, 

PATTERSON, WILLIAM L., activities during He) | 
Summék:, 1960 ΟΝ ὍΝ, Bu χοᾶ} ( ἔ 

PONONAREV, BORIS, meetings with . ‘ra ΟἹ Yd 1660, “77 868, 872 

β 66 ῃ νος ΄ 
| 53 οὐδὲ λΔοθ8077 is — eee Y iff 

1 - Nr. F 
FFP: imo 8) Sy,r0 
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Memorandum to Mr. Baumgardner 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Location in ἡ 
| Bufile 100-428091 

Description of Material | Serlal No. 

SECRET DEPARTMENT CPSU, meeting With .....eceseess 863 
Identification of Boris S. Ivanov ..cccsssseeee 864 
Identification of Sergei Nikolaevich Antonov .. 884, 893 

SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE 
Ideological differences LS πως τες δον φῶ OAZ-ORTs. Ove 
State Gifferences cssseoseesesscccvesvesscveces 867 ᾿ 

TELETYPE SUMMARY os ie Φ : ere seca a ΠΣ ΣΥ͂Σ: τ eeevoerecece 875 

ACTION: δὰ 
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Office Mem®indum ¢ UNITED ΟΝ GOVERNMENT 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: Qetober 13, 1960 

fs 

oe 4 

- i - ΠῚ L 

Rebuict 10/10/60 stating: that the Bureau feels that 
money presently being: held: ‘by persons other. than our informants 
should not be considered part, of available Solo funds in the 
possession of our informants. ; Bureau Letter also stated, “Our 
informants have apparently lost— control of the money now in 
possession of depogitories’. . 

ΕΝ ‘The. Chicago. Division will comply with Bureau instruc- 5 
tions to ‘deduct. from its’ balance of Solo funds the sum of 
‘$10,000 presently being held by, JACK KLING. 7 

ye or aa This Division. 40, of thé opinion that. our informants 
IN a have not. ‘Lost, control of. monsy now in. the possession of -de= 
ee 1 _ positories. These. ‘gums were’ ‘farmed out! in compliance with 
ε a Suggestion ΟΣ ἘΠΟΕΝΕ DENNISthat this be done for security 

reasons, It is ‘also felt that ‘the system used by -the Chicago 
Division in the past permitted this office to be in a Positign 
to know at all times | Where. Solo funds: are locateds 

3)- > Bureau (RM) 
- New York (100-134637-sub A) .(RM): 

lL - - Chicago 
JEK:LMA ΄ 
(4) 

Lat WIA thay *97 REC. at | JO= anes 5 hp as ΚΞ ς ὍΝ it Τ OCT 17 08 
SS -.. “ 

ag 
Buy wos ᾿ 
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+ FBI 

Date: 9/23/60 

Transmit the following in. PLAIN TEXT 
(Type in plain text or code} 

{ 
για... ΑΤἸΗΤ : - :----- 

(Priority or Method of Mailing): 1 

.- ῥ ee .Ψ ΑΝ ΠΝ - 
δ Ab 

ib TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Gy ~ or og, 

Ὡν μι . »ἱ | 
Ϊ FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ΩΣ τ age Ψ 

, “ἋΣ - ~ 
aA \d | . Ν ᾿ — ΝΕ 

SUBJECT: (0.0. Ε “ 

wn 
CG 5824.5* orally furnished the information 

on the following pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING on 9/20 & 21/60. 
This report deals with a briefing of CG 5824-S* by various 
members of the leadership of the CPUSA in contémplation of 
a trip byCa 5824-S* to the Soviet Union. Additional brief- > 
ing of CG 5824.S* consistéd~ of a two-day meeting of the. | 
Secretariat of the -CPUSA and a meeting with EUGENE DENNIS, 
and this information has been reported under the. Caption, 
"COMMUNIST PARTY, USA - CRG NEGATION; Is-c", 

po? 

, [Veen Le «ἀρᾷ 
437 jee IW? α & 

- Bureau 1 (400. = 428091) (ΕΝ) Cen. 3) 
~ Chicagoo 34 Seb) (SOLO) (AMRM) ( ¢<s 
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et DCT ia seat yigent in Charge 



Septenber 20 and ay 1960 
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BRIEFINGS ΤῊ PREPARATION: HOR A ‘TRIP 

- 

who is | 
Party, USA (CP,USA), δ on 9. Os, ᾿ 
a student at the hi yersity of nia, 

in yx California, wants to join the CPUSA. yo. 
V an American citizen, claims that at one time he was a 

member of oy worked with the Communist Party (CP) of Great 
has stated that this facé can be verified | Pe 

ATTERSON OF: London, 2.Hogland : ΝΣ 

το reques ort be made tO contact: 
ΝΗ ᾿ PATTERSON n ἘΞΞ fob ed ἘΞΞ stated that he had . 

not discussed 8 ; Request with anyone. else in. ‘the ¢ CPUSA; 

Il. Statements of 
in. regard to. 

BY. LUMER Stated on 9/20/60, that 
who has been on a tour.of the United st 

-- ΟἿ a Gour of. the Soctalist countries 
_ Ah Europe should be informed tha is τοῦ 8 ιν member 

“J. Of the CPUSA and is anti-Party. The © “does not assume 
- --Yesponslbility for her. She has a close affinity and | 

relatlonship with Protskyists Au the United States. 

Irn. Statements of. WILLIAM wh. PATTERSON ys Ν Ν - 3 

tran 0 ' “gd 9/22/60, that 
is. Patbending the ‘Friendship of _ 

@ Peoples University in Moscow» Russia, His wife, LOUISE 
fe NPATTERSON, did riot stay in Ching and is presently in Moscow. 

fr->, Ne wou ike to have his wife stay in Moscow a little ZONES ; 
“He suggested thé possibility that she could work in the 
Women's Pes deal with the Negro question. . 

- MAS Af tet Aon REATTERI ON | 
- wh 

- ¥ 

ae, i 7 - Ν οτος - 

joo. wae [08 
ENCLOSURE 

a 
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- thie ‘Rusaiang have agreed to take tive Negro’ 
students from, the United States intothe Friendship of 
the Reoples: University in Moscow, The CPUSA 188. apgrecd 

_ PATTERSON. also stated that ‘yarious universities 
ES Europe have agreed to use an ‘outline for a short course ἡ 
on the Negrd- question in the United States. The CPs in ο΄ 
these countries .should be advised that, he is presently | 
working on this outline. 

"PATTERSON said that he ‘wants to Hebi to Moscow 
£0 teach a course in Negro history in the United States. 
and to urite commentaries on fhe Négro préss. ‘He stated - 
“Nhat this proposal, 18. under consideration in the CRUSA.. 

PATTERSON stated that he ts. supposed: to avid is. 
preparing material. for a meeting of international jurists ΒΝ 
in Budapest, Hungary, -on-October 15, 1960.. This material 
WLIL δαὶ with the oppression of Negroes in the United. 
States and is to serve.as’ the basis for. a docunent which ̓ 
Will be formulated ‘at this meeting of international jurists 
and Subsequently brenented § to the Anternatioval- Court of } 

- Justice, " ΝΞ ΝΣ ΐ 

_PAPTERSON sald that whe gave a Vist of Negro - 
ministers in the United States fo thé ΟΡ of Hungary ΜΝ 

a request that they be invited to. Hungary, He has heard -. 
that invitations will be extended to four 6f these ministers. 
He does not: know which ministers were selected and foutd 7 
tike to have this taformabton. ᾿ 

᾿ - 7” 
oF... - τ ~~ s 

- ΝΗ τ . . » * 

- ἢ -τ . ous a oe r - - 

. Ξ 7 - . ce "- ° 

Ν -. —- κ . - ' _- 
nd - - 

a = 

a : " . ῃ 

rn Manas Ne - 
cus. HALL ‘stated on “9/20/60. “that 

columnist for the "Peoples World” and _. The Worker" ;_ and, hig 
wite;L____] want™to visit_Russia and_Rumania. HALL ἢ 

to them. They 
requested. that ie effort be.made t6 Mave invitations extended 

re. currently residing at, 
San_ France sco,,/Califory ΤΠ - 



° Ἢ and are even against 

bs - 

Is 70 

τον there wilt be 8 meeting of the Comite internationale 
Pour La. Cooperation des Journalists in the Kurhaus in Badén, 
dustrias near Vienna; on Octobéx 18 through 22, 1960. The, fl, ht Ee 

eps. of the Secretartat of this organization is La - 
Saint Lazare, Paria, 9, France IL wants to send cree 
to: this meeting and also wants. to be extended an. inyata- 
tion to viglt the Soylet Union wh Le he is in Europe. a | 

; LOUISE PATTERSON ΝΕ ΝΕ 

* " HALL said he ‘really does, no& ‘know’ ‘ihettier’ Or riot " 
- τοῦτα PATTERSON ἀξ amémber Of the CPUSA, -Howevér,. if she: 
Wants to remain, in Moscow: At ta all right. for. her to do BO... 

- -- 

τσὶ Friendship of the Peo Les University 

"| * Phe CPUSA has: tot. agreed to: send ony Negro. students - 
- Spor) ‘the United States to the Friéndship of the Peoples 
“University in Moscow, Russia, If WILLIAM L; PATTERSON said” ΝΣ 
‘that the CPUSA has agreéd to do thid he is.in error, BEN DAVIS, <9... 

- JIM JACKSON and CLAUDE _LIGHTFOOT are ail : = 

:. Univergity, They aske Θ "use ἃ, δέξο. from this”. 
University in the United.  gtabed assuming that. she graduates. ἡ 

_ tn addtion, thee ig: some suspicion ‘concerning, ἃ student and 
-his m ther... _ this Student vias belng-consideré@ for possible 

=  Uaiversity, The. student's name is 

a 

π 

‘rom CHAO YL mim for | ° = 
antommatsen ‘oncerming® présently in china >. 
-and a foxmer resident of Long. Taland, New York, JOHN ABT Ε 
stated -that he knows very little hout hin ‘but He. is. all rignt, - 
Win his field’, . 

In regard to. ἱ 



Possible correspondence between a . 
om FRANK. COE and JOHT ABT 

and Cun Br, “the latter doce. not ant to become ‘4nvolveydl 
_ in any | puce reorrecpondence ab this, tine but {411 think ᾿ 

about dt. | A - - = 

Tiformation coricerning ANASTAS MEKOYAN : 

| JOUN ABE ahd- “his wlfe, JESSICA SMITH told GUS © 
. HALL that ANASTAS MIKOYAN had talked with fome American ik 

οὖς Moscow. MIKOYAN sald he had licard that the CPUSA Had put. 
τ ἀπ αὶ complaing against him bécausée he did not contact the =< ~ 

_ CPUSA while he was in.the United States; On the other hand = τ... 
Ξν “he did contact: the ‘CR of France while. he was: in Frande. an a 
τ MIKOYAN is "sorry but ‘he could not contact the CPUSA in the τ τς 

United States because -of thd ¢ircuystances, The CP of France 
=. Was able to make arrangenchts for hin ὃ to make contavt an 7 

- panee. . ; το 

| “HALL stated that ne dows not know how this alleged ΝΣ 
ὌΝ conplatiity originated and -MLKOYAN should -be told what the: me 

- ~_ -CPUSA hever made.- such -a complaint, we ' 

‘In regard to Biekets to: ‘Russian. oN _ 
: affairs “in the United States ΝΕ 

In the future when tiie Russians plan to extend _ 
invitations: or ‘pend tickets to. thelr affairs; receptions, ao 
‘eteetéra, in the United States, they should be sént to - _— 

. QUS HALL, He ywi11 make the dceision | s to whom will be | 
"+ selected to. attend. Up to the présent Gimé the invitations oe 
or tickets ‘have: been, given to ALEXANDEE RACHTENBERG . HS -"-" ΝΝ 

a 

_ Proposal. to. extend ‘4nvitattons leading: member's 
_. ΟΕ CPUSA to visit Russia and other Socialist 
_* countries in he. nacar futuré. - |. 

7 HALL. stated -o1.9/21,/60 that the next, Congress.of . . 
_ the United States will? “undoubtedly pass a Law making it. . - 
“ aLffieult for a member. of the CP $0 obtain a passport. 

4. 



He. has told. x a lot of people to. get passports: immedi dtedy ΝΣ 
and Many: ‘of them have already done so. Therefore, he would 
“ike the Russlatis to have a spééial projett and invite ten 
8 θῖν. people, and theix WLves to visit the Soviet Union, 

» πὶ Czechoslovakia, arid other/Soclalist cou tries before ‘the end: © 
of.1950 or at. the Latestythe beginning of 1951, - 

- Bs ee ICREYRER IMA — 
7 - eae τ HALL: said. thdé a mong those ς 5 has in | ind, and who, 

shave. alroady or are Ratt the nny a8 
ION EITEE sitll Pie 

& 

--- - 

an -. \ . ELIZABETH GURLEY BLYNN 

, HALL bald he warts ELTZABETIT quarEy. FLYNN to remain 
τος τ An Moscow until the end of the years: Under no- éircumatances 
ΝΕ 7 should she fo to- Peking: china, since the Chinese might be.- | 
τοῦ δ δ able to. iafluence her. She ig not tos asbute politically * 

a speaking. ἘΞ ΕΣ 

ἜΝ ᾿  Βορ᾽οοηοηῦ of the chauffour = 
τα for WILLIAM Bs. FOSTER 

ΝΞ ΞΕ "HALL sata he wanted the Comniunist Party. of the. , a 
So Sovict Union (CPSU) to Kknow- that the CPUSA has répladed ane 
4: >. WILLIAM Z, FOSTER! s. chauffeur, TACK.SHULMAN, with _ 
ΕΞ : 1s° stil] -employed in the National Orfice 

. OF the UPUSA 10 ὁ clerical capacity. | 

4 > ος PosttLon of the CBUSA in regard tO tae current . 
ΝΞ _ + τλαροϊόρλοθ!, dispute. between the ‘CPSU ang | the. ΄.. 
τς ὦ po ; Communi st Part) of Ching | 

HALL reaffirmed that the CPUSA endorscs ene: 1 line 
᾿ς of- tlie CPSU in the current ideological dtepute between. the 
- τ CPSU. and ‘The ΟΡ of “China, 

" 

oat. 

. = 2 . - - ᾿ " ᾿ a . 

" " ; ᾿ x - ᾿ - 5 = 4 ᾿ " 
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| Patiay’ Prague. 

a 

"ὟΣ pres . 

[ ῃ 

| το. the crs” 

rr 

οὶ Néed for sadi tional funda, for. the > CPUSA 

HALL stated that cPsu: should be tora that: the 
GPUSA needs Additional, funds. He mentioned: the followlng. 

π 

᾿ς ‘projects ag reasons. for these. additional funds; Τὸ is a,- | 
matter Οὐ conjecture as to whether some of there projects 

" Will be: launched or are serving merely 85 8. hasis tor 8, ᾿ 
request for additionel funds, a . 

4 

= 

The fiEne Aséue. of the magazine for: youth, 
“wen Horizons: 2 hag been tasied, 

- = oa 

εὐ ‘fhe ‘first, poe of ἃ Repro’ quarterly agiazAne 111 ᾿" 
-- Come out in Qetober, 1090. -- - 

— 

ἰ ορδῦ ys going through with ‘plang for a ΕΣ 
" Γ- poate: se Jetter', "“ERANIE" BALDWIN of New York 

— - 

Clty is being asked: to. edit this publications. 

_ _ Effor fie are being nade to tauheh ° a trade inion on 
magazine. IRVING POTASH is Yoxxing on this. project. 
‘the matter of. 8 suitable odizor is Holding Lt wo.. 

ou 

"sonttane © curing 1961; _ 

HAT stated that the CPSU shoutd be “nékied for at - 

The. “Datly: florker" WALL | vesume ‘publication - - «2 
τ we 

- at 

- 

|aegst an additional $200,090: for ‘the | crUSA.. 

ON. Staten ts of: OE NORTH ἘΞ ̓ τοῖος Ηρ υ oom ig 
“μη 

nas recently returned’ from 9, “bea. to 
3 Hoscotrs. Peking gnd other: odthes, He auttered ς 

oO 8. BLLCAY. heart attack while in-Moscow, — - 

. | NORTH sald that he Would like to have. his personal.’ 
regards given “to one MADRE (PH) whoporks for. “Rude Pravo" { PH). 
in, Prague, Czechoslovakia. MADRE promised: that he would send | 
some books and παῦσον δι to "Tho Worker”. 
‘MADRE be;  Yeminded of. this promice, 

HORT req: sented that 
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NORTH requestéd that his personal regards be =, 
elven to BORE sequoia. 18 the > editor ofthe “Literary 
Gazette" dn Moscor. τς = 

+ & 

NORTH stated that HOREAU ΓΝ foreign editor. 
of "“Humanite” in Paris, should be told that the articles 
NORTH promised to hiin wlll-be forthcoming. The same should. 

τὸ told ho the editor of “France Novelie δε ΕΝ 
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TO .: Mr. A. He Belmont DATE: September 26, 1960 t=. 
ΝΟ. Su  —— 
Tele. Room 

Ingeam 
FROM : Mr. F. J. mee Gandy , 

SUBJECT: 6 SOLO ) Be tachi, 

INTERNAL SECURITY - © ἣ 

CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of Gus Hail and Eugene 
Dennis, Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), functionaries, departed 
New York City via Air France flight 0700 at 7 p.m., 9/22/60 for Paris, 
France.,:: This is the first leg of the eighth Solo trip. Informant 
will depart Paris for Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Moscow, Russia, as 
soon as a visa for Czechoslovakia can be obtained in Paris. Our 
informant will be the CPUSA representative at a Conference of CPs : 
scheduled to be held in Moscow 9/28-29/60. He will remain in the 
communist countries of Europe during October, and will attend another 
scheduled conference to be held in Moscow in early November, 1960. 
These conferences are being held in. an effort to reconcile the 
ideological differences that exist between the CP of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU) and the CP of China. Informant, traveling under an assumed 
name, Martin Camp, is expected to return to the United States in the 
middle of November. Is 

ἐς 

~~» At ἃ two-day CPUSA Secretariat meeting in New York City, 
Party functionaries briefed informant in contemplation of his trip 
abroad.” New York airtel 9/23/60 sets forth certain "targets" the 
Party would like informant to ‘aim at while on this mission. Some of 
these "targets" are: 

1. Danny Rubin, National. CP Youth Director, would like f j 
informant to Patterson in London, England, to verify 
the fact that , a student at the Universityof California, 
Berkeley, Californi S a member of or Worked with the CP of | ! BR 
treat Britain. [ wants to join the CPUSA. iy | 

2. Hyman Lumer, National Education Secreta CPUSA, would 
like the informant to advise the CPs in Europe that Γι τ 1 
Who has been on ἃ tour of the United States and is going to tour the 
Socialist countries in EUrOR ey is not a CPUSA member and is anti-Party. 

: X19 Ree. 100. 4 aF09/- [fy 
3. William Patterson, CP National Committee inember, 

he gave a list of Negro ministers ‘Lin the United States to the CP of 

. ᾿ ἊΝ ES eee eee, ι : 
100-4327 06 χη 1960 wo 57 ey δ᾽ le Ral 

1 - Mr. Belmont 7 ῤ πὴ τ 
1. - Mr. Baumgardne 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 7 τς 
RE: SOLO po, ᾿ Dé 
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Hungary with δ. request that they be invited to visit Hungary. 
|Patterson has heard that invitations would be extended to four of 
these. ministers and he would like informant to determine the 
identity of the ministers selected by Hungary. 

4. Gus Hall, Gerieral. Secretary, CPUSA, advised that 
Lt columnist for the People's World" and "The Worker; and Ris 

‘lwife, 

" “ν aD 
: See, . » 

want to visit Russia and Rumania. Informant was 
requested to make an effort to have invitations extended to them. by 
these governments. | 

δ, Hail would like to haveL_ sds National Committee 
member, attend lournalists! meeting in.Austria from 10/18-22/60. 
Hali also wants[ ἢ τὸ be extended an invitation to visit the 
Soviet Union while he is in Europe... 

. 6. When the Russians plan to extend invitations or send 
‘tickets to their affairs and receptions in the United States, these 
invitations and tickets should: be sent to Gus Hall: Up to the 
present time such invitations and. tickets have been given. to 

{Alexander Trachtenberg, a CPUSA functionary. | 

ΝΕ . Hall, through the informant, would like the Russians 
| to havea special project.and.invite. 10 to 12 people. and their wives 
to visit the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and other socialist 

j;countries before the end of 1960.or early part of 1961. “Hall is 
making this request because he feels the. United States Congress. will 
undoubtedly passa law making’ it difficult for a member of the CP to 
obtain a passport. | 

8. Hail desires that Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, who is now in 
Moscow, remain there until the énd. of the year. Under’no circum- 
stances should she go to Peking, ‘China, since the Chinese might be. 

‘able to influence her. | ᾿ 

9. Through the informant,. Hall wants the. CPSU to know that 
the CPUSA_has replaced William Z. Foster's chauffeur, Jack Shulman, 
with γ᾿ ἸΤῶᾶ Security Index subject.) 

ΓΘ, Hall told the informant to. advise the CPSU thatthe CPUSA 
y endorses its line in the current ideological dispute. between the CPSU 

‘and the CP of China. 



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100~428091 

11. Hali, through the informant, stated that the CPSU 
| 320030 be told that the CPUSA needs additional funds; specifically: 

00,000. 

ACTION: 

For your information. When the informant returns: from 
his eighth Solo mission the material obtained will be analyzed and 
pertinent information will be promptly disseminated to interested 
agencies of the Government. 

Md | 1% ἢ 



I~=<Mr. LaPrade 

October 18, 1960 

Airtel 

fo:  <:SAC, Now York (100~134637) 

From: Director, FBI (100<428091) 

CSOLO_- ae | TERNAL SECURITY «Ὁ 

Re New York teletype 10-17-60: which sets out that — 
NY 694-S has. already Sent to CG 5824-S information concerning: 
which Communist. Party, USA (CPUSA) functionaries will attend 
the HosScow Conference as. deisgates. . 

New York advise ismediately whether afore-nentioned 
individuals will definitely represent the CPUSA at the 11.7.60 
confcrence in Hoscow, Russia, along with Elizabeth Gurley 
Flynn and Morris Childs. 

Attention is directed to New York airtel to Bureau 
10.3.60. entitied "CPUSA, International Relations, IS-C," 
New York file 100-86624, which sets out that Gus" Hall 
scheduled James Jackson, Mickey Lima, George Meyers and | 
Holen Winter as. delegates for this conference tut. NY 694-S, 
in this instance, said there is a misunderstanding with ἡ 
respect to individuals to be included in the delegation. 

For information of ΕΖ, 6. Lf 2. £0 7 _ Ip | 
| nies emeoen oe 

]1 ~ Chicago (134-46. Sub B) “Ν 
mes , ay 2 OCT 20 1960. 

NOTE ON YELLOW + - εἷς δ ἊΝ ΝΙΝ mre . 

Secretaries. of all the CP's in the world are 
scheduled to attend a conférence in Moscow on 11-7-60 to 

folon discuss the Sino-Soviet dispute. CG 5824-5 will attend this 

Wott —=>——egnference aS Will Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Vice-Chairman, 
Beluont —_-CPUSA, who is. currently in Russia. New York teletype 10-17-60 

Colleen notes that nanes of additional delegates from CPUSA were pre- 
alone. viousiy furnished. However, New York airtel of 10-360 left 

' NeGule το ἢ 6 definite ἀροξρ]οῦ as to delegates attending open to question. 
ταῖς ᾧ, Τὸ ig deemed desirable To clarify. ye ie 

τον του NCIC MA 
= i ~ a 
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a 
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AIRTEL . 
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NY 694-s.on 10/19/60, advised α΄Γ΄οὦὃὮὃ΄'ὦὃοὦοὋ,[ὃ;ὃοἭἍ.Ἅ.ὅἜ“ἔὁὃἊὥἅἍἕἕἕἍὁοὃυ:λ} 
as follows: 

FLYNN definitely will attend as delegates thé Moscow Conference, | , 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

: ., NEW YORK (100-134637 )_ 

ReBuairtel, 10/18/60, copy to Chicago. 

As of 10/19/60, according to GUS HALL, CPUSA General 
secretary, MORRIS CHILDS, JAMES JACKSON and ELIZABETH GURLEY 

MORRIS: CHILDS to be chairmari, JAMES JACKSON to be secretary, 
and ELLZABETH GURLEY FLYNN to be a member of the delegation. 
With regard to MICKEY LIMA, GEORGE MEYERS and HELEN WINTER, Hawt | 
is awaiting confirmation from the Soviet Union that these 
individuals may attend the conference as delegates. He is 
algo awaiting instructions from the Soviet Union as to the 
totals tnumber of individuals to be permitted to attend the 
cotiferenceé as delegates. Ly 

Η - ey i 

Whether or not approved by the Soviet Union ‘de - 
{delegates to the conference, LIMA, MEYERS and WINTER. will go 
‘ito Moscow, if only to. visit the Soviet Union. They. will be 
ready to attend the conference as delegates should Soviet 
approval be obtained. 

JACKSON, LIMA, WINTER and MEYERS havé been instructed 
to arrange transportation. with airlines directly rather than 
through agents of airlines. They will obtain visas for trav or 

- to Moscow at the Sovie Con ulate in Paris. | 

Ziareau ( sane P 100-4 £807 bf, 3“Bureau (100-428091) (RM oy σή py 
roca | (134°6)¢: Ea i 9 - AY 

158 τ9 INV pA 10 ΄ς to, - 

1-ΝῪ 100- “μόρα, δὰ fev 4 18. ὍΟΤἹ sat any 
£08: ΤΩ a ι.-ἍἋἩἡἍὄ mes gt σὺ 

Ῥ eas f i oft 

τ - ἐν 
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roy 36° . DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
ἧς i FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

100..428091 ~ kof: lows DATE 06-29-2011 

Date: - ‘November 15, 1960 

"Ὁ τοι δ Office of Security 
Departuent of State 

Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS | 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

» 

Th connection with our dver-al1 “cover'age of 
the Conmunist ‘Party, USA, we have come in possession: “of 
a 226~page booklet in the Russian language; printed in 
Hoscow, Russia, 1960, entitled "The European Connon 
-Market and the Working. Class." This publication. 
attempts to Show that "The European Common, Market" | 
is a tool of the imperialists and is being used as 
a weapon by the monopolists to Lower ' the Living - 

‘ standards of the working class, . 

Enclosed for’ your information is a summary = 
‘ translation of this. bookiet,. Ὁ =. - ! ΝΕ -ς oc = . 

Briclosuré Tp on 

Co. Δ 
1 - Director (Enclosure) Sow, 

Central Intelligence Agéncy Mo Ἂν 
a = 

Attention: ‘Députy Director, Plans ἘΞ 3 

es NOTE ON YELLOW: 

A copy of above-mentioned booklet was received . 

-' in a blind post office box in Chicago, ιν by co Sé2deSe. “ 
AON Beet ΕΝ pir a4e>. Czechoslovakia, apparently by -S% 

This coaware at th is beirtig, classified LGontidentiaL - 

86. ΝΒ are unawar present time the extent of 418- (,:) 
aie, of das Ne United an oy 

Tt enna Rea 



opinions. between Marxists from a 

[00 

iouse 0 

_ Ay RUMYANTSEY, Editor. 

ἘΝ " Publishers of Sbciai-Ecohoriic Literature, Moscow, 1960. 

τς "The Buropedn Common: Market" is the result of» 
τ, aggravation of the economic and political differences of |. 

capitalism. I¢ is also an attempt to solve these dif= ~~ - 
ferences by means: of iriperialism and expansion, "The | 
buropean Common. Market" is oné ‘of the important links of - 
the imperialistic plans *on the Sintegration" of Western __ 
Europe. Roman Agreements are, in reality, the international 
-agréement of the biggest monopolies of the Western European 
countries, supported by the USA monopolistic capital for . 

.  politiGal reasons. The Western European imperialists mobi-~ τ 
, .' aged all their economic, political and nilitary resources 
ae for a struggle against the international communist toverent, 

_ 05" the suppression of thé working class in the capitalist. 
countries, and for the sunpression of the national 1libera- 
tion, movement in the colonies. 

. Communist Parties of the smaller European nations ἡ 
consider "The furopean Coritton Warket" as a weapon by means 
of which the monopoligts are attempting τὸ change the. ~— 

_econoric, political and social stricture of ὁδοῦ Western 
European country. It is also considéred by the cormunists 
as a new means for lowering the standard of living. of the. 
working class and of other classes of saocicty. 

A méeting was held by Marxists on July, 198%, . 
-. dn Εν for the purpose of discussing questions on the 

social omic significance of "the integration™ of . 
Western Europe; on some: immediate causes which led ta this 

cy SUMMARIZED. BY: ©, Jo ἢ) | | 
( ' ANNA εν ΠΑ ἡ Lay Wy 

. November 1, 1960) ais Kb ΤΩΝ ἤν} eens, 

Ἷ ᾿ αὐτὸν ENCLOSURE: - | : 
ὶ . : 
Ν 
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analyzed the 

"integration"; on further development of the contradictions 
in capitalism; and on the influence of such contradictions 
upon the working class and upon other antimonopolistic 
classes of society. It was. emphasized that "Ihe European 
Common Market" would not relieve. the imperialistic dif- 
ferences, but, Qn the. contrary, would create numerous forms 
of new mionopolistic agreements which would ruin the economy 
of Europe, ᾿ 

The participants of the Prague discussions αὔθ᾽ 
nfluence of "Tke European Comrion Market" upon 

the internal condition of the countries which are. members 
of this organization, It was pointed out that one of the 
consequences. of “The European Coririon Market" would be the 
deterioration of the economy of agricultural countries like 
Italy; that "The European Cormon Market" would ruin smail 
industriés in the cities and in the villages; that it will 
have a bad effect upon the bourgeoisze which does not. 
belong to the monopolistic organizations. 

_ A struggle against "The. European. Common Market 
has already begun. The French Labor. Union Committee on 
Coordination of the Activities of the countrics which are 
members of "The European Common Market" plays an inportant 

-_ part in urging the working class to struggle against this: 
organization. The Comittee had a session in October, 1959, 
at which the changes in the economy of the ‘six countries - 
and the measures for successful protection of the interests. 
of the working class were discussed, A concrete program 
of cconomic demands for worker-cmigrants and for farm 

_ workers, and a program concerning the problems of social 
security were aiso worked out at this meeting. 

The committoe pointed out that. the workers. of the. 
countries of "The European Common Market" were striving for 
solidarity and for the development of contacts among: | ᾿ 
mombers of the different. Labor unions ἀπ a struggle against’ 
the monopolies for the protection of the interests of the 
working class. The conmitteo called for the liquidation of 
those differences which still exist in the labor unions, 

- The declaration of tho committoed cmphasized that solidarity 
among the different labor unions would decisively: quarantee 
the economic independence of each country, protecting the 
most important branches of industry from foreign capital 
investments, especially from the investnerits of the USA, 

“2. 
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It would facilitate the development of international trade, 
free fron any discrinination; it would render necessary 
assistance to the undeveloped countries on the basis..of 
respect for their national indeperidence; it would increase 
the active struggle against unemploynent, | 

| The necessity for unity of action in a struggle 
against the policy of "The European Common, Market" is 
recognized by the other leftist political groups, A book, 
‘The European. Common Market; Unemployment o% Progress," . 
published in 1959 in Paris, is an example of advocating 
the idea of unity among workers. This book discloses the 
nonopolistic character of "The European Comuon Harket,," 
and the dependency of the countries, which participate in 
it, upon American capital. 

_ The Communist Parties of the Western European 
countries. have assumed the leadership of the mass movement . 
against the reactionary policy of the monopolies, against 
"The Durdpean Common Market, and against. other forms of 
international monopolistic agreefents. The representatives 
of the Communist Parties of 17 countries of Western Europe 
convened in-November, 1959, in Rome. This conference 
adopted a resolution which called all workers and all 
democrats to a struggle for the development of the most 
extensive economic cooperation with all countries, indepen- 

- Gent of their political and social systems, This resolution 
stated: "The Européan Common Market,' 1a not only the. 
weapon of the monopolies for robbing the national economy 
of each country, but it wold lead to an economic and trade "Ὁ 
war betweén our countries, and would deteriorate the material 
condition of our peoples,... Discrimination in trade bétween 
the capitalist and:socialist countries showld be ended and 
a true economic cooperation. between countries should be 
established." The idea on economic cooperation without 
discrimination is also supported by the Soviet Union and 
by the democratic forces of all countries. ; 

Changes in the living conditions of workers and 
of the masses conclusively prove that the Buropean. con- 
solidation of coal and steel industries and "The European 
Common Harket" are the weapons of the policy of monopolistic 
capitalisn which intends to increase the exploitation of 

' workers, to. put the economy of Europe under monopolistic 
control, and to aggravate international tension by returning 
aggressive power to German militarism, 
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τς These monopolies are well prepared to prevent | 
the liberation movement of. the colonial countries and "to 
conduct their robbing policy in Africa." This policy 
affects general living conditions, wages, social gains 
and the rights of the working. class; it leads to the dis- 
charge of workers and to the closing of mines and factories. 

Capitalists of each. country refuse to satisfy the 
demands: of the working pedple,; explaining this by the 
imaginary increase of conpetition with other countries. In 
agriculture, this policy, and the accumulation of much 
capital in the farming econorly, hasten the centralization 
of production, It leads to differences in prices between 
farm products and manufactured goods; prices which continue 
‘to. rise. Increases in taxes, increases of rent and other 

“ 

expenses compel small landowners to abandon thoir posses- 
sions. Such a policy causes a decline in the: economy in 
many regions. Finally,. this policy threatens the freedoms 
of democracy; the freedom of labor union; and it undermines: 
the fundamentals of national independence which -have 
already been hard hit by American imperialism, 

| The illusion that "The European Common Market" 
will inprove living. conditions, that it will liquidate 

- crises, that it will quarantee full employment, has already — 
been proved wrong; the discharge of miners and of workers — 
of the ferrous metal industry are sufficient indications 
of the real meaning of the European consolidation of the 
cqal and steel industries. "The European Common Market" ~ 

' creates trusts in Europe. This confirms domination by 
monopolies and by the international cartels which strive 
to ‘carry. out their aggressive, policies in 411 fields. 

᾿ fhe monopolies hasten the redistatement of. German 
militarism and the equipping of Germany with atom bombs. 
The cstablishment of atom bases increases the danger of 

war for the European people. Workers carry the burden 
of tremendous military expenditures which hinder economic 
‘and cultural progress ih thesé countries. 

A struggle for improving the standard. of Living; 
a struggle against théso consequences caused by consoli- 
dation of the European coal and steel industries and by 
creating "The European Contion Market," is being carried 
on by the workers of six countries which are participating 
in the European Economic Cooperation. 

| wha 



‘ the. victims. of thé monopolies, to sign an’ agreement .concerning 
a struggle against the policy of big capital, The working 

~ ‘that the following conditions may bé demanded from .tha - 
monopolists: raising of the standard of living; develop- 

. The middle classes in the cities.and in the © 
villages also consider that it is necessary to stop the ᾿ 
monopolist and capitalist. movenents., -In some casos, they 7 
already: have started an organized struggle for the pro= 7 Ἵ 
tection of their interests, and for protection of deno- 
cracy. Opposition by different economic, social and 
political groups to big capital is. rising. Thus, con- 
ditions. are being created which favoring unified action by | 
the: political and labor union organizations in their struggle 
against the consolidation of the European coal and 5 1601 
industries, against "The Luropean Gonmmon Market," and for 
the. new policy. 

ΝΞ The Communist Parties solemnly appeal to the 
Socialist Parties, to all labor unions and to the demo- 
cratic organizations of the six smaller Curopean cothtries; | 
to comply: with the wishes. of the: working class, the 
peasantry dnd the other classes of society who have. become 

masses should act dgainst orsjanized monopolies and against 
militarism. This unified action is necessary, and it should 
be successful, : 

Thé participants. of the meeting’ at Prague believe 

ment of the trade of edch country in order to terminate. 
unemployment and the closing of mines and factories; 
inérease of wagés and preservation of socialist gains; 
consideration of the rights of the worker-erigrants; 
reducing of uxaWchours without reduction of wages; pro- - 
tection of small and middle farming economies; and γος 
tection of the Legal interests of small and middle class 
industrialists, These goals can be reached, by the united 
actions of the workers.and cf all democratic forces. ὦ 
These actions will compel the monopolies to réetréat and 
to open the way to a new democracy and to extensive social 
reforms... τσὶ ΕΝ 

The new policy will guarantee more stable . 
economic activity in every country, full employment and 
better living conditions for workers. It will reduce 
military experiditures, and will liquidate any discrimination 
in international. relations; will facilitate the development. 
of trade relations. on a basis of equality and mutual 

-δ. 



advantages; 4t will guarantee the independence of each © 
- country; and it will be an important asset to the cause | 
of peace, | : nA ᾿ 

¥ 

- 

Political and. social circles exoress their. 
opinions to thé effect that the present policy cannot con- 
tinue, that certain changes should take pliace, and that 
the agreement on the consolidation of the European coal - 
and steel industries and -on."The European Conmon Market - 

- a 

should be annulled. 
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*~ Office Memorandum - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

10: h DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: October 18, 1960 

4 

On October 18, 1960, there was received in a blind 

πον a μεενσττ 

post office box in Chicago a. package sent from Prague, Czechoslovakia, - 
apparently by CG 5824-S*, This package contained three .copies 
of a booklet in the Russian language, printéd in Moscow in. 1960," 
It is believed that this booklet-contains an exchange of opinion.- 
concerning the relationship between the European Common Market 
and the working class. 

One copy of this item is enclosed herewith to the 
Bureau and to the New York Division. The Bureau may desire 
to consider having the booklet translated. . 

It is suggested that the New York Division furaish, > 
the copy being sent to it to NY 694-S* and obtain any. comments. _f 
he may. have concerning. it. NY 694—S* may desire to furnish - 
this copy to the National Office of the Communist Party, USA. 
The Chicago. copy is located in 134-46-Sub B-1B(16). 

It is also suggested that the: New York Division dis- 
cuss with NY 694-S* the possibility of having him inform == 
CG 5824-~S* that material being sent to post office boxes in ᾿ 
Chieago is being received. ¥ 
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«Office Memordddum + oxcran stand covenant 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: October 18, 1960 

ῃ nox * ΒΑ, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) β ὁ“, 

rw ‘ef 
| πῆμα, Go ὠ.ἐ: oe 

4 Le ᾿ On October 14, 1960, an envelope from CG 5824-S* was 
received in a blind post office box in Chicago. This envelope 
was mailed from Moscow and contained the following items: 

- 1. _A note dated October 8, 1960, addressed "Dear J" 
and signed "Joseph". , 

2; <A clipping from the October 8, 1960, issue of 
"Pravda", 

2 _* = A "ἊΝ 

3. The October 4, 1960; issue of the "Daily. Reyiew MEE 
of Soviet Press" which contains an article entitled if 
“The Present Epoch and the Creative Developiient : 
of Marxism-Leninism”. 

2 

NPD al S Ἂν, ree 

“ a i ΩΝ ᾿- 

Xs ᾿ Yr 

ἢ ' 

' 
πασνον, τς ἃ » 

ee ------ 

τι ρα 1 

᾿ 

ideological dispute concerning the possibility of peaceful 
co-existence between capitalism and Communism because of the St 

. growing strength of the Communist camp, It criticizes dogmatism ἧ - Fi. 
-? and sectarianism, as well as revisionism. This document also see 

discusses the possibility of peaceful or parliamentary trans- 
; ition to socialism in some countries. TA 

. The following sentences are taken from paragraph 2, ὧν 
' page 9, of this document: a 

"Relying on the growing force of the socialist ἃ 
; camp and the powerful peace movement, it is possible 

ι" to preserve peace, ἴοι make the imperialists abandon ai 2 
i | the policy of war, This is a difficult task but Com- Κ΄ 
j munists must not lose patience, In so doing, Communists | 

confidence that the policy of co-existence and competition 

4 

; ἊΝ have never concealed, nor do they conceal now, their 

of the two systems will sooner or later bring about the 
victory of ong τῆν, over capitalism on a world scale," 
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ao “the. originals and’ one. plotostat copy of éach of τ ̓ os 
. ‘these ‘three items: are énclosed Kerewith for. the New York τ ἢ 
, Division, ~ It. is ‘suggested that the: originals” be given. to - —_ 
< . JNY°694=S* and “that he be consulted for an interpretation of | 

[the note ‘and ‘the significance of the: ‘eLipping from "Pravda'; 

| ἐστὶ Qhe photostat ΟΣ each. of the three ‘items ig. enclosed: 
- heréwith for the Bureau. ‘The Chicago. copies. are locited in. 

ἘΞ ΞΕ ̓ ,88: ἄδιβαν ἘΞΙΒ(16).. ὁ. | 
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TRANSLATION PROT HUSSTAN 

A Clipping from the October 8 .1960,--issue of “Pravda.” 

Satna, Gctobor. 8, 1960 Κα, 282 (15406) 
μετ USCHCV IN ΜΕΝ YORK, paged, colunns 3, 4, 5 

New York, Netw York, October'7 == The press group 
with the chalraan ὁὲ the Council of Hiristers of the USSR: 
inforns that on Cctobor 6, the President of Indonesia, 
SUSARNO, before his departure to the horieland, paid a visit 
to Ἢ sauna, Chairman of the Council of Ministers 
0 Θ 

in a friendly and sincere conversation, He S. 
KHEUSHCHEY and SUKARNO exchanged their opinions. on a 
nunber of inportant questions which concern the USSR and 

a Indonesia. 

\ “2. $. EUMUSECHEV wished President SUXARND a 
> happy voyage and success in his work for the well-being of 

the Indonesian people. 

e 

New York, New York, October 7 (TASS) -~ Yesterday 
afternoon, the head of the Scvict delegation to the 15th 
Session of the UN, N. $s BUQUSHCHEVY, naid a visit to the | 
prominent sotial worker, FLEANOR i OOS AVELT, wno held a 
tea party in his honor. 

| A friendly convérsation ‘took plaée between N.S. 
KIMUSHCHEV, ELEANOR EOCSEVELT and the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs A. Ae GROMYKO, =~ 

Ι 

. New York, New York, Gctober 7 (from ἃ special 
| > \\correspondent of TASS) -- Last night, the head of the 

: ON Soviet delegation to the 15th session of tho Gonoral 
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“Assembly of the UN, N.S. KEKUSHCHEN, attended a dinner 
held in his honor by the Prime Minister of India, NEMMRU. 
A. A. GROMYKO, USSR Minister of Foreign Affairs, V. A. 
ZORIN , permanent. representative of the USSR at the UN, 
H. A. MENSIIIKOV, the USSR Ambassador to the USA, and . 

- others attended this dinner. Among the Hindu repre- 
εἶ sentatives, there were} KRISHNA HENON, K. DUTT, Secretary 

of Foreign Affairs, S. JHA, pérmanent Windy representative 
to the: ὍΝ, and HN. CHAGLA, Hindu Ambassador’ to the USA. 

_ 

An amicable atniosphere prevailed at the dinner.. 

Dear ‘Comrade GUS. ΠΛ», 

The Central Conitted of the Communist t Party of 
‘the Soviet Union. extends its brotherly grectings to you 
on your 40th birthday; to. you, a staunch and untiring fighter 
for the vital interests and for the democratic rights of - 
the American people. From the bottom of our hearts, we - 

“Wish you good health and. new success. in your: noble struggle an 
for the solidarity of the Communist Party based upon the ᾿ 
great principles of Marxism-Leninism; for the interests 
of the American working class; for the Strengthening. of ᾿ 
friendship between the ‘peoples of our countries; and for 
peace and social ‘progress « 

“ “PHE CENTRAL OMMITTES 
ΝΣ " OF THE COM-UNIST PARTY 
ΝΣ , OF THE σού ἐγ 9) 

ῬΕΔΗΘΙΘ ΤΟΣ! 5. Note . “ 

The second page of the clipping fren "Pravda" con: 
tains incomplete portions of several articles and has no 
apparent value. Oo 

e 
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limit ourselves to Ld chaz 
obligates us to admit that dpersalisn Yenains a dominating 

ae 

flared up against it; Today the revolutions have already 

triumphed in a number of cotintries, the exa of the all- 

embracive system of imperialism has τοχά διοὰ Zorcver. ‘its 

place has béen taken by & new apoch of the disintegraticn 
of imperialigu and the existense of two systems, the ° 

capitalist and the scoiaiist, the epoch of transition from 

capitalism to socialism. The fact that in the capitalist 

world, the struggle between the monopoites and the 

revolutionary masses -continues..to be.the pivot of soolal 

life, that, as before, revolutions are developing within 
imperialism, serves as confirmation cf thig scientific 
oharactéristic of the present epoch. 

fo speak of the present epoch only as the "epoch of 

imperialism, wars and revolutions" would mean to ’ 

characterize incorrectly the dominating force of the epochs 
For the proper understanding of the nature of an epooh, 

the distinction of one epoch from another it is especially 

important τὸ know, V.I. Lenin pointed out, "what class 
stands in the centre of one or ancsher epoch, determining 

its main content, the main trer.d of its development, the 

main distinotions of the historical Situation of the given 

epooh, eto." (Works, Russ. Eds,Vols 2h, pe 125). If we 
tne ola characteristic Fthe epoch, logic 

ἐν Α 

social and economic force and that its changes; its internal 

processes determine the entire situation, This is the 

view of some who state that the growing agg¥essiveness of 

imperialism is the basic factor of the present situation. 

But such ah understanding runs counter to reality ° 

beoause today imperialism has ceaged to be not only an aki~ 

embradive system; but also the dominating force an. the. 

World, its positions have been deeply undérmined by. the : 

socialist and the national-liberation movements; today it 

ds. not imperialism, bat tne socialist system that is. the 

dominating factor in international relations. determining 
the cotirse and trend of sodial development, It is dn our 

time that Leninist prediction ts coming true about, the 

advent of an epoch when socialism will turn into a, force 

igapable of exerting a decisive Influence on all world 

politics! (Works, Russ. Bds,Vol. 31, De 6 ὁ τος 

Lesthy,; to insist on the old chavactefistic/the epoch 

“neans to recognise the inevitability of wars, to -over= . 
i r 

estimate the forces of jnnertalism and to underestimate 
4 

the strength of the peade movements 

Phe difference in understanding the main coutent of 

the present epooh is of ἃ Puncamantal nature because from 

ὁ. different definition of an asovh follow different | 

conclusions on basic questions of social development. He 

who thinks that tke character of the epoch has remained 

the same naturally seeks to preserve Antact also all the 

former conclusions associated with Such an understanding 

of the epoch, In contrast to this, creative Marxists 

being Lcyal to dialectios, proceed Tron the premise that 

the éssential changes which have occunred in the world, 
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_ But doés thé inoorrectness of this conception mean that 
Ὁ yight View 4s. Bavocated by. those who propose the. abandon. 
ment of peaceful, coexisténde, who. do not believe. that, the 

inegses by their active struggve ave capable of making the 
ruling. cikolés of the imperialist countries: observe: the 
principles of peaceful ooéxistence? With: this we cannot 

: ABT ORs 

1 | Mention. should also. be made of the complete: insolyen= 
i. oy of allegations: “that the stogan of peaceful coexistence . 

᾿ did not. belong. to. Vets, Lenin and £s ἃ time=serving,, “taotieal 

SLOgans | ‘Only’ ‘people who: ignore the nature of sogselisn 
Gan. reason this. ὍΘ. 
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. The internationalist strivings of the Socialist 
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FROM SAC, NEW YORK 080015 

ATTENTION: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR A. H. BELMONT. oro} [8350 
BUFILE 1000-28091. RENYAIRTEL OCTOBER 3, 1960, FURNISHIN Ι 
CODED MESSAGE FROM CG 582]..»8 ΤΟ ΝΥ Golesi ON OCTOBER 6, 
1960, NY 69h-Ss ADVISED SA THAT IN AN 
EFFORT TO FURTHER CLARIFY THE REFERENCED CODED MESSAGE, HE 
CONTACTED GUS HALL, CPUSA GENERAL SECRETARY. (IT WILL BE NOTED ὦ 
INFORMANT WAS TO FURNISH THE INFO IN SAID CODED MESSAGE TO HALL). ] 
WITH REGARD TO PARAGRAPHS 2 AND 3 ON PAGE 2 OF REFERENCED AIRTEL, 
HALL FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING INFO: THE FRIEND OF J, LOVESTONE IN 
PARAGRAPH 2 AND THE DOCTOR MENTIONED IN PARAGRAPH 3 ARE IDENT OAL ag 
THIS INDIVIDUAL, A SUPPOSED ERIEND OF J. LOVESTONE, FURNISHES a 
THE CPUSA WITH INFO RE LOVESTONE'S ACTIVITIES IN THE ILGWU. HE 
1S A DOCTOR WHO LOST HIS LICENSE MANY YEARS AGO AND WAS ARRESTED 
ON CONSPIRACY CHARGES IN THE TWENTIES. HE CANNOT HAVE HLS MEDI- 
CAL LICENSE RENEWED, BUT WORKS IN THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT._OF, THI 
ILGWU_ WITHOUT A‘LIGENSE. HALL ALSO REFERRED TO HIM AS, "THE ‘a 
SOVIET COUNTERFEITER." ACCORDING TO HALL, ARRANGEMENTS HAVE 
BEEN MADE THAT THIS_LNDIVLDUAL MAY_GO ΤῸ GUBA TO PRACTICE MEDICINE. 
HACE EXPRESSED THE OPINION THAT IT WOULD NOJ-BEtWISE!TO ALLOW Hit 
TO GO TO CUBA BECAUSE "HE 1S TOO user HE STATED HE | 
IS HOLDING IN ABEYANCE THE DECISION WITH RESPECT ΤῸ WHETHER THIS . 
INDIVIDUAL SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO GO TO CUBA.” HALL ADVISED THAT, χ᾽. 
CG 582h-S2: HAD FURNISHED INFO RE THIS PERSON TO THE GUBAN ἌΡΑΣ 
GATION AT THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS IN PRAGUE. (IT 
1S BEL |EVED THAT LOVESTONE'!S FRIEND 18. IDENTICAL WITH OR. VALENTINE 

_GREGORYSBURTAN,_WA : 12262352. AND A 
Sapa eee me we ν᾽ vy, REG ve /_00- “42 “οὔτ } 9 

ἡ " we ANY ἊΝ 509 os ιν (5 OT 24 1960 

Nee 
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Te on above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
er fre ‘whe, Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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PAGE TWO, NEW YORK 080015 γι. Sullivan — 
Ingeara τ 

100-571568.}) HALL INTERPRETED PARAGRAPH ) ON PAGE 2 OF Ponty τ 
REAIRTEL AS FOLLOWS: PHIL BART WAS TO BE ADVISED THAT THE CUBANS 
eee GOING TO PRINT {N CUBA AN ENGLISH TEXT NEWSPAPER WHICH WILL 
BE DISTRIBUTED IN THE USA. THERE HAS BEEN NO DECISION AS HET 
WITH RESPECT TO THE FORMAT OF THE AFORESAID PAPER. CG 582).-S 
HAS BEEN DISCUSSING THIS MATTER WITH THE CUBAN DELEGATION IN 
PRAGUE. THE "CHIEF CIGAR SALESMAN” MENTIONED IN PARAGRAPH 5 ON 
PAGE 2 OF REAIRTEL 15, ACCORDING TO HALL, BLAS ROCA, HEAD OF 
THE CUBAN GP, WHO IS ON HIS WAY TO MOSCOW, WITH REGARD TO THE 

, "MAIL ORDER INNER CIRCULAR LETTER," REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 2 
| ON PAGE 3 OF REAIRTEL, HALL ADVISED AS FOLLOWS: THIS IS A 

SECRET ἢ ISSUED BY THE CHINESE AND ATTACKING THE CPSU, 
yt RETURNED FROM PRAGUE A FEW DAYS AGO AND TOLD 

HALL THAT HE HAD MET IN PRAGUE CG 582).-S WHO TOLD HIM THAT A 
DOCUMENT WAS BEING CIRCULATED BY THE CHINE NG THE LEAD- 
ERSHIP OF THE SOVIET UNION. ACCORDING TO AS REPORTED 
BY HIM TO CG 582h-S, THE SOVIETS ARE ACCUSING THE CHINESE OF 
CIRCULATING SLANDEROUS AND LIBELOUS. LIES ABOUT THEM. ~ HALL 
WAS UNABLE TO FURNISH AND INTERPRETATION OF OTHER MATTERS ΜΕΝ- 
TIONED IN THE AFORESAID CODED LETTER. 

RECEIVED: 10:09 PM TELETYPE 

10:34 PM CODING UNIT JAL 

“22 His Toh 

* 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems, 
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URGENT’ 10-17-60 6:01 PM JLD Tole. Reom — — 
Gandy | 

TO /DIRECTOR 4 om A 

FROM SAC, NEW YORK 771910 

ON OCTOBER 16, 1960, NY 61S ADVISED SA 
THAT HE HAD RECEIVED A NOTE FROM CG 582h~$ DATED 

OCTOBER 8, 1960 AT MOSCOW, ACCORDING TO NY poles THE LETTER, 
γ 4 IN. CODED LANGUAGE, MENTIONED THE FOLLOWING, ΩΝ [8 vel bry” 

IS BUSY, AND PROBABLY WILL NOT WRITE AGAIN unite EAVES 
MOBCOW,. AS. REGARDS HIS MISSION, “HE IS DOING WELL, FROM 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE ΤῸ CG 582h-8, THE SOVIET_CHINESE DISPUTE "ie 1S "STATIC," THERE BEING NO CHANGE AS YET WITH REGARD TO THE 
SAID "DISPUTE. CG 582|μ.8 DESIRED TO KNOW WHETHER IT HAS BEEN 

CONFERENCE IN MOSCOW IN NOVEMBER. CG 582)~S HAS LEARNED THAT 
AFTER THE SAID CONGERENCE, JACKSON PLANS TO VISIT SEVERAL 
COUNTRIES IN AFRICA. HE NOTED THAT THE SOVIETS ARE UNAWARE OF 
JACKSON'S PLANS TO VISIT AFRICA, AND REQUESTED THAT NY 69h~S 
ASCERTAIN WHETHER GUS HALL IS AWARE OF JACKSON'S PLANS TO DO 

80, CG 582h-~S STATED THAT BEFORE LEAVING THE USA HE HAD BEEN 
μὴν TOLD BY GUS HALL THAT BALTIMORE CP FUNCTIONARY GEORGE MEYERS MIGHT 

GO TO MOSCOW,» CG 582)-S REQUESTED THAT HE BE ADVISED WHETHER 
MEYERS WILL GO".TO MOSCOW IN THE NEAR FUTURE. CG 582h-S ALSO 
STATED THAT HE-HAD LEARNED THAT ELIZABETH MASCOLO, TIM BUCK!S ae 
PARAMOUR, WOULD.GO TO CHINA TO VISIT AND THE 
LATTER'S FAMILY, “THE CHICAGO INFORMANT INQUIRED WHETHER SHE 
HAD LEFT YET TO TOTO CHINA. NY 69h=S NOTED THAT HE ALREADY HAD 
SENT TO CG 582),=S ἽΝ MOSCOW INFORMATION CONCERNING WHICH CPUSA 
FUNCTIONARIES WOULD ATTEND AS DELEGATES THE MOSCOW CONFERENCE. 

bl, | Meg 242 L09/— fol ὅ᾽ 
pei her 18 re ge b0 yw 4 fie assy" OCT wey: of 

30CT 27 1960 
Ν the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. 
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PAGE TWO FROM NEW YORK 171910 

Cx Teletype 

ACCORDING TO NY 6944S, APPARENTLY AS OF OCTOBER 8, 1960, 
CG 582h-S HAD NOT RECEIVED NY 69)"S LETTER CONTAINING THIS 
INFORMATION, NY 69h-S FURTHER NOTED THAT ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG 

Τοϊβοῦ eer, 
Mohr -- 
PatsOnS pac, 
Bolmont —————, 
Callahan ————= 
DaLoach ——— 
Malone —_——_——_,, 
MeGuire 
Rosen ———— ae 

FOND peer 

Trotter _____—- 
wW.C. Sullivan —~ 
Tele, Room .---ὕ....ὕ.. 

Ingram 

Gandy 

HAD. FURNISHED THE SAME INFORMATION TO A CONTACT IN THE SOVIET 

UN DELEGATION FOR TRANSMITTAL TO MOSCOW, 
INQUIRED WHETHER NY 69)-S HAD BEEN CONTACTED BY VLADIMIR BARKOVSK 
SINCE CG 582)~S$ LEFT THE USA, | 

RECEIVED: 6:12 PM TELETYPE 

6:16 PM 

CHICAGO ADVISED BY MAIL. 

CODING UNIT 

00 py Po 

HL 

CG 582h-S ALSO 

contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 

er to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems, 
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Εουρῖοτ 10-20-60. 

. Enclosed are the five panphiets issued by the. 

. Foreign Languages Press, Péking, China, which were 

received at 2 blind post office box in Chicago, Illinois. 

These items are listed as follows: τς : 

1. “Press Communique on the Growth of =. 

China's National Econony in 1959" 
_ 7 

* Ὡς πὰ Victory for the Five Principles of 

Peaceful Co-cxistence" (Inportant 

- docunents on the settlemcnt of the Sino- 

Burmese Boundary Question through friondly 

negotiations and on the developnent of 

friendly relations between, China and Burma) ~ 

‘ 

c = - - 4 

mmerce in China" 
oe ον 3. "The Socialist Transformation, of Capitalist 

. _ Jndustry and Co τς 

4. ‘Documents. on the SinowIndian Boundary . 

_ Question" —_ | - a 

5. "Oppose the Revival of Japanese Hilitarien" τ 

Enclosures (5) . Cote 

~ a - “= ᾿ Ps 
2 * jf 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

_ These pamphlets were received at a blind - 
office box in Chicago, Illinois. This box Ὁ unber Wee given 
‘to representatives of the Communist Party of China by 
CG 5824-S*. Referenced Chicago communication furnishes 
a summary of each of these pamphlets. ‘The panphlets were 
made: available to Central Intelligefice Agency (CIA 
SA Sam Papich and to the Department of State by: SA . 
ΓΞ 1. )«=CState advised SAL on 11-3-60 that the 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED PAGE TWO | 

F:kmo?- 
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- pamphlets were thoroughly : raviewed and’ found to. be very 
oO, interesting. State advised.it would appreciate receiving. 
ες _  gimilar i:nfateriab« as-it is obtained... This procedure ... 
aan of furnishing material. of this: hature to State ‘and CIA 
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᾿ς Office Memarandum « UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO |: DIRECTOR, FBI (200-428091) DATE: October 20, 1960 

Gis : 9 SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub 8) 32 δ; , aT 

af # SUBJECT: | D6 : | W " ; 7 ΠΝ ο΄. ᾿ τς ' 
: a ἃ 

Re Chicago Letter 9/23/60 listing five pamphlets 
issued by the Foreign Language Press, ‘Peking, China, and Bulet 
10/5/60 requesting. that these items be forwarded to the Bureau 
= a summary of each and any appropriate. comments. 

= The "following: five listed items are enclosed herewith 
to the Bureau. A.Summary appears under each listing. It is ᾿ 
requested that these. items. be-returned to the Chicago Division , ὦ 

N|for delivery to CG 582455* when the’, Bureau has no further need. § f; 
for then. 

- 
»" won 

- 
— 

ess Communique on the Growth . 
“or: China's National. Ecoénomy, in 1959 

a a Oe can aN τας 
. This pamphiet st states that China! 's 1959 plan. for the ify 
development of ‘the national economy was over fulfilled in 1959. "fF 

¥S It places the gross value of 1959 output of industry and agri- j 
ὦ culture at 241,300 million yuan, an increase of 31.1% over 1958.4 }° 
ἢ Other statistics are. set out, “including the 1959 revenue of the [ΠΠ} 

state, 54.million yuan, an increase of 29% over 1958, 

Ys While stating that there was an increase in consumer Ἢ 
\ goods provided to the people, "the supplies of meat. and eggs ἢ 
will need some time to achieve a relatively big increase." 

An effort is made to demonstrate that the peop}e's 
Onmunes are Successful in increasing production, educational } 
acilities and health institutions, uz 
i LMF 

τῆι. UAsVictory for the Five Principles ς. 
Ne Z* beacéful™Co-Existence-=Iniportait Υ ̓ 

% . 7 Documents onthe “settlemeit” or the” _. EX eG = 
4 AN gind=purnese Boundary” Question Through: REC. 11 
e vakrigndly Negotiations and -oit-the~ Developmen 

S ‘s-Of,Priendly Relations Between"China” and*Buria!' alt ἀθώ -~¢ afcG f peat 
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of the governments of Burma ahd China in regard to the settle- 
ment of a border dispute between Burma and China. The first 
statements were made in June, 1954, and conclude with the sign 
ing of an agreement in, January, 1960, 

Ina report delivered .in July, 1957, CHOU En-lai ~ 
stated in part: “Like so many outstanding questions existing 
among Asian and African ‘countries, the question of the boundary 
line betweén, China and Burma is. the result of the policy of 

᾿ aggression carried on over the years by the imperialists. Both 
China and Burma ‘have now achieved indepéndencé and ‘are making 
efforts to secure a peaceful international environment so that 
they can. engage in peaceful. construction in, their own countries, 
Together with India, China and Burma were the first to initiate 
the Five Principles. of Peaceful Co-existence." 

This appears to be the theme of this éntire: Leaflet, ᾿ 

᾿ “The. Five Principles 6f Peaceful Co-existence referred 
to throughout this leaflet: appear on page 1 and are: . 

> - 2, Mutual respect for each other's territorial ine 
: ὌΝ tegrity and sovereignty 

ἫΝ 2. - Non~aggressions | 

ΕΝ 8. Non-inteferéuce im each. other's. intexial affairs. 

4, “Equality and mutual benefit. 

5%. Peaceful. co-existence. 

The treaty of friendship between China and Burma was: ) 
signed on January 28, 1960, and dppears on pages 30. through 32, . 
The agreement on. the border dispute. between China and Burma was 
4150 signed on. January 28, 1960, and appears ‘on ‘pages 33 through 
ve 

3 

The editor' s note appearing on the thixd. page of this 
leaflet is a, good summary of the leaflet. 
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III. "The, gbcialist Transformation of 
capitalist Industry and Commerce in China” 

” This booklet gives a. Marxist-Leninist interpretation 
of the expropriation of private property in China and the es- 
tablishment of socialism. It states that before the revolution 
in China the capitalist or imperialist countries. exploited the 
economy of China and caused an uneven growth of the economy in 
this backward country, It shows the necessity of utilizing the 
capitalists in China for a time after the Communists took over 
so as not to upset the economy; yet to gradually eliminate all 
private ownership of any means of production, 

The following paragraphs are taken from page 56: 

"In China we did not use the method of expropriation 
in dealing with capitalists industry and commerce but adopted 
the policy of buying off' together with the policy of use, 
restriction and tranSformation. That is to say, state capitalism | 
was a step, ἃ method and a way of transforming capitalist ine 
dustry and commerce. 

"State capitalism, in China was a type of capitalist 
economy under the control of state organizations, under the 
guidance of the socialist economy and the supervision of the 
workers. In other words, it was a form of cooperation and 
alliance between the Socialist and capitalist sectors of the 
economy. Enbodying the leadership of the socialist sector over 
the capitalist one, it was ἃ Special form of class struggle 
during. the transition period. Through this alliance the state 
used and restricted capitalist enterprises according to. the 
requirements of socialism, gradually replacing capitalist re- 
lations of production with socialist ones." 

Comment : It appears that Cuba may be using the blue 
print set forth in this booklet in order to convert capitalist 
enterprises into socialist or Communist enterprises. 

IV. cuments on the Sino-Indian 
“Boundary Question” 

“this booklet contains an exbhange of correspondence 
between Ching and India from ‘September, 1959, to February, 1.7 - 

SS ae — 
=e ee ~ - ee ee 
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1960, in. regard. to: the » ‘border, dispute -petween. the” two ‘countries: ὦ 
-Most of the correspondence is. signed by either ‘CHOU Ene dai or 
, JAWAHARLAL. ‘NEBRU,.. 

το ον Each. country, ehareés the other witht, occupying territory 
<7... belonging. to it. . The Chinese position is that ‘the so called — 
“Me Mahon‘ Line was' a product of British, policy of :aggression 

against the Tibet region of China and has nevér beeh recognized. 
; by any Chinese. céntral government, and. is, therefore,” décidedly - 

τ τ dllegal, Also. that the tense situation arising on the Sino- 
τ Indian border was_caused: entirely by trespassing’ ‘2nd: provocation. | 
~ by Indian troops and,. “theréfore,. the. Andian government ‘should... 

‘be held fully. responsible. | ee 

“China clains that ‘theré has néver been. a. boundary re 
- -between India and China which is clearly delimited ‘and. recognized 
τι by tréaty,'and maps and historical data are used’ to: Support this ΄ --: 

‘position. ot 

᾿ - - ithe indian-position is. that thé. ‘McMahon: Wine.and the - =~ 
~ ‘other, boundaries ‘between. India and China have. been recognized τ 
" by treaty and consents India xelies. on maps. and historical 1 

δια to support the position that, India has not violated ‘any 
Chinese territory, - but that China has occupied territory that 
has been long recognized as Indian country. ~ 

Comment: - It is not believed that this: booklet presents - 
anything - NEW. While. there. may be riore detail, the essence of ἣν 
this: dispute Was ‘presentéd in the publi¢ press. during the height τς 
of the Sino- Indian :boundary dispute. me 

γ. 2 Oppose the Revival of 
Japaiiese Wilitarisi" ἮΝ 
περι ως μουν θισνοννν _ re _ - ᾿ 

In this booklet several documents are used to set ὌΝ 
forth the position ΟΣ Chine that the treaty. between the United .  ~- 
“States: -and, Japan concluding World. War II- Should have included 
China, thé Soviet: Union and other countries aS 8. result of the 
Potsdam Declaration. Further, that through this treaty. Japan 
did not gain completé national independence and: is merély 5 
base for military aggression by the United States, | ‘using Asians . 
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᾿ against Asians, iit the Far East. ὦ Chin alsé contends that 
while the lVedders. of the government of Japan go along with the 
aggressive aims of the United States in the hope of reviving 

- Japanese militarism, - the people of Japan do tiot support this: 
policy and want Japam to renew normal and peaceful diplomatic 

' and trade relations with China and the Soviet Union. 

though the documents set forth in this booklet China 
uses clever propaganda to apped] to the péople of Japan to 

: protest, the renewal of the security treaty betwéen the United 
States and Japan.” Material appearing ‘on pages 70 through 72 
of this” booklet contain the theme used in most of the documents - 

ΝΣ forth in this booklet. 

Comment :. Judging by the riots in Japan in protest 
Of thé renewal of the United States-Japanese security treaty 

:- and against the visit of President EISENHOWER to Japai, China 
_has achieved some measure. of suéeéss with the arguments it uses 
in the documents in this booklet; ‘The documents also indicate 
how the Communist Party of Japan and thé Socialist Party of 
Japan have supportéd the viewpoints of China, 
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Enclosed are the ἱπὸ paniphlets issued by~ the. 
Foreign Languages Press, Peking, China, which were = ς΄ 
received at a blind post office. box in Chicago, Illinois. 
These items are listed as follows: ? . 

1. “Support the Patriotic and Just Struggle - 
of the Turkish People" 

" 2. "Tyo Tactics, ‘One Aim," (An Exposure οὗ 
. “the Peace Tricks of Ὁ. S. Imperialism)  - 

_Enclosures (2) 

NOTE ON YELLOW: ᾿ 

ο " - These pamphlets were réc 
-. - office box. in Chicago, Illinois. ὃ 
“to representatives of the Communi 

CG 5824-Sx. Referenced Chicago co 
a Sunnary of each of these pamphie 
made available ti 

- 

> Department ὁ 
and ‘were made 

eived ata blind post 
This box number was -given 
t Party of China by 
mnunication furnishes 
ts. The pamphiets were. 
f State on 11-2-60 by 
available ‘to Central 

DeLoach ———=, | 
:  MaJone. : ᾿ ΣΝ 

McGuire — τ΄. BFE Icnio 

a κι a el 

This procedure .of furnishing 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) on 11-10-60 by SA San Papich: | 

material of this nature to 
State and CIA will continué inasmuch as they Would Jike ~ ' 

to receive material of this kind. Pamphlets being returned per: request of Chicago. 
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On October - 11, 1960, there was received in a blind 
post office box in Chicago: two pamphlets mailed to this box 
from Chinas The number of.this post office box had been given 
to CG 5824-S* by the Chigago Division and CG 5824-S* had given 
it to representatives of the Communist Party of China. These 
two pamphlets are enclosed herewith to the Bureau, It is re- 
quested that they be returned to the Chicago Division for 
transmittal to CG 5824-S* when the Bureau, has no further aped 
for them. - . 

17" 

+ 
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One pamphlet is entitled, ἢ pport.t etic and 
Just Struggle of 1 sh..Péople" a a 
eee atin ae aden ΗΑ ᾿ 

Sree “περ«ποὸρβ...ὉὋὌὦᾧὔ-ϑ ἡ ὯῈοῤΑ .......... 

This panphlet ¢ontains articles dealing with the riots .¥% }s 
in Turkey: which led to the fall of the MENDERES government. Ἂν ive 
Posing as a friend of the Turkish people the Chinese say; "We : 
will hold still higher the great banner of anti-imperialist Ἴ ae! 
unity and resolutely support the just. and patriotic struggle | 
of the Turkish people: We will resolutely support the national 
révolutionary- movement of the Asian. peoples! Resolutely support 
the national revolutionary movement of the African peoples! 
Resolutely- Support the national and democratic movements of 
the Latin American peoples! And resolutely support the anti- 
imperialist, patriotic struggles of all oppressed nations. 

- "U.S. imperialists, get out of Turkey! Get out of 
South Korea! Get out of South Vietnam! Get out of Japan! Cag 
Get out of the Philippines? Get out of our country's territory 
Taiwan: Down with imperialism! Down with colonialisms: nm 

ἊΝ 
ἢ ‘= 

sory, oh 

Comment: This pamphlet contains a vicious “attaék on: 
the foreign policy of the United States and itsu= support _ of —~ 
the regimes such as. those of MENDERES an‘ Turkey, SYNGMAN~RHEE 
in Korea, BATISTA in ya CHIANG Kai-shek in Formosa and FRANCO 

ἢ Spaine, ας iid oa (06- Y2-509 114; 
r EC- aaron ag ia ties 

JEK: LMA eka . - 



ον τ 184-46-sub ὁ ΝΞ 

. The other pain p hlet, is. entitled, 
λῶν Δα osure of. the, Peac icks..of.A ; NEDO ΒΞ he..Pe eace. ἧς 

-- ee yg 

τ: Ξ Comment: ‘This pamphlet attacks ali phases of _the 
|foreign policy of -the- United States. It criticizes American 

_ {policy. in Formosa’,. Japan,. Asis, ‘South Aneries; Cuba, Koréa, 
= 4Germany, .Turkey,, - etc. ον 

ος The ϑαλέον" Ἔ noté, which is dated ifay,, “4960; sets 
the +hénie for the pamphlet. τί states, The articles compiled 
in this: pamphiet ‘serve to expose with ample facts. and: convincing 
arguments: ‘the two: tactics~-that of ‘peace! ‘and that, of war-- — 

ht 

by- ‘which Ὁ. 5. imperialism carries out. its plunder | and ‘oppression. 
The. purpose of these. two tactics is one and the ‘same: ‘To 
preserve. imperialism arid all reactionary forcés, to, obliterate 
socialisn and. all ‘progressive forces and énslave. the. people of 
‘the whole world." - . 

gt On paige ἃ it is. stated, withdle being obliged to make. 
certain: peace gestures, the U.S, ruling ciréles are still pushing 
ahead vigorously. with. théir arns expansion and. war preparations, 

- making a strenuous ‘affort to: develop inter-continental ballistic 
ale missiles, setting: ap and’ expanding missilé bases, in-various . 

: placés,, claiming tobe ready at any time. to resume nuclear * 
= weapons tests, and actively trying to Strergthen and ‘patch up. 

filitary blocs in an attempt to gain time. τὰ Amprove their in- 
ferior military position.” . - . 

»" - 

-- 

me The ‘Pollowing, statement is taken. fron. page “3: "The 
-)Chinesé goverment has. to. déélare to-the ‘world..that any inter- 

_: |mational disarmament agreement ‘and. 81} other international 
| agreements which are arrived.at without the formal participation 

- [of the Chinese Pedépile' 5 Republic and ‘the. signature ‘of its. 
[delegate cannot, Of, .COULrSE ,;- have.any- binding force an- China." 

‘The following sentences ire taken from page 11: 
ΕΝ Chinese Conmunist Party and the Chinese. people’ have always 
taken. the. safeguarding of the unity of the socialist camp 

‘headed by the Soviet Union. as their. sacred international duty. 
They ‘have always regarded an. attack against any. socialist a 

~ 

lagainst. China,’ _ 

. 2 

) 
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The following appears on page 12: “Lenin taught 
us that in the era of imperialism, the imperialist system is 
the source of war. Imperialist war is a continuation of its 
policy of aggression and enslavement. In times of peace, the 
imperialists always perysue a whole set of policies for the 
continuous extension of the rule of monopoly capitals Thé ex- 
ploitation and oppression of their peoples at home, their 
domination 4nd plunder of the colonies and semi~colonies and 
the rivalry among monopoly capital groups in various countries 
do in fact breed new wars, To the imperialists peace is no 
more than an interval between wars, Taking advantage of the 
interval, they: work energetically to expand their arms and 
prepare for the next war," 

On page 19 the following appears: "Since World War 
It U.S. imperialism has adopted a polity most aggreSsiye and 
hostile to the peoples of the world, Assuming the role of 
self-styled ‘international gendarmne', it has taken upon itself 
the task of suppressing national and democratic revolutions in 
8.11 colonies and semi-colonies and the people's revolutions in 
ali capitalist countries; if insists on carrying out a policy 
of ‘Western unity’ so. as to compel the other imperialist nations 
to bow to-U.8. dictates. It even dréams of wiping out the 
Socialist camp in order to realize its ambitions for world 
domination, It is just because U.S. imperialism adheres to 
this reactionary policy that the world has been subjected to 
the actual calamity of the various U.S.-created ‘local wars‘ 
and the danger of world war still exists," 

The following appears on page 36: “U.S. imperialist - 
aggression is. directed primarily against these colonial and 
semi-colonial countries and those which have won national in- 
dependence. To achieve world peace, people everywhere should 
give their support to national liberation moveménts in the 
colonial and semi-colonial countries, to the anti-imperialist 
struggles of countries which have already won national libera- 
tion and against imperialist aggression." 

The following appears on page 43: ‘Yet, to this very ᾿ 
day, while paying lip-service to peace, the United States is εὖ 
busy stepping up its: arms expansion and war preparations, continues 



δα 134-46-Sub, B 

to. create cold! war,-. ‘to intensify the oppression , and exploitation 
of its ‘own people by means of war: preparations. to exercise 

- τὸ Gontrol ovér othey Western countries. by mean’ of military -blocs, 
to carry out aggression against the underdeveloped countries 
in Asia, Africa and-Latin America dnd. persists: in pee honesty. 
towards the. socialist countries, a 

~~ 

The following appears .on: page’ 58: ‘phe facts have τι 
«Shown that imperialisn - has two. weapons: real guns and bullets. . rt 
and sugar-coated. ‘Shells, It has. two faces: -the real: face of 
a brazen: devil and the mask ofa fake philanthropist. But it. 
has. only .one aim,. i.e. to preserve imperialism and -wipe-. out 
Socialism; to presérve the reactionary forces and wipe out the 
progressive: -forces;. to preserve tiie. Yfréé world' of the aggressors 

' and oppressors | and exterminate the genuine. freedon ΟΣ the 
péople. The Ὁ. 8., way of doing: things at ‘the. present tine is 
a ‘Combination: of these +tWo, weapons and faces," 

as, Soe the. fokiowing paragraph ‘appears on page 73: ᾿ς Be. 
a an hiiperdalisn inherited ‘the: tradition, of the ‘axis powers". early 

"in the. days. following: World “War II.:. It is: doing. its best to. . 
‘revive :the militarist. forces of West Gérmany in. the West and .= 
Japanese militarism: 4n the East. Everywhere, Yt has organized - 

po ge |) cate aggressive military ‘blocs. and established military bases, UsSé 7” + 
" | “+ planes carrying fuclear warheads frequently fly ὄνον other Σ᾿ 

ες Gountries. "UsS; imperialism violates. the ‘Sovereignty. ΟΣ other 
nations on-the pretext, of ‘aid’ and plunders their riches to 

; feed its own. minitions industry, 1. 85. dmperialisn ais Lording 
eg it over others in a- “way that, is unprecedented. in. ἈΠΒΈΘΕΥ, ae 

; -On page. “29 it, is stated: "Phe conelusich of he 
Japan-Us Ss treaty..of military alliance has. further exposed. the 
criminal character of the~J.S,. imperialists’ preterices about 
eee while actually: preparing for war. 

8 ‘the following paragraph is. taken from page 92: ‘“En- 
a Oe joying Us Se support and relying on its own ecoriomic might, and 

utilizing the sharp Anglo-French contradictions in Europe and: 
Africa, West Gérmany has. gained a decisive: position in-both 
the ‘Common Market' and ‘European Coal and: Steel Comminity' . 
This fits the intentions of WSs imperialiss which are. to. use 

~ = = 
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West Germany as a Yar-industry base for its anti-Soviet and 
anti-Communist campaigns, and at the same time as a rieans. 
to counteract Britain and France and ensure its own predominant 
position." 

The following statements are taken from pages 106, 
107 and 108; ‘The peoples of Latin America have no use for 

. ' the U.S. brand of Pan-Américanism, which is. nothing but a cover — 
᾿ for Pan-United-States-ism, What they need is solidarity and .. 

mutual co-operation to put an early end to U.S. imperialist 
aggression and oppression. ὁ ὁ. ” 

"Since the end of World War II, Washington has imposed 
further U.S.-controlled dictatorships on the Latin American. 

- peoples. This has been accomplished behind the anti-Soviet, 
-. anti-Communist smokescreen. Without exception these dictator-= 

ships all sérve the interests of Wall Street. Take Batista as 
- an @xample, During his rule tens of thousands of Cuban patriots 
_were murdered in cold blood; this was done at the instigation 
I} of the United States and carried out according to specific plans 
by the U,S, Federal Bureau. of Investigation.... 
-- 

"As to the Communist Parties of Latin. America, they 
fight unswervingly in the interest of their people, standing 
in the front lines of the battle against U.S. imperialist ag- 
gression and the national and democratic struggles. against 

,;dictatorial rule. For this they have been. persecuted by the _ τ 
| hotorious F.B.[. and the reactionaries in their own countries.” 

_ | In regard to the U-2 incident it is stated on page 

127; "7815 brazen act of aggression committed by the United 
- States against the Soviet Union has aroused deepest indignation . 
‘not only among all the Soyiet people but among the Chinese people 
and the people of various countries in thé socialist camp. as 

“well. The socialist camp. headed by the Soviet Union isagreat, 6 
unbreakable entity. The U.S. imperialist provocation against bie 
the Soviet Union is a provocation against the entire socialist 
champ and also a provocation against the 650 million Chinese 

“people, We fully support the Soviet Government and people in 
‘their protest to,. and condemnation of, the U.S. authorities." 

ΤΣ 
Lome ee [sid C.-K, 

Wn ἀπέ ΖΦ ας. es Fea. 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL — 
Ξ R 

(Priority or "Method of Mating)” Ι 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: = .8λα, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
6) (oO , | suBsecn: soto. 

, “Ig=6 
Extreme. caution must be exercised with respect to 

iy WN seminatioe of information herein inasmuch as,’ by its 
nature, said information tends. to identify NY 694-S, a 

| valuable informant, as the source thereof. Uniess this 
information 18 verified by other sources, it should not be 
incorporated - even in paraphrased form - in the investigative 
sec ion. 0 8 repor ‘ 

On 10/24/60, NY 694-S advised SA a 
that he had received two notes from CG S 

one dated October 13th and theother: dated October 14th, 
1960. The October 13th note in coded language - mentioned 

_ the following pertinent matters: 

| of October 13th, relations bétween the Soviets 
and the: chinese are still as bad as CG 5824-S previously 
reported. In fact, said relations, are even worse. ‘There 

| are still some Communist Parties that support the Chinese 7 
tJ position in the Soviet-Chinese dispute. With reference to 

4, the November Conference in Moscow, CG 5824-S expressed the 7 
hope that HELEN. WINTER would be among the CPUSA delegates 3 

ὑφ to the said conference. CG 5824-S suggested that JAMES 
JACKSON Ὁ to Moscow via London rather than via Paris. 

The October 14th note - also in coded ον 7 
nentjpoate Foto 

-- OR Loy ΟΝ ψηγοσέφῃι 
L-NY¥ 1 a ay ye Ah * sa.) 107 ah Cemamedsd ee mes | 

sOF m sat " We can ο΄ CCT RS 1960 
‘ 

oh AD OS EE BAUD 2, set δὰ παν 

Approved; Sent raf BAL 

Special Agent in Charge 
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NY 100-134637 ΝΞ : 

Οὗ 582k-§ desired that. CPUSA. delegates. to the 
November conference in Moscow bring with them coptes of 
ἘΞ σΡ. ublications. oT 

Progress at meetings: being. attended ‘by. σα 582k-S. 
is impeded by the. Janguage: difficulties encountered ς" Matters 
proceed "at a snails. pace.” 

_ Moscow papers are giving considerable publicity 
to KHRUSHCHEV's visit to the USA. Chinese at conferences 
CG 5824-S.‘has attended have been severely reprimanded 
for suggesting that KHRUSHCHEV's trip to the’ USA was’ for 
propaganda purposes. CG 5824-8 has: been -coripelled δ support 
fos Soviet views in dispute between: the Soviets and -the -. 
Chinese, and feels he utidoubtedLy . has: lost, favor with the 
{ Chinese, 

The ‘pena Congress of the CPSU ig. Scheduled for thé 
summer of 1961. CG. 5824-S suggested that the CPUSA ‘consider 
sending ae ines eend goneness of the CPSU Tepresentatives from 
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τον * Digestor, FL (100-428091) ~ 7 te 
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. 

ἮΝ - Ff an . = ~ _ ον * * . - | 

- me, ona" ΝΕ ΝΕ ote oo 

ΝΕ “ERTEENAL SECURITY - Ὁ" : A 

i 

Tt as expected that CG s824-s Will return. to Hie 
United States around the niddte. of Noyefiber, 1960; from tho 
eighth Solo mission and you are instricted to make arrariqes 
nents τὸ facilitate thé iobtaining of “information from hin 
so that it can be immediately furnished te the Bureaus In 

_ connection with this Solo trip, you are to carefully roview- 
_ instructions sot forth in Bulet 2-4-59 in regard to the 
necessity of obtaining details of infornant'’s mission at the 

. earliest possible moment. and the forwarding of this informa. - 
- tiori to the Buréay. by individual subject riatter with Separate , 
cormunications for each topic. τς . 

Information céncerning the ideologicak aifferonces.- 
between the Communist Party. of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and 

the. Cammunist Party of China (CPC) and any reconciliation. of 
διε - SAhesémMifferences Wild be of particular intorest to agencies” 
Ὁ ν = ‘Of our Goyerntient as well δϑ to intelligence agencies of. - 

> tgovernuents of the free world. Information relating to these _ 
.Snatters supplied ‘by CG 5824-S% upon his return showld be pre- 

ΠΑ "pared in the form of a letterhead menorandun suitable for . 
πᾷ dissemination and classified "Secret." In order to further 
-" protect our informant, you are instructcd to placé "Washington, 

-. . Thy .," on the letterhead meforanda instead of the city where 
the ‘iemoranda are prepared: It is belicved our source can 

“adequately bo protected due to: the fact that six other : 
_j- ~menbers of the Communist Party (CP) National Committees will --- Ἵ 
| berin Moscow, Russia, on 11-7-60 to attend as CPUSA delegates | 
">the Conference of Secretaries of all the Communist Parties iné 

᾿ . the world. , - 
ff 

: ? er Additional data curnished during this and future - at 
™ anny Solo trips shouid. be prepared in like manner providing, of 

- course, that the security of our informant is not jeopardized. 
Tolson si =Ainportant and. pertirient infortiation which: you feel cannot be 

f 

Mohr . : 
Parsina eee 

Bélnont a Now York. (100134637) - aan Callahan nee 

ἔστε»: Sie NOTE τ TELLON PAGE. TWO. 

Eo ἣν Γ 1966: if REC aie “91 τοῦ A Ἷ Ι ate 
‘W.C. oullivan 

Tele. Room ἧ- πὰρ ΤΙ NOV 2 ‘od 
nage a Paeeee ad ὃ co Ba . : 7 . - 

ΝΠ “ROOM ELETYPE. utr [ΠῚ Ἂ ἀν at} τ . a 
. -- ἢ | κκκασει ἃ ξ ; " oo ey . . = 

" Se ae ay Se ny ἐν Ὁ ἘΞ ΄ “ πω . > s -ὸ ae 

aut ae jee, σι ~ - ee ae πω “ay - 4 toe ΄ς pe meet 



‘Letter to Chicago. 
RE: SOLO .- 
100~428091 

put. in the form of a Letterhead ‘memorandum. for dissémination 
without jeopardizing our informants should be forwarded to 
‘the Bureau as in the past - by airtel. These conmunications 
rust be clear, concise, complete and accurate so. that the 
information contained therein may be disseminated to high. 
Govérhment officials under a "Top Secret" classification 
with a minimum amount of editing at the Bureau. . 

NOTE ON. YELLOW: 

At the instructions of CPUSA functionaries, 
CG 5824-S¥ left the United States 9-22-60 for Russia and 
Czechoslovakia. He was the CPUSA representative δὲ ἃς 
conference of Communist Parties héld in. Moscow, Russia, 
on 9/28-29/60. He has remained: in the communist countries 

. of Europe during October, 1960,:and will attend another 
conference scheduled to be held in Moscow on 11-7-60; " 
These conferences are being. held. in an effort to reconcile 
the ideological dispute between the CPSU and the CPC: The | 
CPUSA: named six. CP National Committee members to join our 

' informant in Moscow as delegates to the November conference, 
᾿ namely, Elidébeth Gurley Flynn, James E. ὕδοκϑόῃ, Mickey. 

- Lima, George A. Meyers; James Allen and Helen Winter. 

ἐν 



UNITED STATES QOVERNMENT 
MEMORANDUM 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405) DATE: 10/25/60 

fr : SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 

ἿΝ SUBJECT: TRACING OF AMERICAN MONEY USED 
BY SOVIETS IN ESPIONAGE OPERATIONS 
ESP-R 
(00: NY) 

ReNYlet to the Bureau, 10/20/60. 

On October 10, 1960, NY 694-S* furnished an 
additional $4,500.00 received from the Soviets for use of 
the CP, USA. 

Set forth herewith is an analysis of the 
aforementioned $4,500.00 

Pederal , Ten 
Reserve Dollar Total 
District Notes Notes Series 

Boston a 1934-C 
1 1934-D 

6: ΕΣ 1950 
9 

- Bureau (65~65405) (ΕΜ). 
(1 - 100-428091 

- Los Angeles (65-6696) (ταρος 
1 - Portland (65-1920) (int ) (RM) 
1 - Salt Lake City (65-1 ooh) (Info.) (RM) 

t 2 Seattle (ics soe) treo) (aay Ον ΩΣ L - eat Θ LO. al 

1 - Washington Field ΠΌΣΗ ΕΝ.) (RM) [ΟΣ Το, od OF 
1 - New York ἘΝ ~134637) OT RECORDED — 
1 - New York (65-17696) 199 OCT 28 1960 

MPR: epo ee . .. 

(11) 
Vv 

᾿ΕΘΝΟΝ 2 1960 62} 

Msi /26 
mont? 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED IN ‘-_ c 



ΝΥ 65-17696 

Frederal Ten 
Reserve Dollar Total 
District Notes Notes Series 

NEW YORK 1 1934 
3 1934A 
1 19348 
6 1934¢ 
6 1934D 

33. 1950 
50 

PHILADELPHTA 1 19348 
1 1934¢ 
4 1934D 

.11 “ 1950 
17 

‘CLEVELAND 1 1934¢ 
4 1950 

. 2 

RICHMOND 1 19344 
1 193} 

17 1950 
19 

ATLANTA 1 1934 
1 1938 
1 19346 
ἡ 1934D. 

13 | | 1950 



NY 65-17696 

Pederal Ten 
Reserve. Dollar Total 
District. Notes Notes 

CHICAGO } 
ἡ. 

8 

ST. ZLOUIS 4 ἁ 

MINNEAPOLIS 3. 3 

KANSAS CITY 1 
2 
6 

Ὁ 

DALLAS 1 
1. 

1 
2 
5 

10 

SAN FRANCISCO 1 
1 

35 
3> 

13 
3} 
186 . 

ΝΣ 273 
ΠΟΥ . 

Series 
19348 
1950 

1950 

1950 

1934¢ 
1934D 
1950 

19344 
. 19345 

19346 
1934D 
1950 



NY 65-17696 

The foregoing chart indicates that 
the same persistent pattern continues in that the 
san Francisco Federal Reserve District, which 
in this instance had issued 63.9% of the total ten 
dollar notes. Of the $4,500,00 received by NY 694-S*, 
there were included 23 ten dollar silver certificates, 
said 23 notes were not included in the above chart. 

. The following chart is being set forth 
to. show recipient offices how, time after time, notes 
fall into immediate or near sequences with notes previously 
recovered in CP or Espionage operations, particularly when 
their origin is the San Francisco Federal Reserve 
District. 

In the following chart a note recovered 
from the $4,500.00 is indicated by the initials CP after the 
serial number, a note recovered in a prior CP operation 
is denoted by an asterisk placed after the serial number, 
a note recovered in a prior Soviet Espionage operation is 
denoted by two asterisks placed after the serial number. 

Difference 

1950 Series 
B 78413983a* 

982a% 
979A CP 3 

1934A Series 
L 21867212uRs* 

O37B CP 87 



NY 65-17696 

Difference 
L 559245158* 

425A CP 90 

L 55927534Aa% 
403A CP 131 

L 55930132A* 
2982A oP 
eos As 1 

L 68064287A cP 
252A% 35 
e51A* 

It is neted that of the 15 imnediate 
or near sequences of San Francisco Federal Reserve 
District money, there were 7 instances of sequence 
within packages (100 notes to the package), and these 
sequences were from monies received by NY 694~-S* on 
9/16/59, 7/26/60, 9/12/60, 10/10/40, as well as by 
NY 1669-8 on 12/5/59. It appears that the Soviets have 
received new money from their cover operations and after 
mingling it with used money, put it in storage for 
subsequent issue. It is being noted et no time have 
the Soviets issued new money to any one individual 
or individuals in the packages of 100 notes in 
numerical sequence of 002 through 100. Further it has 
been shown that as money is received from the Soviets 
for use of the GP, USA, such money fits into the index in 
sequence with other monies previously received from CP and 
or Espionage operations. 



NY 65-17696 

As indicated by the above chart 63.9% of 
the total of $4,500.00 originated in San Francisco 
Federal Reserve District. 

A comparison of the serial numbers of the 
above notes against the serial numbers of notes issued 
to Soviet establishments in NY and WFO (Russbn Funds- 
Bufite 65-28939; NY file 65-6315), produced negative 
results. . 

Above for information. 
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Via _ AIRTEL ee 
Mr. τορι, ᾿ 

᾿ (Priority or Method of Mailing} |: Miss Gandy. ; 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) at 
a , ᾿ 

| “PROM: SAGs NEW YORK (100- 134637) Git A | 

UBJECT: ( ha ! 
τ INTERVAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST με 

. lo7C ain On 13/1/60, NY 694-8 advised saL__— "" 
“that he was in receipt of a letter from CG 5624-S, dated 10/23/60 

oy at Moscow. According to NY 694-S, the letter, in coded ῥ 
ΕΝ language, reflected the following: oe 

The Chicago informant is;:still working with the ᾿ 
Commission in Moscow discussing the Soviet~Chinese ‘dispute. th i 
He has conferred with TIMUR TIMOFEEV (TIMMY DENNIS) since the 
Latter returned to Moscow, and TIMMY sent his regards to his , 
father EUGENE DENNIS. 

CG 5824-S recommended to EUGENE DENNIS that the latter: 
not "give in an inch" on the "New England situation" (the pro- 7. : 
posed expulsion of ὃ). He further recommended that σα 
DENNIS not "give in at all" on the Chinese question. 

The Chicago informant noted that JAMES JACKSON had 
arrived in Moscow, and indicated that the CPUSA delegation to | 
the Moscow Conference in November was to have consisted of six : 
people. He expressed surprise that GUS HALL was sending JAMES 
ALLEN also as a member of the aforesaid delegation. 

According to CG 5824-8, most of the delegates from 
Communist Parties throughout the world reportedly would go to 
Moscow via London. He suggested that the CPUSA delegation do 
see Se 102, 

“Bure too 428091) (RM m ΛΩΝ - C- 
1-Chicago (13-4 46 “Sub B): (soto) (Ray op - “FAS80F OF f= ΓΟ 
1-NY 134-91 ) ΩΣ 

1-NY 100-134 3 tt 18 NOV 3 1960. 

ACB ‘ ΕΣ -ume 
heoes =m " ΓΤ. (7) I as 

pad AY ἀκ" fe wen i “eS 
Approved: agian oom Sent SY Per 
6? NOV 1 δ ἴω in Charge 
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NY 100-134637 © | β . τς 

ba CG. 86,5 indicated: that he expected to. return to 
, -‘|the USA "before Christmas" but that he could not be more 

specific with regard to the date of his return. 

{ 
. ἢ 
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Date: 11/4/60 

Transmit the following in . A 
(Type in plain text or code} ᾿ Ι bon 

AIRTEL . 
Vid 

, (Priority or Method of Mailing) Θ᾿ Ι 

---π πτὸο-΄-ς.:.-............................................,... ος-. 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “7 | 

A FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) . ὠς. | 
BAU: R 

suageoy soto δ | 
4 ς Τ5-0 

On 11/3/60, ΝΥ 694-S advised ἌΓ π--- 
that on that date he received a coded letter from CG 5004-S, 
dated at Moscow on 10/27/60. The letter reflected the following: 

CG 5824-S was well, and before the opening of the. 
November 7th conferencein Moscow. would do some traveling in 
‘the Soviet Union: He intends to confer again with TIMUR 

| TIMOFEEV (TIMMY DENNIS), who is preparing to. take a two week 
vacation at a resort on the Black Sea. CG 5824-S'. conference 
with TIMMY would concern the latter's father EUGENE DENNIS. 

Without furnishing any details with respect thereto, 
the letter further. reflected that ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN feeis 

| | that she has been "slighted." (GUS HALL; to. whom NY 694-S 
disclosed the contents of the Letter, stated that FLYNN may 
feel "slighted" for-one of several reasons. He though]she 
might resent. not having been appointed chairman of the CPUSA 
delegation ΚΝ the November conference in Moscow; that she may 
resent ,his ‘tristructions, sent to her via the other delegates, 
that she. return to the USA at The end of November; and that 
she may chave-been insulted in some way by JAMES: JACKSON who 
has a tendency to play "big shot" when he goes to Moscow) ὁ 

- The letter further reflected that CG 5824-8 was: ) 
"amazed" that JAMES ALLEN was sent to Moscow as .a delegate As ἰ Holy ‘i 
to the November Conference. 

The Chicago informant also instructed. NY fons. to oy | 
tell HALL “not to sell her (FLYNN) short." Dea 

3- ureau (100- 428091) aii 10 a ΠΣ ΣΦΙ i 
“Chica ago st N6-Suib B) (SOLO) (Rit ἊΝ 
ἣν 18 {πῇ .) BE). "ga. Nov 5 1960 
ὦ a 7134637 41) a 

yi ne: ume é ᾿ ὧν 
τς. oe Sent —___. As rid δ -- 

ΘΝ TER harge 7. 



ἣ _ Memorandum . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) ΕΣ DATE:November 2, 1960 

51 ney : §AC, CHICAGO (134-46-sb ¥) ον» : 

© soto | ao τι ᾿ Ν 
= = ¢ - : - . 

Rébulet 5/4/60 instructing that. details concerning 
disbursements. of funds in the possession of CG 5824-S* be sub- 
mitted to the Bureau by the fifth of the-month following the 
month being reported. Reference is also made to Bulet ‘dated 
10/10/60 instructing that money presently being held by persons 
other: than our informants should not be considered part of the 
available Solo funds in possession of our informants. 

Balance in possession of CG 5824-S* ΝΕ 
as of September 30, 1960 $103, 445,00 

Additions 

None 

Disbursements 

None 

Balance in possession of CG 5824-S* 
as of November 1, 1960 103,445.00 

ἐς εὐ νὉ 
- Bureau (ΕΜ) (ΑΜ) 

1 - Chicago 
JEK: LWA 
(3) 
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ΞΟ ASRUoNER, BI (100-361068) 

FROM 1 $C, iW YORK ata 

ΕΠ ra, sa 

RewWlet, 10/14/60, 

Relet reflected Vina and pasaport Office, Department 
of State, adyleed eudect made application for vies svpowal 
and planned to travel to the leaving as soon as visa 
a laa and subject expected to retum to Wen 

hte. 
11/1/40, at epson Fl T1$0 porte» SAS 

‘at to mt honed eases vied Aiplines 
pron, Plight 912, at Theertiondl Η il Tus 
ight was delayed due to weather caer eon ee ebay eae = 

departed at 9:06 pom, x 

The above is being fumished for information, N 

δ 
ἜΣΩΜΕ Ν 

Ἂς me ἐφ6 - 4 £0 ; 
l-Hew York ries | Ww a il , | 

ἘΠῚ 1B NOY Ὑ 959 : 
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(A , : 
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SAC, New York (100-134637-Sub A) Novembor 7, 1960 

Director, FBI (100-428091) [Ὁ WSs. 
EX-LZ] REC 58 

SOLO 
INTERVAL SOCURITY - ¢ 

Neurlet-11-4-60, copy furnished Chicago. 

Reccipts and disbursements of Solo funds should 
be recorded in your monthly letters to reach the Bureau 

Tolson . a 
=== 

- Parsons __- 
BeJmont | . 
Callahsn ΈΒΕΟΝΝ 

Trotter. 
” WC. Sulllvon won. 

' Tele. Room 

by the fifth of cach nonth sotting out cach transaction 
for the previous calcndar nonth. Items. occurring between 
the end of the month ard the tine you subnit your monthly 
ietter should be included in your noxt ronthly cozmunication. 

1, - Chicago (134-46~-Sub F) 

ΜΡ Sa 
PRU aay πος 

᾿ we 54 ἰοςς 

GUN high 
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Ofte: Memblndum - UNITED ses GOVERNMENT 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) DATE: 11/4/60 

rn : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub, A) 

SUBJECT: Ὅν 

Records of the NYO reflect that as of 11/3/00, 
transactions in the SOLO account reported by NY 694-S 
since the date of the last accounting have been as follows: 

Credit 

On hand 10/4/60 = + $120,396.00 | : 
Received from foreign source (Soviet) _ ~ 

10/9/60 | 4,500.00 ὁ 

Total $124,896 .00 | 

Debit. | | _ f 

To ELIZABETH MASCOLO for expenses 
incidental to transferring Soviet 
funds to NYC from Ottawa, Canada 

10/10/60 $125.00 7) 
To ISADORE WOFSY for the usé of ~ 

" CP National office - 
10/10/60 | ΝΞ "5,000.00 

To JAMES JACKSON for expenses 
incidental to travel to _ 
Moscow 10/19/60 750 .00 

To GUS HALL to defray expenses incidental 
4o travel to Moscow of CPUSA delegates 
to November Moscow Conference - 17). 

10/26/60 . 2500.00 ἤ 

To ISADORE WOFSY for use of CP Nationa | ΠΣ f 
jeffice 11/3/60 Ἔχ; 10,000. οο- ἢ “ἀν 

_ Total . ᾧ TS, 375.00 o LI 

ia _f " 

ες τντ bab zi Γ Οῶ. 3 
Caren (100-428091) (RM hee . Bes OY / 0 t 2209 πετῶ. 
1-Chicago (134- hb gab) Soi Fas) (INFO) (RM) | 
‘1-NY 134-91 (INV.). 1} a 
1L-NY 100-128861 (CPUSA: S~RESERVE FUNDS) (415): . 
1-N¥ 100-134637-Sub A (42). ΤῊΝ ear 

+e i νῷ fi- 

- ACBgumi Ee: tle Oe Le Ly ad 
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Balance 
- 

- 

$106,521.00 
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UNITER, STATES οὐ μενν q i ses 

M 4 710 TAN dum awe MWC — 

TO - Mr. A. H. Belmon Ἔ 
Rosen , ἢ 

DATE: November 7, 1960 ἘΣ 
Cc, SG Ivan —_ 

re e. Room 

FROM - Mr. F. J. Baumgard 
ὩΣ 

—, 

SUBJECT: LO 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

My memorandum 10=6-60 sets forth in detail the receipts 
and disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) during 
the month of September, 1960. These funds have been received from 
[the CPs of the Soviet Union and Red China. The following schedule 
shows the present status of these funds, together With the receipts 
and disbursements subsequent to 9-30-60. 

SUMMARY 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9-58 to 10- 31-60 $524,385 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2-60 to 10-31-60. ', 50,000 
Grand Total Received to 10-31-60 $574,305 
Total Disbursements 10-58 to 10-31-60 354,419 

Balance of Fund 10-31-60 $219 966% 

*$116,521 maintained by NY 694-S# in safety 
deposit box, New. York City and $103,445 main-~ 
tained by CG 5824-S# in safety deposit box, 
Chicago, Illinois. 

DETAILS | 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9-58 to 9-30-60 $519,885. ως 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2-60 to 9-30-60 $0,000. 
Grand Total Received to 9-30-60 Ὁ, ΝΣ 
Total Disbursements 10-58 to 9-30-60: 326,044 

Balance of Fund 9-30-60 7 $243, 841 

100. 428091 

i ~ Nr. Parsons . 
- Mr. Belmont REC. 

1 - Mr. Baumgardner oo LO0 ~ 0) /. yf 
1. - Mr. Fox EX 1s . LALO F/ ΧΩ 

FFF ston Ἵ not ΜΝ 5 NOV 10 1960 

(5) 

πριν d to 



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

wh 

Receipts 10-1-60 to 10-31-60 | 

10.9.60 « from Soviets 4, 500% 
$248, 341 

#*From Soviet Embassy, Ottawa, Canada, delivered 
by Elizabeth Mascolo, Courier, Canadian CP, to 
NY 694-S%, New York City. 

Disbursements 10-1-60 to 10-31-60 

10/3 » Isadore Wofsy; for use of CP 
National Office $10,000 

10/10 - Elizabeth Mascolo; travel expenses 
΄ in connection with transfer of 

funds ᾿ς 125 

10710 - Isadore Wofsy; for use of CP 
᾿ National Office 5,000 

10/19 ~ James Jackson; travel expenses to 
Moscow. 750 

10/26 - Gus Hall; travel expenses of CPUSA | 
delegates to Moscow Conference 2,500 

- Jack Kling; to hold as a depository 10,000 28,375 
Balance of Fund 10-31-60 $279,900 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is being submitted for your infor- 
mation and an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds will be 
brought to your attention each month. 

1 ye ay (=. 33 
ἐμέ C/ ) 

" | 2. 
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! τὸ Ζ2.}1: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-~428091) pate: 11/9/ 0, 

7 7 ; : J 

Ung P 4 CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) D ch 

SUBJECT: ως SOLO_” 7 . ᾿ 

TS=C | “2 β 
On November, 1, 1960, there was received in a - 

-. blind post office box of the Chicago Division, two 
Gi documents mailed to this: box by. CG 5824-S* from Moscow ;. " 

Russia. 

Both of these documents contain translations of 
articles taken from the Number 12, August, 1960 issue of 
the: "Kommunist" and, printed in the Daily Review of Soviet 
Press, published by the Soviet Information Bureau. One 
pliotostat copy of each of these documents is encloséd 
herewith to the Bureau, the Chicago. copies are located Ln: 
Chicago f£tle 134-46 Sub B-1B(17). . , 

Comments and selected quotations from each document 
follow: - - - 

ἐν 1."The Material and Moral Stimuli, , > 
of Socialist Production"! 

Comments _ a = 

This. is an extremely interesting document with- 2a 
Marxist-Leninist. analysis of the present production system 
in Russie. It attempts to prove that under socialism “in 

‘Russia, there is a greater rate of intréase in production 
than in capitalist societies. Then the reasons for the 
superiority of the Socialist οὐχ ‘the capitalist system 
are set out, The author shows the nécessity. for an 
incentive system under a socialist society as part of the 
transition to a Communist society. Thus. the worker must - 
be given bénefits according to his labor and not on the " 
basis of his neéds until the stage of Communism is reached, KO 
To this extent, thé document containg a veiled criticism of 4 
“the establishment of the,commune system in China without an ἢ κε SS 
interim stage in the development of Conmunisn. 

/, “νῷ (Ericis SS) - τὰ ἐ : eee LRU = 70 a 
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CG 134-46 Sub Β 

Selected Quotations | 

The following is taken from Paragraph 2, Page’ 3: 

"The achievements of Socialism have refuted the 
legend of the creative functions of capital, clearly dis= 
closing that which the upper crust ideologists of the 
exploiter societies have always tried to conceal: the. only 
real creators of the material and cultural values are the 
vital--labour of the popular masses and the physical and. 
méntal energies of the people. " 

. The following is taken from the last. paragraph on 
Page 4: ΕΣ | 

“The Marxist view of ‘history carries the: abeolute 
conviction that the matérial incentive lies at the start 
of creative, work, Production is not an-end in itself, 
cannot proceed detached, for its owi saké, and ds aimed 
first and foremost to obtain the means of subsistance. Its. 
primary impulses, therefore, are derived from the needs 
of consumption" ‘ 

The following is taken from the last PAPABTAPH " on 
Page 6: - - 

*This unity of production, appropriation, and’ 
consumption constitutes the chief economic rule, the chief 
stinulus and, regulator of socialist economy, Its role as 
the original impelling force is implemented in the sub- 
ordination of production tasks to the. complete well-being 
and free, all-round development of all members (of Society", 

The following is. taken from, Pavagraph 1, Page 73 

- “Eliniinating the vices: inherent in the bourgeois, 
order, Socialism obviates the conflict between the individual 
and society. The causes andtrends of the activities of the. 
individual as a rule coincide with, those of the activities 
of the collective under Socialism, Individual aspirations 
unite to pursue a comtion aim, Absorbing the individual 
aspirations, the aim of Socialist economy lends then, ‘the 
strength of concerted action and harmony and creates a far 
superior ‘gum-total of individual motives. serving as a mighty. 
stimulus to work. Its essence, moreover, is the necessity - 
to Lill the needs of 411 the citizens. to the utnost, possibility. " 

ΤῸΝ 
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CG 134-46 Sub. B 

| Thé following is taken. from, the last paragraph on 
Page 9: . 

"The nature.of the principle of naterdial incentive 
found in Soviet economy will be evident if one examines the - 
Social conditions which gave rise to it. The very nature 
of Socialist society excludes the existence. of some. δὲ. 

’ the expense. of the efforts of others, The guiding principle 
here is: from-each accofding to his ability, to each 
according to his work, The measure of nééed is determined 
by the measure of work. The increase in the social wealth 
increases the share which the worker may receive in accordance 
with the labour he has put in, And social wealth, in turn, 
is created by the joint efforts of thosé who take part in 
production, The interésts of the worker, consequently, 
rest on the inter-relation of social and private property. 
There ig not ἃ. trace of class antagonisn | here," . 

The following paragraph appears. at the top of 

: ‘Warkisn has always been distinguished for. its 
harmony of revolutionary spirit with sober consideration of 
the situation at hand, While the limitations. of production 
ineyitable {u the. ¥arious stages. of socialism still exist, — 
-distribution. and consumption, the most potent of individual 
motives, will continue ‘to serve as. paterial incentives for | 
quite a few years to come. Undérestimation Of such incentives, 
hasty attempts to eliminate them and insufficiently 
consistant means. of bringing thém into play can only do 
inrepairable harm to the cause of socialism, The times 
demand that maxinum attention be given to this. Life itself 
urgently requirés- that as much as possible be. detived fron 
the mechanism of distribution to. stimulate incentive” to ‘work,’ 

The following is taken fom. the ‘last paragraph on, 
Page 18; ; . 

. "The formation of the man of the future Communist 
society is sonéthing that cannot happen haphazardly or all 
of a sudden. Purposeful and painstaking educational work’ on - 
the part of the = public and State organizations is imperative 
if all the citizens are to. bé raised to the levél of the 
vanguard,. The present conditions, moreover , make high denands 



σᾷ 134-46 Sub B 

‘on the Party organizations directing this-work,. The decision 
of the Central Committée of the CPSU on the tasks of Party 
educational work under the present Gonditions point out that 
the leading place in ali ideological work should belong to 
the struggle for strict observance of the principle: ‘He who: 
does not work shall not αν! ἡ" with regard to such who seek 
to evade work, and to the inculcation of Communist relations, 
and the development of the moral inceatives to work." - 

>” 

The following is taken fron the last paragraph of 
Page 19; 

"At the present stage the material incentives 
are still ‘vital as ἃ transmission gear between the univetsal, 
popular aims on the one hand and individual endeavour on 
the other. When thé. forces of production shall have 
sufficiently matured and an-abundante of commodities. 5881 
lie at hand, the worker will factvally find importance only 
in the growth of the fund to. serve for the full gratifi- 
cation. of -his needs". : 

ΤΥ, "The Present Epoch ‘and the 
Creative Development of 
Marxisit<Leninism” Lote te 

Conmeitts - | ΝΞ ον 

This document contains thé viewpoint ΟἿ. the CPSU 
in, the current ideological disptitewith the Communist Party 
Of China in regard to the natuze of the present epoch, the 
possibility of preventing war in present day | conditions, 
peaceful co-existence of states. with different social 
systems and the forms of transition of various. countries 
to Socialism, It is a reiteration of previously stated 
policies of the CPSU and urges stronger unity din the 
Socialist camp. 

Selected Quotations 

The following is taken from Page 5, Paragraph. 2: 

"Today it is not imperialism, but the socialist 
system that is the ddminating factor in international 
relations determining the course and trend of social develop- 
ment." - 



CG. 184-46 Sub Β.. οὐ τοὶ ] ΝΕ 

; ‘The following 18. taken from the last paragraph on 
Page 6: : ᾿ 

"To speak of the inevitability of war in. the 
present epoch, by referring to the existence of the capitalist. 
system, means to confuse the potential with the real, not 
to see the essential difference between the tendencies to 

- war engendered by imperialisin and the inevitability of 
its breaking out." 

Ν The FouLOW ing is taken from Paragraphs 2 and 3, 
on Page 9; 

πον. οτος haye never concealed, nor do 
they conceal now, their confidence that the nolicy of 
coexistence and competition of the two systems will sooner 
or later bring about the victory of socialism ‘over capitel- 
ism on a world scale. . 

*Chanpioning Seaceful coexistence of countries 
with different social systems, Ndrxists-~Leninists by no 
means rénounce ideological struggle with capitalisn,. ‘they 
recognize the lawfulness of. just, wars of liberation against 
‘the. colonialists and siipport them in every way; they. 
do not at: all intend to: apply peaceful coexistence. to. 
relations between exploiters-and the exploited, oppressors. 
and the oppregsed--their struggle cannot be eliminated ‘by 
any policy, by any agreement. bacause this is an objective 
law of antagonistic society leading to the inevitable 
revolutionary abolition of Cegploitation and oppression, 
More ‘than that, the imperialists are afraid of peaceful 
coexistence because in its conditions, with the policy of a: 
detente pursued by the socialist countries making headway, 
the internal contradictions are growing stronger in. the 
military-political blocs of capitalism and centrifugal 
forces within them are increasing. With tension: -petng. 
reduced and ‘the struggle for disarmanent gaining “in strength, 
the positions of the aggressive nilitary groups of monopoly 
capital are weakened, and this facilitates the struggle of 
the masses against it within the capitalist countries," 

- The following is taken trom Paragraph 2, Page 12: 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

"Revolution is 2 result of the internal development 
of each country , but of course not isolated from the 
development of. the world as a whole, The socialist reyolu- 
tion in any country is part of the world revolutionary 
movement and the stréngth of the-bourgeoisie and- the 
strength of the working class in cach country largely - 
depend on the correlation. of their forces on an international ' 
scale," ἐὼν 

, The following, statements. appear in Paragraph 2, 
Page 14: . 

yeas, cOexistence,,, competition of the two systems 
is a major form of the class struggle in the present epoch, 

- ἃ revolutionary, class. approach has bean, and remains, the 
alpha and omega of political strategy and. tactics of all 
the activities of the Communist PATELES ρον 0.0 ol! 

The Following 4s the ast paragraph. on, Page 14; 

"Δ monolithic commonwealth of ὁ 841 sovereign 
countries inarching to a single, common goal, a commonwealth, 
iznprecedented and impossible in capitalist conditions, has 

-  gxrisen on thé soil of socialism and is gaining in strength. 
im our days. a 

. The following is the last paragraph on Page 17: 

. "Of yital. importance in the present situation 
are@ joint measures of the socialist countries in reinforcing 
their defense power, joint agreed actions in foreign policy . 
designed to easé international tension and strengthen peace. ra 

‘The following is the first full paragraph on Page 
18 3 

“The intérnationalists striyings: of the socialist 
eountries are also expressed in their active support of 
the revolutionary movemént of the working people in the 
capitalist countries, the national liberation movement 
in the colonies. and dependent countries, tf . 
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* Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL 

DIRECTOR, PBI (100-!28091) 

ROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: - Sotg- 

(Vi 
{1 \ On 11/9/60, NY 694-S advised SA 

π΄ that he was in receipt of three coded notes from CG 5824-s, 
dated at Moscow on 10/30/60, 11/1/60, and 11/3/60, respectively. 
Pertinent. comments, in the aforesaid letters are as follows: ἢ 

CG 582e4-S is on friendly terms with all the outstanding 
CP leaders attending the Commission meetings: ‘in Moscow. Members 
of the Central Committee of the CPSU sent "special regards" to ὦ 
NY 694-S, for whoni they have great admiration. Secretaries of 
various CP's send, through CG Sbeh-S, their best wishes: to GUS 
HALL on the occasion of the latter's 50th birthday. - 

As a result of medical examinations by Soviet physicians 
͵ ͵ it has been determined that JAMES JACKSON is suffering from a anh 
: [se condition described by-cG 5824-8 only as “old and ‘dangerous, $" al 

ase" | It will ‘be necessary that JACKSON spend thirty days.or. more i 
a a sanitorium on the Black Sea. σα 58eH-s inst@ucted NY NY 98- 

not to-fiention this matter of JACKSON's health to anyone but 
GUS HALL. σα 58e4-S also suggested that HALL take care of 
JACKSON's family's financial requirements during the latter's 
illness. 

CG 5824-s indructed that HALL be ddvised that if he 
continues: to’ ‘send.people to Moscow at the rate he is now sending 
them, the CPUSA will be without funds. No one should be sent to 
the Soviet Union, unless previously approved ‘by the CCCPSU, which, 
having approved ‘stich travel, would authorize payment therefor, 

1.28 
B-Bireau (7007 ΠΣ πὶ yu sort (RM) Jet Yo ἜΣ, “τ / BE 

LNY 100- Guesy | ; ὃ atts Ὁ -- 

A A {. pee ae NOV LL θοῦ ὶ ask τι 
_ ἘΞ ad I IN\r i a sett coe ‘ Η | 

pproved; __ 40 Sent Ί.Μ Ῥές 
. Special Agent in Charge ᾿ . 
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NY 100-13}|637 

χε, __. In, view of JAMES JACKSON!s condition, σα σ5θῇΡι-«,, may have to revise plans to. visit SOCHI, and may return to - . 
the USA.as soon. after Thanksgiving Day as possible. 

CG 5824-S referred to having discussed with TIMUR 
TIMOFEEV (‘TIMMY DENNIS) "the complaints" of EUGENE DENNIS. 
L (ny 604-8 did not know to what. complaints σα 5824-s 

' yveferred).. « 

With respect to the Soviet-Chinese dispute, σὰ 5824-S 
stated that. newspaper stories in the US press do not 
accurately reflect the current status of thé said dispute. 
He said that relations betwéen the Soviets and the Chinese are 
Still bad - that "there is still a wide gap and difference 
between them," a , 

| CG. 5824-S also mentioned ‘that. HALL should be told 
that. "all is arranged for. the students. going. to the school," 
and that contact was.made with "whoever is in chargé of this 
in the Central Committee to make sure there will be no delays 
in reaching this:school in tine for the next semester.” 

hye (NY 694-S did not know to what school CG 5824-S referred, and 
‘said he would ask GUS. HALL to explain this reference when the 
latter returns to NYC from Minnesota, whefe he is nowon | 
vacation)... The NYO. believes thé reference is to the Friend- 
ship of the Peoplé's University in Moscow. 

‘= 
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Date: 11/17/60 | Ἐπ M Gait | 
| ἐν. Rasen... 

Transmit the following in , ( , Mr. Taran 
(Type in ploin text or code) " | Bir. Trotsey amy 

[of My. W.S.fnlevan Uy 

Via AIRTEL _ | ; Tele ἸΣΟΟΩ apne 7 

_ (Priority or Method of Maiting) ες Mls Gand. *3 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-128091). a ~~ 
ἘΠ Ὸ’ , 

ΖΩ͂, PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) fof 

suBsECT? Cot: 
“Αἴ ΠΝ 15-Ὁ 

On 11/16/60, ΝΥ 698-58 advised SA A: 
ee ἐν on that date he received two coded letters hy os "2 

rom.C@ 5824-8, one dated 1/5/00 » and the other 1/9/00, ΜΕ 
at Moscow. EA 

" Pertinent information in the letters was as follows: ALE 
ταν ; Jose | 

of CP functionary MICKIE LIMA, go to Moscow. The Soviets will 
reimburse the CPUSA for the expenses incidental to her trip. 4 
to Moscow. ἐφ 

tooo QA 
= GEORGE MEYERS, Baltimore CP functionary, may go to. γᾺ ae 

Moséow..as a guest of the Soviet Union at any time he: may ‘choose. 

It is agreeable to the Soviets that HELEN LIMA, wife Mins Va 

a 

GUS. HALL should be advised to keep ELIZABETH GURLEY | {/ | 
FLYNN‘ s name prominent in CP circles. She is admired by: the: 
Soviets. CG 5824-S considered it wise to delegate -ἴο her and 
to JAMES- JACKSON some of his functions as chairman of the bai iff A 

4 CPUSA delegation to the Moscow conference. HALL 8150 should 
be advised that FLYNN probably would not return to the~USA 7 
as soon as HALL expects her to return. Her return may ‘be anys 
delayed for some days because she desires to visit some J 04 i] 
other countries. py iy REC. §8/ 0 - ak Og/! Ἢ 

G-Bureau (100-428091) (RM 
nui) : 

- - iS 
ee eae ( 83H “He-Sub ®) ‘a. est 17 NOV 18 1960 “i ; 
ΝΥ 100-134637,_ 4) | . 

ACB: ume (bu Wee ; 
. εὖ . 

ὧν 

7 Cte Wa | . 

SON eS 196044 ον eT 
Approved: __ Sent VN MOCO 

Special. Agent in Charge 
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| Only HALL should be told that JAMES JACKSON is "in. 
ad shape," and that at the_motient it is not known whether, 
after the conference, he ‘will remain in the Soviet. Union for ῦ 
medical treatment. JACKSON is ‘concerned lest,. by Yyemaining 
in the Soviet. Union for medical treatment; he may jeopardize 
his position. in: the CPUSA. 

The Central Committee of the cPsu Lsqpposed to 
comrades from the CPUSA - particularly ‘women - traveling 
to the Soviet Union: during the coming winter months .. 

A "nine-month report! on Chinese production reflected 
that there’ ‘had been no. dnerease in production during the: said 
“nine month period. 

‘There is ΒΌ111 no change ain the status of the Chinese- 
Seviet dispute: 

. ‘Phe. Seviets have the impression that. JAMES ALLEN may 
be ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG''s: successor in the- operation: of 
International Publishers. (CG. 5824-S noted that GUS: HALT had 
not indicated that such was 50}: 

“et riz 

δ} 5824-s met TIM BUCK and ELIZABETH MASCOLO on 
11/8/60, and entertained them at hig hotel, 

σα 582k-3 ig not sure when he will be able to “ 
return to. the USA. He thinks: it. possible that he may not. 
return much before Christmas. 

The Baltimore and San Franeises Offices are being 
advised by separate communication regarding information here+ 
in with respect +o HELEN LIMA and .GEORGE ‘MEYERS. 
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. ; Mr, Malsne --—- 
Date: 11/21/60 Mr. Al Gu re... 

| Mr. Toren πον 

Transmit the following in . fe Mr. Damm στῶν 
[ ῳ. - - - Mr. Trotter on. 

(Type in plain text or code) Μ Νὰ ᾧ c-Sullivan 

vig ΜΗ Ὁ | HH ele, Room. 
(Priority or Method of Mail ing} ἢ Mr. Ingratn —— 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) - τ 
ος a LA In 6 

ROM: συ NEW YORK (100+134637) yy ) Ite 

᾿ ¥ 

> hE Parsons ff 
4iy-Eelwon 
ity, Collaban.. 
Mr. DeLrach . 

FBI 

SUBJECT A ‘ GAGA NGF C 
<7 \Y 

ς IATERNAL $ : ἰλάσιζι 

ΤῊΝ ec nine NY 694-S advised SA 
that he received a coded note from CG 5824-S dated 11/12/60, at 
“Moscow, and that pertinent. information in the note is as 
follows: 

Although initially there had been some dissension 
among the members of the CPUSA delegation to the Moscow 
conferénce with respect to the authority of each, the group 
4s now functioning harmoniously. 

CG 5824-S has attended to date (Nov. 12th) all - 
meetings of the Moscow Conference. He is certain that he will. | 7 
not return to the USA for the Thanksgiving holiday. — 

ΝΣ 

CG 5824-5 would like to know from GUS HALL \ 
specifically what JAMES ALLEN is authorized to do in Moscow 
besides attending the Moscow Conference. ALDEN has given the 
CPSU the impression that he is representative of International 
Publishers, authorized to make commitments to Soviet -publishing 
houses in the name of the said company. CG 582-S. desires. to 
know whether, before leaving for Moscow, ALLEN had beer | 
specifically authorized by GUS HALL to represent himself in : 
Mescow as an official representative of International. Publishers 
CG 5824-§ suggested that HALL define "the boundaries" of 
ALLEN's authority during the period of ALLEN's stay in Moscow. 

Mo date (Nov. 12th) the status of the Soviet-Chinese 
Seipute was fnchanged, There had been no resolution of 
ΣΥΝ " Wade “τ - 8 FOG) . 48 aX 

CGoputea οὐ Kobo” RM 

L-NY 134-91” (ἣν) 
T<Chi cago, (134-N6- ἐπ 3) i NOV 22 1960, 
1-N¥ 100-134637 “πα ἢ eR ΣῊΝ 

VOPR 9 2: qo (Ce 
Approved οί. ΟὃΌῬΎΈΜ ΡΣ 

+ Special Agent in Charge ; > 
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“‘Novonber 18, 1960 

ἘΝ ᾿ ἑ a 

το: ΟἹ SAC, snioage (134-46-Sub B) | _ PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Von: Director, FBI (100-428091) (22:9 . 

~ — 8010 - 
INTERNAL SECURIZY -- Ὁ 

Re Chicago airtel 11-15-60, copy furnished New York. 

Bureau authority is granted for SAs John ἢ. Keating 
and Richard W. Hansen to procecd to New York upom receipt of 
information indicating the arrival of CG 5824-S#; SA Hansen | 
to remain for a period not excecding seven days, New York is. . 
instructed to provide stenographers for the purpose of expediting 
material obtaincd from the informant. . 

. Follow instructions contained in Bulet 11-2-60 when 
subniLtting. information obtained as a, result of this Solo mission. 
Be certain that names and titles used in communications arc — . 
‘Spelled correctly and are accurate. | 

2 - Now York (100-134637) i - _ 

NOTE OW YELLOW: 
SA John Καὶ, Keating, who handles CG $824-S* in the Chicago 

4Ffice, has proceeded to New-York City upon the informant's: 
y arrival from previous Solo trips and this procedure has worked 

πὶ Out to the advantage of the Bureau. It is felt, therefore, that 
ἘΞ She same procedure should be followed in this éighth Solo mission 

| = as the informant is expected to remain in New York City after | 
—..his arrival from Moscow, Russia, in order to attend National 

Conni ttee and National Pxcoutive: Gonmi tee meetings in that 
ς γ. v . ᾿ ᾿ - 

᾿ ὃ 
δ 

KARE 181 

- 

. 

—__ SA Keating. is .under transfer to the Bureau and SA Ifansen 
prot ——-~— Will handle CG 5824-S% in the future. The Chicago Office 

‘ Catlchon—-_ YSGuests aufhordty,for SA Hansen to accompany SA Keating to 
Matone pose i : ᾿ ἃ} εἰ . a 

MeGuire . ON. OW CONTINUED PAGE TWO 
amen " " p Δ ᾿ ὡς ; i¢ . toy 

Tatler k] ἘΠ καὸ poe κ΄ 4 ~ a Ζ ᾿ 4 xt 
W.C.Sullivon ΔΑ ὁ te ᾿ς ἧς : . ι ; af Woke 

rita, Of 196 > ; thick 
ΓΚΙΟ TD ee sergen., , . j a ἢ . τι 

Gandy — eens MAIL ROOM t εἰεργε fe . : ΝΣ ᾿ : 

ὡς ὁ a ob | ΝΕ ᾿ So Oo _ 

- 

™ ony , ᾿ Se ᾿ ae 
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Airtel to Chicago 
-R&: SOLO 

' 100~-428091 

- 

NOTE ON YELLOW CONTINUED: 

| New York for a period not to exceed seven days so that he can 
: familiarize himself with methods: used in obtaining information 

_ from the informant and subsequent preparation of this information 
‘+ for dissemination by the Bureau. This mission will also acquaint 

_ SA Hansen with methods of handling the informant while in New York - 
and at the same time give him an opportunity to meet NY 694-S*. 
Necessary meetings will take place in hotel rooms. Chicago 
requests that two New York Office stenographers be made available 
for preparation of material received from CG 5824-S%. The Bureau 
agrees With Chicago's recommendation. 
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< i a ἌΣ πες oes at τ nae FBI 

Date: 11/15/60 

. "Ὁ 5 

— en ee ee ee ee, ee eee Transmit the following Jin P LAIN TEST 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vie. AIRTEL | 
(Priority or Hethod of Mailing) i A 

ee ee ee -- ἕ .........- ὦ.-.... ee ee ποῦν στὸ re ee «πὶ ee oe τὰ Loe ᾿ — το... 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ay +4} 

| ἱ ¥ 
FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134~46- Sub B) (oy AG pelt 

vee 
1(9 soto > | ΝΣ 
ΟΝ ERNAL. SECURITY τσ. 

Rebulet. 11/2/60 iistructing Chicago to make 
arrangements to facilitate obtaining of information, from 
CG 5824-S* so that it can be immediatély furnished to the 
Bureau upon informant's. return from his current Solo. trip. 

Reference aiso New York airtel indicating ‘that - 
CG 5824-S* may arrive in this. eountry from his Solo mission 

\\sometime around Thanksgiving. 

_ In order to comply with Bureau instructions in- 
“this matter it is recommended that the Bureau authorize 
SA JOHN E. KEATING to proceed to New York upon. receipt of. 
information indicating the arrival of the informant. This 
request is being made because it is expected that the 
informant will of necessity be required to report on the © ᾿ 
results of his visit to the top functionaries of the CP,USA ae 
and because of important. meetings of the National Committée fil 
and National Executive Committee meetings which are scheduled 
for the first part of μὰ 

72 4... “2 “43. Sas x {00 elo - PN 

- 

] 6. Bureau (REGISTERED) ᾿ 
I~ New York -CREGISTERED i 

) 100-134637 yr τον 23 8 A 
1-- Chicago 14 ee A ΚΕ ΩΝ δῦ γος 
(5) , δ δ δ 

Νὰ ᾿ \\ a ‘ 

4 4 - nen δ, νὰ ἡ 4 

πον -- : 

Approved: MN, απὸ ee Sent _. .-Μ Per Ὁ ὁ ὁὃὁ 
Seay? Agent .in-Charge 
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(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) — Ι 

CG 134-46..ἕ Sub B 

_ Bureau authority is requested to utilize steno- 
graphers of the New York Office for the purpose of meeting 
with CG 5824-S* to facilitate and expedite the handling of 
information from him. In the event the Bureau grants this 
authority, the New York Office is requested to. have at 
least two Stenographers available for this assignment. 

Additionally, it will be recalled that SA KEATING 
is currently under transfer to the Bureau and that his re- 
placement in the handling of CG 5824-S* is SA RICHARD. W. HANSEN. 
It is felt in this connection.that in order to properly 
make the- change over from Agent KEATING to Agent HANSEN, 
Agent HANSEN should accompany Agent KEATING to New York. 
to become acclimated: to the continuance of methods of 
obtaining information and meeting in New York with CG. 5824~S*. 
Agent- HANSEN would remain in New York for a period not 
exceeding seven days. This would include SA HANSEN's meeting 
with NY 694-S, the usage of hotels 4s. meeting places, and 
familiarizing himself with methods used. by SA KEATING in 
the obtaining of information from the informant and the 
subsequent preparation of this. information for dissemination 
to the Bureau. This is considered a most important opera- 
tion and this request is being made so that Agent HANSEN 
will be fully qualified upon Agent KEATING's departure to. 
handle CG 5824~$* in the same efficient manner that Agent 
KEATING has handled him for many years in the immediate past. 

For the Bureau's additional information, Agent 
HANSEN has not previously been assigned to New York and it 
is felt that he should have the benefit of at least one 
preliminary trip to New York and should meet the appropriate 
officials of the Bureau in New York, as well as the agent 
handling NY 694-S It is also felt that Agent HANSEN will 
be of valuable assistance to Agent KEATING in connection 
with the over~all handling of this operation. 

In view of the immenence of CG 5824-S*' return, it is 
requested that expeditious consideration be given to the above 
requests. Γ Ἵ1 

Sent MOP. 
Special Agent in Charge 
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F B I ν 411 ππὩ....... 

Mr. DeLoach.__— 
Mr.. Malonc.__—— 

Date: 1i/ 25/ 60 Mr. MeGuire.—_ 

— es ee eee τα 

Se δι 
(Type in plain text or code) 

ATRTEL . 
"(Priority or Method of. Maiting) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI αι 100- 428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 
me 

on 11/25/60, 
Re telephone call/ from Supervisor CARL FREYMAN ae 

of the Chicago Office to. ASAC NORMAN MC CABE of the New: ; farms 
York Office, furnishing, for interpretation ‘by NY 694-S, ΩΝ 510 
a coded message: from σα 582kt=s¥ dated 11/19/60, at OO  Ἴ Pen | 
Moscow. - “Ὁ 1) 

On 11/25/60, NY 694-S advised SA 
that the following are pertinent comments in. 

the aforementioned letter: — 

4 Ι 

τ . 

x, oh - 

a - - 

Ὁ 

ee “ΟΝ a Er! 

G 5824-s* wrote a letter to NY 694-8, dated - . | 
13/18/60, ὧν 694-S.has not as yét received this: letter). | 
CG 5824-S* was recovering from a slight tliness, as of | 
11/19/60, arid would attend sessions. of the CP Moscow 
Conferenée after the weekend. He desired to: repeat 
several matters mentioned in previous létters regarding’ 
the Moscow Conference εὐτῇ ὉΠ 6. CP, USA Delegation. 

The CP, USA Delegation is operating more 
smoothb¥y now and JAMES JACKSON no longer “is throwing. ~. , 
his weight arouna". He and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN are . «= ; 
getting along well together to the point where they aa 
are a credit to the CP, USA Delegation. The others 
in the Delegation are inexperiénced, and prone to being.” " 

TRA liery: Papas pe tte Lacs BASE 
sf. ὃ 
rams Legace? 

σεν {7,5 2 
Γ ay S59 1020 

individualistic. 

“Τὶ 

τ - Chicago (134-46-Sub Β) (RM 
Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 

1 - New York (134-91) (Inv. 1 
1, - we (2G0- 1637) Cy ) (Ὁ) * 

EC 2h 
7 = dee mn off, 
πε = Ay 

Sent — 4 Ker 

μὶ 4 cael 

ists, becial Agent in Charge 
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NY 100134637 

HALL should be told not to discuss the inner 
Glegation conflicts until σα 5824-s* discusses this: 
matter previously with him, FLYNN is ho longer angry 
that HALL had not assigned her to a leading position in 

| the OP, USA, Delegation, 

CG sB2lugx will agree with the representatives 
of the CCCPSU that any arrangements or contracts, such as 
those which coneérn International Publishers, will 
not bécome efféctive until after the CP, USA officlally 
agrees to then, 



Wy L00-134637 

F 

The CP,USA is highly regarded in the Soviet Union 
by reason of the excellence of written material being sent 
to Moscow. JACKSON and FLYNN now. realize this. 

The CP,USA should not send any more people. to the 
Soviet Union until next year. ‘This may affect the wife of 
MICKEY LIMA. CG 5824+S$* hopes to induce the CCCPSU to pay 
the cost of transportation of those CP, USA. delegates now in 
Mo€cow. At the moment, the Soviets are. not inclined to do 
so,.-but the Soviets have agreed to pay the transportation 
expenses of ISABEL. ALLEN, JIM ALLEN's wife. 

CG: 5824-S* has seit to .GUS::HALL, by" airmail, a 
Chinese document. A copy of this documient was also; Sent to 
"Ps GoRTZ" (Chicago mail drop).. 

ὃ 5824-S* will try to: be back in the United States 
in time for the full CP,USA National. Conmittée meeting. It 
may become: nécessary that someone: from the CP,USA meet: CG 5824-S* 
in. Prague to accompany. him back ‘to the USA.. Tn such event, 
‘the CCCPSU would arrange for a visa to, Prague to be given to 
whoever from the CP,USA should: go abroad. ‘ELIZABETH. MASCOLO 
is. rot in a position to help CG 5824-S* in » this regard. 

There is considerable activity 8 at the Moscow Conference 
that 15: o£ interest. to the CP,USA. — 

| What Οὗ 5824-S% previously has said about. the Soviet-— 
Chinese dispute is still-true. He doés not expect the dispute 
to be resolved. in the coming year. 

Contained, in the aforesaid coded letter appéared: the 
following: "The Peoria ads must stop, as in the case of Mr. 
JEFFERSON the Midwest ads are n.g. The trade will not understand 
the acceptance of o£ such ty ‘type of features. The business end 
should be told and find some reason. for “Lack of faith, nvete. 
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NY 100-134637 . 
1 

NY 694-S* stated he was unable to: interpret the. 
aforesaid part of the letter, but he feels that inasmuch as 
‘'\peoriatt xefers to China, the paragraph may. refer to 
articles appearing in the New York and Chicago: editions 
of, "The Worker, which are, in CG 5824- Sk! opinion, 
objectionable in some respect to the Soviets. 
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Transmit the following in 

. AIRTEL 
ia 

(i TO: “DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ROM: SAC, NEW ‘YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: | 

mai \ 

FBI 

Date: 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

On 11/25/60, NY 694-S advised SA 
that on that date he received from CG 5824-S a coded note dated 
11/16/60, at Moscow. 

follows: 

t δι 

| . Tolson___—_—— 
Mr. Mohr 

“Mr, Parsons..——— 
] Mr. Belmont. 

| 
| 
| 
lf 

Mr. Callahan. 

Mr, DeLoach__—— 
"Mr. Malone 

[ ΚΠ }εῖ. - 

Ι παν 
Ὰ fresh 

Ι Tevet Ἰΐοοχα,.. ... 
Ι Mr. Ingram___ 

_ Miss Gandy. 

1] 

Pertinent information in the aforesaid note was. as 4 

The CPUSA delegation at the Moscow Conference is doin / : 
an excellent job. 
which particularly pleased members of the Soviet Presidiun. 

unresolved. 

JAMES JACKSON made a speech at the ium. ἢ ἢ} 

As of 11/16/60, the Soviet-Chinese dispute was still 
(The. following are words in the letter which NY 694-g. 

asked GUS HALL. to interpret: "The last report from the Peoria 
area, it seems to me, indicates the possibility of considering 
the termination of the leases,") 

(It should be noted that the words "Peoria area" 
signify China). HALL stated that the words from CG 5824~s! 
letter quoted. above probably mean that in CG 5824-s' opinion, the 
Soviet-Chinese dispute has reached a point where “drastic 
results" could be anticipated, such as possibly a severance of 
relations, between the CPSU and the CP of China. HALL commented 

the past two years the Chinese have been aiming at "establishing 
an international of their own." . | 

that the Chinese are "two-faced" and that, in his opinion, far ik 

The note further reflected that as of 11/16/60, 
f CG 5824-§ still did not know when he would return to the USA. It 
| also reflected that-TIMUR TIMOFEEV (TIMMY DENNIS) sent regards | | 

to his parents. 

~Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
CoeBureau (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (RM) 

vif lL-N¥ 134-91 
ΕἼΩΝ 100-134637 
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REG. 99 
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- Sent ay) er 

ΠΣ Agent in Charge, ΤΩ ᾿ 

4 Ce φ- ὦ ᾿ 

ΞΖ αωνλοίνως, ᾧ 3 νων 
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NY 69hes noted that. HALL's interpretation of the 
word "leases" 88 potetone may not be correct, but 
iiiasmuch: as: the word did not, appear elsewhere ‘4n the letter, 
there 18 no. evidence that it, has any other connotation: 

| 
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UNITED STATES cf (4. SAT 

* Memoraréiiii: 
; _ ᾿ nou ai 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont (Was DATE: November 29, 1960 Toan ———- 
, ent — 

Tele ΣΟ στ a 

FROM : Mr. F. Jd. paungaraner Sf Sandy 2 

ye 1 SuBJECT; | SOLO “ 
? (TERNAL SECURITY, = Ὁ 

NY 694-S% has received two coded. notes from CG 5854 S%, 
who is currently attending the Moscow Conference οἵ" Communist Parties. 
Pertinent information contained in these notes is summarized as 
follows: 

Sino-Soviet Dispute 

The ideological dispute between Red China and Soviet Russia 
—.is still unresolved.- The coded note of CG 5824-S# dated 11-16-60 
referred to "the P Ων a area" and termination of "leases" which was Α 
interpreted by Gus, * General Secretary,,,Communist Party, USA 427 
(CPUSA), to mean ine, hinese-Soviet dispute has has reached”a point where 
"drastic results" cduld be. anticipated, Sich as a severance of rela- 
tions between the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Com- 
munist Party of China. NY 694-S# is not sure Hall's interpretation 
is correct but concurs it is Logical based on the wording of the note. 

CG 5824-S* wrote on 11-19-60 that this dispute. is.deep-. 
- seated and he does not expect the differences to be resolved in the 
coming: year. : 

CPUSA Delegation 
“51 

a The CPUSA is said to be highly regarded in the Soviet Union 
by reason of thé. excellence of written material being sent to Moscow. 
The former: inner: conflicts of the CPUSA delegation“at the Moscow  ys4 
Conferencé havé>:been resolved. Elizabeth Gurley/Flynn, Vice-Chairman 
CRUD Als no longer disgruntled over not. being/head’ of the delegation. 
James WACkson, member of the Secretariat, CPUSA, made. a speech at 
the conference which Was well “PeCsived by nenbers. of . ‘the Soviet 

Co] 

Presidium. - ἢ - 

Return of Informant BX 1¢9 " τς ᾿ γ 

CG 5824-S% currently plans to attempt to be back in the 
United States for the full CPUSA National Committee meeting on 
12-16-60. ny 22:33: 9/240 ὥς 

100-2 ὙΠ ot " 
1 - ur RDEG. d ta Baungardner 6 EG 2 1960 . “yh i} 

ΓΝ ΤΗΝ ᾿ 1. - Mr. Belmont 1 ~- Mr. LaPrade 

δ JWL: hn) 



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

ACTION: wet 
τπ, 

None. For information. ‘You Will be kept apprised of: 
pertinent developments. | ΠΕ 
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FBI 

Date: 12/1/60 

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL 

| (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-sub B) 

Re New York airtel 11/28/60, 

For the information of the Bureau and the New York 
Division the Chinese document referred to in paragraph 3, 
page 1, of referenced airtel has not been received in any 
blind post office boxes at Chicago to date, 

ie ; 
peeves αὶ GALE 

Q- Bureau (RM) 
~ New York (100-134637) (RM) 

1 - Chicago. : 
JEK: LMA . 
(5) Va 

at 

oe 

REC. Ὁ μ £409 | Jopo | “ je ᾿ if etl 1 

μ meres ἢ πὸ σαππαπρακ ) ἡ ers . 

CO WoODEC Bin. -. | 
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Special Agent in Charge 
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FBI 

Date: 12/2/60 

Transmit the following in Ib 
(Type in plain text or code) Ib?C 

: ATRTEL | 
Via _ δ 
j . ΝΕ (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

ff |. ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ι..... --- - 

PO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) hy 

7 FROM: a NEW YORK (100-134637) ial 
ἢ iA | suas “soto vid 

| On 12/2/60, NY 694-S advised a : 
that on that date he received from CG 5824-S$ a coded ‘note | 
dated 11/26/60, at Moscow. 

Pertinent information in the said letter is as 
follows: 

The Moscow Conference, as of 11/26/60, was continuing, 
and there was still no change in the status of the Russian- 
Chinese dispute. CG 5824-S was still uncertain about when he 
would leave for the USA, but hoped to arrive in NYC in time to 
fi2/16/60. the CPUSA National Committee meeting beginning on 
12/16 

CG 582h-s. has arranged that the Soviets "write some- . 
thing to make WILLIAM Z, FOSTER and EUGENE DENNIS feel good." la 

The CPUSA delegation to the Moscow Conference has 
{been functioning well. 

ον 
3-Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 35 20 DEC ὃ τ! 
(~Chicago (131 46-Sub B) ee ) 
1-NY 134- INV. )- {πε — a 
L-NY 100-134637 "1 

ACB sume Ἢ - yw C | (7) το νι Pes ΝΥΝ «ty τς ‘ - 

ΜΒ Q hue ° 

Approved: —_ 25 ¥ ws —___ Μ Per 
special Agéntin-Chttge 
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[ 
Date: 12/2/60 | 

[ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) / 
ς NA, ᾿ 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) Ἄ ppt 

Rebuairtel 11/18/60, 

Pursuant to authority granted in rebuairtel and 
telephone call from ASAC NORMAN H, MC CABE of the New York 
Division on 12/2/60, advising that GUS HALL stated CG 5824~s* 
will arrive in New York City on Tuesday, 12/6/60, SAs JOHN ΞΕ, 
KEATING and RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN will proceed to New York City 
by plane on 12/5/60, in order to meet with CG 5824-S*, 

GALE 

ὧν Bureau (AM) (REGISTERED) 
- New York (100-134637) (AM) (REGISTERED) 

1 - Chicago 
JEK: nt?f Al 
(5). : la ( 

Rte ARLE 
REC- 38 24-... $0

9)? 

GLa Wick 18. DEC 5 1960 

da 
, GAL

A A ̓ “ | yA ἢ - 

GPE ἢ YS Hot} 2 ger in Charge 
Ἂς " 

ν᾽ ES al 
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| Wage, Mets 
ΚῚ ᾿ ἅτ, Parsons ‘ 

. ‘a Gy lk Mr. Dalmonye 

13 Br. 

PBI ib Mr. DeLoach = 
ἐξ Nr. Malone 1 

Date: 11/28/60 Ber. BieGoire——- 

ΓΕ ote. Tana. 
Mr. Trobter νὼ... Transmit the following in a 

(Type in plain text or code) br τς | asi. W.c.Sultivan | 
A +t Tele. Room.—— 

Via TRIEL | Mr. Ingram_._— 
Miss Gandy_———~ (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-8809) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT : 0 
Ant’ TS=C INTERNAL SECURITY-COMMUNIST 

fey On 11/28/60, NY 694-S advised SA 
ἫΝ on that date he received from CG 582}}. Oves WAZ? 
dated 11/18/60 and 11/20/60, respectively, at Moscow, - ‘Vw, 

Pertinent information in. the letter of 11/8 included 
the following: 

CG 5824-S is anxious to know whether GUS HALL received 
the Chinese document mentioned in the informant's letter of fy 
11/18. If he did not, chances are that two copies of the / 
document, iristead of one, were sent to Chicago. If Chicago |; \ 
has two copies, one should be sent immediately to NY for trans- γὴν ̓ 
mittal to GUS HALL. (NY 694-S believes that CG 582-38 did not. ’ 
personally matl the documents, and that whoever did. may have os 
sent. both to Chicago by mistake). Uf 

With respect to their. qualifications as. delegates to οὶ 
the Moscow Conferénce, MICKIE LIMA "doés not fit," HELEN WINTE 
is "fair but not tops," and JAMES ALLEN is “too much of a go- 
getter-too ambitious, at times tripping himself up because he 
thinks ‘he knows move than anybody else.’ 

ἘΞ The Soviet-Chinese dispute remains unchanged. The 
* Chinese are adamant. cG 582-5 hopes GUS HALL unde starids this. 

7 
The CPUSA delegation discussed with-tHe“soviets the 

expulsion from the CPUSA ὁ XANDER-BITTELMAN,. and upheld the 
CPUSA position in this mation Spicve-some aes made during 

e aeosen 1 SNA ALLEN and eee REE 6 
/ ee. . “- Ὁ 

3=Bare δὰ (180-428091) (RM) 2 ἡ fais (A 
Crs hicago, aan 46-Sub Β) (SOLO) (Ray) "ἢ “ik th 

1-NY 134+91 " (INV.) (81). ᾿ 3 “1960 
L=-NY 100134637 _ n "1 < Dey " ee ἀν, ane try. ᾿ 

ΔΆ ff acaiume y or Wied | A Sh | 
ds . Sent____t MO Per ] Nada 2 as 

| aN 

ΝΕ 

σᾳ0σασθθθθθθννννννι'θἧ;:ΣαὁυνδσΟ ἠ 6 ν 6νοἋ᾽ἭθῬΨθΨα 
᾿ 



NY 100-134637 

In the future any individuals from the CPUSA ‘going 
to Moscow should plan to remain there for no more than two 
or three weeks - four at most. 

Pertinent information. in the letter of 11/20 
inciuded the following: 

Cg 5824-S referred again to the "Peoria ads” 
(mentioned before in his letter of 11/19), stating that 
something must be done about them for they are hard to 

explain." (NY 694-S is of the opinion that this is a reference 
to material, favorable to the Chinese, appearing in a CPUSA 
Bovietey ee probably "The Worker," and distasteful to the ~ 
oviets). 

The following is an excerpt from the letter of 11/20, 
(Since his interpretation of it, which will follow, could be 
inaccurate, NY 694-S desires that the Bureau have the advantage. 
of seeing Lnpenaot language of this paragraph): 

"No matter what the ads or news releases say about 
that Peoria Company, they are not ‘solvent. This was the 
opinion of brokers before I left for my tour. And this is 
“gtill the opinion even if the certificates are printed ‘on 
gold plated paper, etc. So be caréful what you buy, and Mr. 
Broadman will appreciate the carefulness as a lawyer and 
business man." 

NY 694-S interpréed the above paragraph as follows: 

Despite what the press may report on the Soviet— 
Chinese dispute, it would be well for the CPUSA to beware of 
the Chinese. They have not changed; and no matter how 
favorable: reports concerning them may be, the Chinese are 
not to’ be trusted, The CPUSA should not be duped into taking 
sides with the Chinese. GUS HALL should appreciate being 
advised of this matter. 

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN will réturn to the USA 
immediately after the conference, but as yet CG. 5824-s 
does not ‘know whether JAMES JACKSON will remain in the 
Soviet Union after the conference to receive medical treat- 
ment. 



- NY 100-134637 

ΤῊ the future GUS. HALL should ‘not allow CPUSA 
representatives to go to China. MICKIE LIMA and HELEN 
WINTER had. desired. ‘to go to China after the conférence ’ 
but they are now convinced that théy should not do so. 

The CPUSA delegation is familiar with EUGENE, DENNIS t, 
condition inasmuch as PEGGY DENNIS - corresponds, regularly with 
ELIZABETH ‘FLYNN, 

tthe Worid Marxist Review" will not print HY LUMER's 
economic report because the said report has appeared. previously 
in another publication. Tf LUMER will re-write the report, 
making it current, "The World Marxist Review" will polish At. 
Should LUMER be unwilling to re-write the said report, JIM 
ALLEN would: be happy to write such a report for "The world 
Marxist ‘Review.! 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
SOl0—104 

UNITED STATES oC yRnent | O 

Memorandum 

TO  : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 12/5/60 

; oo PR De CHICAGO (134-46-Sub F) 

ων 
Rebulet 5/4/60 instructing that details concerning 

disbursements of funds in the possession of CG 5824-5S5* be 
submitted to the Bureau by the fifth of the month following 
the month being reported. 

There were no transactions involving the funds in 
the possession of CG 5824-5* during the month of November, 1960. 
The balance in possession of CG 5824-S* remains as it was as 
of November 1, 1960. This figure is $103,445.00, 

ASE! a 
Bureau (AM) (RM) 

1 = Chicago 
JEK: ntf 

(3) 

. 7902 PA 0F/— /029 
gE DEC 8 1960 

Bonet 3 450 
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FBI 

Date: 12/5/60 

(Type in plain text or code) 

γα AIRTEL ." 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ὯΝ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
\ 

. OLO 
mS = Ν 

As a result of a telephone call from ASAC NORMAN 
MC CABE of the New York Division, SAs JOHN &. KEATING and 
RICHARD W. HANSEN will remain in Chicago pending more definite 
information concerning the time and place of the return of 
CG 5824-S* to the United States, 

Re Chicago airtel 12/2/60, 

GALE 

ΜΠ Pr 
3)- Bureau (AM) (REGISTERED) 

- New York (100~134637) (AM) (REGISTERED) 
1. - Chicago 
JEK: ntf 
(5) 

REC: 7 ave 
ype ψ 4. Ὁ92-- 688 

EX-113 ga oee 8. PY 

SY αὶ 
«Ὁ ! 

. | i 
A ἊΨ “22.252 “1᾿ / fh Sent »ὺΜ Peer 

5 0 DEC (Ὁ ΠΝ
 in Charge 
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FBI 
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Date: 12/6/60 
| 
| 

Transmit the following in | _ 

(Type in plain text or code) 
| 

ATRIEL [ 
ἱ να. ὁὁὁὃϑῸὀΠ ΠΤ 8ᾷῷᾷ8 ἷ ἷ ἷ ἷῸῚ | _ (Priority or Methad of Mailing) [ 

a TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Ὶ 
.} ἡ . - τι 

: ROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) gpl 
CV" supsecr: | . 

=¢ 
\ 

On 12/6/60, NY 694-S advised SA es 
achat on the aforesaid date he received from CG 5824-S a coded 

‘L]filthetter, dated 11/30/60, at Moscow. 

Pertinent information in the said letter was as 
follows: 

The Moscow Conference would probably terminate within 
a week, but CG 5824-S was still uncertain as to when he would 
be able to leave Moscow. It still may be necessary that some 
one from.the CPUSA meet him in Prague to accompany him back to 
the USA. (NY 694-S believes that by “some one" CG 5824-S means 
the NY informant, who currently is 211 with cystitis, and is 
confined to his home). 

Despite what the newspapers report concerning the 
Moscow Conference, it will be a long time before the Soviet~ 
Chinese dispute is actually resolved. 

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, upon her return to the USA, 
will expect to be. treated by the CPUSA as a very important 
person. NY 694-S should tell GUS HALL that, in CG 582h-S' 
opinion, it might be well to treat. her as such, 

tee ἡν 2 

Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
i~Chic ο. (134-46-Sub B) sir fy REC. 91 

TONY 100-134637 (aL “2922 - J2foI/]0 "7 

γε ΔΟΒ ume A 

a (8) | gH 5 DEG 7 1880 

2 _ 

G 
ΖΕ ΟΝ Sent 
δὶ DEC 13 eR in Charge 



a od ie Ὧν ὦ ' 

a BY - » oindrou bao, 0 ̓ “κά. ᾿ ἷ ΕΞ oe . 
S910-104-01 ° | 4 a . - ΝΕ τῶν 

' εν ὈΝΙΤΕΒ. STATES GO  ΑΝΜΈΝΤ᾽ ' . 4 " ᾿ 

᾿Δφηιογαηάδμηι 

τοῦ (Ὁ ERECTOR, FBI (300-428091) ναῖε: 12/1/60 

YP Grom + sac, NEW YORK (100+134637-Suea) > 

svumpe(Qporo > Bo πος | 
_  “TS=c _ : "" ot - Π . ᾿ 

- ~ " las 

i ' τ΄ Records of the ἮΧΟ veflect that as: οὗ. 11/30/60. IC 

| transactions in the SOLO account reported by ‘NY. 694 - -ϑ 
ΝΣ since the date of the’ Last, accounting ‘have been. as follows: 7 

ΝΕ οὖς Credit, " : 

Qn hand, 11/3/60" ΝΞ $106,521.00 

ΝΣ Debit ον ΕΣ τς verry . 

fo GUS HALL to defray travel, ‘expenses ες Ὕ. 

‘te. and from. Moscow 7 a Te : a 
11/5/60_ οὐ ἧς “" ew oe,» £5000.00 

To ‘GUS HAtT for use of ‘OP National, - MO ΝΞ 3 

| Office 11/20/6 oO | a * 1,600 ,00 | 

To. ISADORE worsY: for use of CP National 7 ae 
Office. 11/28/80 | a 33900..00 1.1. - 

ἊΝ τς oF “nota og is 060 ὁ ΠΣ 

7 | Ballanee® 7 . 

_ 11/30/60. - . ἃ 99,521. 00 

| Gare (100-428093) 4 ni) 
“I-Chi¢ago (134-H6-Sub F S0t0 Pays) (60) (πῇ) . 
I-NY 134-91 ' 
ΤΟΝ 100-128861 ~~ ih one FUNDS) (415): 
L=NY 100-13H637-sba 

- ACBi ume [Ye 

Ἂ 

τ : 



OPTONSL FORM. HO. 10 
OS ΜΝ 

Moh UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT La ; obr, 
Parsons 

home bern 

‘allahan ——, Memorandum ἘΞ 
MeGulre 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont pate: December 7, 1960 Tesin 

W.C. Sullivan —. 

Telo- Room —__.. 
FROM ἢ; Mr. FB. J. Baungaréner ff Gandy 

. SUBJECT: O55 
, TERNAL SECURITY ~ C | 

My memorandum 11-7-60 sets forth in detail the receipts 
and disbursements of funds by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) during 
the month of October, 1960. These funds have been received from 
the Communist Parties of the Soviet Union and Red China. The follow-~ 
ing schedule shows the present status of these funds, together with 
the receipts and disbursements subsequent to 10-31-60. . 

SUMMARY " 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9-58 to 11-30-60 $524,385: 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2-60 to 11-30-60 50,000. 
Grand Total Received to 11-30-60 $574, “Ὁ 
Totai Disbursements 10-58 to. 11-30-60 371,419 / 

Balance of Fund 11-30-60 $202, 966% - 

£99, 521 maintained by NY 694-S* in safety 
deposit box, New York City and $103,445 
maintained by CG 5824-S# in safety deposit 
box, Chicago, Illinois. 

DETAILS 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9-58 to 10-31-60 $524,385 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2-60 to 10-31-60 50,000 
Grand Total Received to 10~31-60 
Total Disbursements 10-58 to 10-31-60 354,419 

Balance of Fund 10-31-60 | #2191988 
~ ΩΣ 

Receipts during November, 1960 ᾿ς 

100.-.482091 
1 - Mr. Parsons a\>. 
1-Mr.*Belmont - - 7 «Ὁ» ᾿ 
1 - Mr. Baungardner 
1 = Mr. F 

FFF: yp so td " 

94 : 
B2DEC 14 1966 | 

ἜΓ-- - | 



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Disbursements during November,. 1960. 

11/3 - Isadore Wofsy; for use of CP 7 " 
National Office _ 10,000 a 

a ~ “ . ¥ 

11/5 - Gus Hall; travel expenses for τος : 
*Isabel Allen to Moscow —— 1,000. - ᾿ς ἃ 

11/20 - Gus Hall; for use of Ὁ So ΝΞ ᾿ | 
National Office : re 1.000 

11728. - Isadore Wofsy; for use’ of cP. “τ ΝΣ τς ᾿ς ον 
National Office | ae 5,000" “7,000 

Balance of Fund 11-30-60 _ $202,986 

ACTION: ΝΕ  Ί ἘΞ 

None. This memorandum is “being submitted for your. 
information and an up-to-date accounting..of these. Solo. funds: 
Will be brought to your attention each month. | 

I) 
‘a James Allen who 15 a 
member of the National 
Committee, CPUSA and he 
was a delegate of the CPUSA _ 
t6 recent Noscow Conference. 
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Mr Folwon ae 

vf O ἰ } Mr iM-"y poe 
Nye Bown 

“ tAlr. Dore yt ς 

Q PBI ort Me ees 
Date: | | ὅτε ὲ ̓ - : 12/5/60 ir : 

δ oro τῶν 

Transmit the following in — IF ote, Se, on 
(Type in plain text or code) Pe Mo 

Bir Wo. wl "yaa 

Via ____ AIRTEL Φ Φ Φ Ἑ ΦΦΦῬ ἝὋ ;: t Tete, Poms 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) j[ Mr ds* 2a 

H--- ee Li Miss Ganuy νιν ς 

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100 428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) δ 
eo 

2) ! ιν 

_o = ished the following informa: Ἢ ̓  
tion to SA ory 

BeforeL________] (pe JAMS ALLEN) went ty Ae pot 
Moscow, it was agreéd that if CG 5024-S so desired,[ | pe 

would transmit for him to NY 694-S, Ὅν coded cable to 
her mother, any information regarding the Chicago ,eaute to, 
scheduled return to the USA, 

On 12/5/60, ΝΥ 694-8 was advised by[______—idts b> 
mother that she had received from her daughter, a coded cable,” 
message that CG 5824~-S would not return to- the USA for two or f / 
three weeks. “ 

NY 694-S further advised that on - 19/5/60, he received 
a coded letter from CG 5824-S dated November 27th at Moscow. 
Pertinent information in the said letter was as follows: 

The status of the Soviet-Chinese dispute remains 
unchanged. 

_ JAMES JACKSON will remain in the Soviet Union for 
a couple of weeks after the conclusion of the Moscow Conference, ἡ 
and during that period will receive medical treatment. JACKSON 
expects to be home by Christmas. 

CG 5824-8 Still has some unfinished business in ny 
Mo fe a ve ne sure when he will leave for the US 

- owt LOS ’ x $-Bureau ce ΝΜ πὸ 7242 σοφός /P Hi δὲ τῇ, 
= cago: -sub B SOLO ney | : eed el 

31 ᾿ O10}: thy L 2 χ j L~NY 1 “oh 1HOEG -G-1960 

Ἴ Νὰ 100- = _ —_ 4 ᾿ ΐ 

Ge Wick / 1306 FAL ᾿ —amt fs. on -- Ν 

sume , ᾿ ‘Bl Is 

Approve — cia Sst = Per δ. «᾿ς Ἢ) ν 

) Special Agent in Charge Ὑ δ, 



NY 100-134637 

ELIZABETH ‘GURLEY LYNN expects to leave: toscow in 
time to attend the CPUSA National Committee meeting scheduled 
to begin on 12/16/61. She will be able to furnish at the 
aforesaid National Committee meeting essential information 
regarding the: agenda. at the Moscow Conference. 



‘StARoARD rom NO: 64 

Off ΠΤ ΤΩΣ . UNITED 8 τος GOVERNMENT a ee Cg 

| 

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100--428091) " ᾿ DATE:December 9, 1960 

x a ΤᾺ CHICAGO (184-46-Sub 5). ΕΝ πιο τ 

* SUBJECT: Oo» ” ᾿ Ν οὐ " 

- ¢ - ~ To " 

On December 9, .1960, there was: received in a,plin 
post office box in Chicago an English language copy oa a 
mentals of Marxism-Leninism")... This comnunist text book or 

"anual was sent to. this post. office box by air mail, Fepistered Poe 
811. from Moscow by CG 5824-S*, 

It will be recalled that this book was published ( 
in Russia: approximately one year ago and that the Communist ! 
Party, USA, has been most anxious to obtain an English trans- (‘i 
lation. This copy in the English language was published by ᾿ 

N. the Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow. 

it is not known at this time whether or not CG 5824-S* ob 
‘7 will have to turn this copy over. to the leadership of: the_ een 

-~~-Communist Party, USA, upon his return to the United States... 
It is believed that this book is most importaht and will-be 
the basis for future Marxist-Leninist classes in the, Communist, 
party, USA, rn. 

The book ‘is encloséd herewith to. “the Bureau. “it 
is. suggested that the. Bureau may wish to reproduce it dnd’ tha t” 
Central Research will have an interest in it. It is; requestéd 

| We the book be. returned to the Chicago Division whe ‘the, : 
Bureauhas no further need for it. 
ot oe tvs Ὁ ι 

, Bureau (Encl. 1) (ἘΜ) 
-. = Chicago 

ΕΚ. Lata 
~~-QY τῇ oY |04US 

} 

πον ud 

IP 85 ς elie CO
 

δι ὧν ἀν γὴν \ 

πα- 

‘a “oe 

-- 

Pa . 
“- 

ἦτ rs ty, ae. be . ἢ x τ pp nero 4486l) a | : 



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE : OLO 
100~ 428091 

OBSERVATIONS : 

| Sound judgment dictates that repeated Solo trips, which 
now number eight, increase immensely the ratio of pniacina C@ 4824-S* 
and NY 694-S% in a position of possible exposure, Referral/Pirect 

Such factors must be kept foremost in mind in handling 
these valuable informants to assure utmost discretion is exercised 
to avoid possible exposure. 

ACTION : 

None. For information. You will be kept apprised of 
developments. 

ΠΕ 



CRIONAT’ θα Noy 10 
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‘ - . Tolson 

UNITED STATES GOYRNMENT a Parsons , 
" HA), eee 

3 Callahan 

‘DeLoach¥€ 
Malone ........ 

Memorandum 

TO > Mr. A. ΒΕ, Belmont pate: November 30, 1960 

FROM : Mr. F. J. ἘΝ (ὦ 

SUBJECT: 1 

‘AL SECURITY - ὁ 

Solo is the code word used to report contacts of two of our 
informants as Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) representatives with 
Lees of communist parties in other countries. 2 

“ ‘ ᾿ς 5 

CG δ824-9:, at the instructions of custtiait and Eugene 
Dennis, CPUSA functionaries, departed the United States 9~22-60.-on 
the eighth Solo mission. #uriiig September and Octobér, 1960, inform- 
ant and Elizabeth Gurl /¥iynn, National CPUSA Vice-Chairman, attended 
reconference meetings in Moscow, Russia, to clear the air for the 4:5, 

international conference Which convened in Moscow on 11+10-60. Thi 
conference, which is apparently still in progress, has beem cailed 
by the Soviets in an effort. to θῖνα the current Sino-Soviet 
differences. ΠΣ Reterrai/Direct 

- CG 5824-S% does not expect to return to the United States 
|Imuch before Christmas but does plan to attend the CPUSA National 
Committee meeting scheduled to be held in. New York City 12/16-18/60. 
As has ‘been the custom in the: past, he will probably give a report 
on the preconference meetings to members of the National Committee. 

ἜΝ 
Arrangements have been made with the Chicago and New York” 

Offices to interview the informant'immediately upon his return € 
the United States. The data obtained will then be reviewed and 
analyzed and pertinent material will be expeditiously disseminated 
to interested governmental agencies, commensurate. with secprity, of 
our informant. 266-- Cd. fd F/— J dy 

q 

_ 100-428091 rey 120 — 

1 - Mr. Parsons 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 1). DEC‘15°1960 ~ 
| dl 1 - Mr. Belmont 1 - Mr. Fox 

i "-" FFFFIMONEC 2 0 1960 or 
Loo 
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4-At-(Rov. 1-11-60) O 

DECODED COPY Tolson 
.Mohr 
Parsons . 

'ν Imont 

Waban 
Hise — 

Malone 

Teletype vette — Rosen ——— Γ΄] Radio 
. ; Tamm - 

2 URGENT 12-16-60 10:50 ΡΜ UM Trotter τςς ττ 
ΤΟΙ. σοι... 

ΤΟ ὌΙΒΕΟΤΟΒ AND SAC, NEW YORK Gandy 

{ 1S#C. PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY GRANTED IN BUATRTEL 
TOVEMBER 18 LAST SAS JOHN E. KEATING AND RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
WILL PROCEED TO NYC FROM ‘CG VIA TRANSWORLD AIRLINES AT 9 AM 
DECEMBER 17 NEXT IN ORDER TO MEET WITH CG 582)-S:. 

β wht 
FROM SAC, CHICAGO 162328 | ΠΩΣ 

RECEIVED: 11:55 PM TEDETYPE 

12517860 12:06 AM CODING UNIT JAL 

(. Wels ζῆ, Praste DWplersiehy 
alaneed off αὖον γηβο- ἔων 

Vt | Sa afi 7[6° (a 
it~ Gallen’ (resacony , 

REC: 59 

oe 2543} 46-{{4| YO 
ve” 

. 
- 

ἊΝ ee ee ὑσπιναπαιδ 

. Wwe ἜΣ me oe eb " ᾿ ii? ave DEG 20 1960. 

β ἋΣ — 

Heonkc 22 1960 " 
~ Af the intelligence contained in the above message is to.be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 

paraphrased tn order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems, 
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Director,- FBI (100-428091) 
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"~~ ENTERNAL SECORGITY «.ς 
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 _. . Reurlet: 12-9-60 forwarding a copy of the. communist 
_ textbook, “Fundamentals of Marxisn- minis.” ΝΞ Έ 

_ The Bureau deems it desirable to have two copies -of. 
the above-mentioned book.- You are requested to obtain through 

; (6 5824-S* an additional copy of this book which should be 
forwarded. to the Bureau.. The copy submitted by your office 

᾿ - τοῖν with referenced letter is being, retained and will not be 
returned unless advised to. the contrary by your office, ᾿ 
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To: SACs New York (100-134637) 
: Chicago (134-46-Sub- 3) 

froni* Director, FBI (100-428091). 

“INGURVAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

prompt attention. 
Tolson wee  ς - : ᾿ - 
Mohr es 
Parsons apes 
Belmont 
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Μεσαπο assamen 
Βόβοη 

Tonn “ 

» Trotter - δι 
WC, Sulllvan —— ἢ 
Tele. Room 
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1 - Mr. LaPrade 

December 20, 1960 

δ. New York airtels dated 12-18-60, one enclosing a - 
- Photostat of the text of the "Hoscow Hanifesto” and one enclosing 
ἃ Photostat of an "Appoal to the Peoples of All the World." — 

| It is incumbent upon Agent and supervisory porsonnel 
directing. and handling informants to be sufficiently fanitiar wit 
naterial relating to the field covered by the informa 
Telligently fulfill their responsibilities. 

nt in order 

_ 

Your attention is diroctéd to "The New York Tires" tiews— 
paper issue of 12-7-60, pages 14 through 17, which sets out. the 
text of the "Hoscow HNanifesto" a8 provided in [nglish by Tass, the 
Soviet press agency. The Photostat submitted by New York containing 
the text of the Manifesto and which was classified "Secret" is - : 
substantially verbatin with "The New York Times" release. 
information which appeared in, the newspaper has no. intelligence. 

- vaiue and sound judgment cortainly dictates that it doe | aang , OLE | 8 not warrant - 
-.¢lassification and dissemination by the Bureau: . 

uf 
The second refercnced iten, an “Appeal to the Peopies of 

the World," based on the information supplied, appears to be a 
usient designed particularly for public and world circulation. - 
are instructed to determine from CG $824-S* whether this document 

uvag made public in Moscow as was the Manifesto and whether it was 
afforded circulation in this country. This matter’ must be given 

[O47 

Obviously, 
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‘Airtel to New York 
ΝΜ Chicago 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

. , . το New York and Chicago are instructed to assure that. thorough 
interviews are conducted with CG 5824-S* and that material supplied 
is properly evaluated in order that the Bureau derives maximum 
benefit from this. informant. - | 

NOTE ON YELLOW: ; 

᾿ The text of the "Moscow Manifesto" made available by Ν 
CG 5824.5:: hag been compared with "The. New York Times" release of 
127-60, and found to be substantially verbatim: It is apparent  . 

from the information supplied by New York that the document entitled 

“ tAppeal to the Peoples of All the World" was designed for public. 

- and world circulation as it is a propaganda peace appeal to all 

people: Both items ‘submitted by New York were classified "Secret. 

and were enclosures to letterhead memoranda prepared for dissemination. 

It is apparent that the Agent and supervisory personnel responsible 

for the submission of this material were not cognizant. of public. 

source information. -It is deemed desirable to emphasize to New York 
and Chicago the necessity for thorough interviews, with CG@ 5824-Ss 
and proper evaluation of material in order to assure that every ο΄ 

effort is being exérted to obtain information of maximum. benefit. 
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- ——- Decénber 21, 1960 

Airtel ΝΣ 

““ἌὯΑἙ,. . 
7 rd yf , ᾿ ΕΝ 

fy To:. SACs Chicago (434-4 6-Sub B) ᾽. ᾿ 
a : New York (1000131639) _ 

:  Dircctor, FBI (100-428091) 
δ 

NAL SECURITY -- σ᾽ 

᾿ In the future you are requcsted to furnish the Ε ᾿ 
‘Bureau with seven copies of Letterhead nenoranda, a : 

. For your information and future quidarice concerning * 
- Chinese names, in overy instance the last name is written 

first in capital letters and the first and middie nares are 
shown as one hyphenated word with the first name in initial _ | 
caps only. (Bxarip2.es. HAO Tse-tung; LYv Shao-chi), 
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Date: 12/15/60 

Transmit the following in ae . 
“ (Type in plain text or code) | ho Te 

Vig _ ALRTEL | | 
ΝΣ (Priority or Method of Mailing) I 

mee eee a Lo, 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

A-RROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: Goro " 
| I8-C | 

nat on thon 12/25/60. HY 694-s advised sa —___] | 
that on that date he received a telephone ca rom Canadian " 
CP functionary WILLIAM KASHTAN in Toronto. ‘KASHTAN stated ty Δ} Oe 

τ a ΕΝ au = 

: & ts "εἴν 40 
eo 
7 Po 

ef 
σι 
ἘΠ 

Gy μᾶς ἵ & 
“de [>t yw -§ 
{3 

that he had just returned to Canada from Moscow, where he had ἀ 
attended the Moscow Conference. He said that he had been ἀιοωνήν requested by CG 5824-s to inform NY 69}-8 that σα 5824-s βανλῖ 
expected to leave Moscow on 12/15/60. Ν ᾿ a 

advise him telephonically or by cable, probably from Prague, 
concerning the specific date of the Chicago informant's 4 

1a |. 
7 

scheduled arrival in NYC. . Ψ es 

NY 694-§ stated’ hé anticipated that c¢ 5824-8 would ἢ Ὁ 

~Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
“Chicago (134-46-Sub B) ta.) 

1-NY 134-91 eee 
L-NY 100~134637° ὁ: AX). 

ACB: ume ee Mem Bau 
(7) : >} 16/60 

C Gs Wick Lj” 
Mone _——— Sent — 8-- ΜμΜ OPer ὅθ᾽ 

2DEC 2 PGE
 . ven in Charge
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UNITED STATES GOVE ENT » 

Memorandum 

TO : Mr. A. ἢ, Belmont © DATE: December 16, 1960 

FROM : Mr, F. J. Baumgardn 

O . 
susject: { 50 1.0 

ERNAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

ASAC Norman NcCabe, NYO, telephonically advised 
five P.M. this date that CG 5824-S* will arrive at 
Idlewild Airport, New York City at three P.M. on 12-17-60 
from his current SOLO operation, 

Special Agents John Keating and Richard Hansen 
from the Chicago Office are in New York pursuant to Bureau 
instructions to conduct necessary interviews. 

Detailed instructions were furnished to Chicago 
and New York previously concerning handling of information 
which will be received during course of interviews, with. 

Tolson 

Trotter 
ἮΧΟ, Sullivan 

Tele. Room 
Ingram 

Gandy 

informant and manner be which information is' to be-‘submitted 
to the Bureau. " ~~ 

er 

ACTION : ΝΣ 
--» 

This matter will be very closely followed and you- 
Will be kept advised. 

δ Ὰ Parsons t/ 

tty: i 

1 ~ Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr, Baumgardner 
L - Mr. La Prade 
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το : Wr. A. ἢ. βοιποη Avi pate: December 21, 1960 Too 
: WC. Sullivaa — 

“ Tele. Room αν 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgard Canty ΠΣ τ 

SUBJECTS soto 

INTERNAL SECURITY - ὁ 

CG 5824-S# has made available a copy of a statement issued 
| in Moscow, Russia, entitled Wap peal to the Peoples of All the World." 
| This ten-page document was prepared as the result of a motion made 

jointly by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) and the Communist Party 
of Great Britain (CPGB) during the meeting of an editorial committee _ 
which met in Noscow prior to the conference of the 81 communist  “%=-~ 
parties of the world. This document was referred _to-—in-Moscow as 
the Flynn-Matthews draft (Elizabeth curieyAPtyni, Vice-Chairman, _ 
CPUSA,.and Georgesfatthews, Editor-in-Chief of the London: "Daily, 
Worker" and member_of the National.Executive—Conmittee, CPGB). 

in a calculated appeal on the theme of peace, this document 
is designed to portray communism as the only peace force active in 
the world. The so-called peace forces are portrayed as superior to 
the forces of war. The United States is accused of warmongering in 
making military pacts. Imperialism is cited as pushing the world to 
the brink of war. The cause for "trouble spots" in the world and 
international tensions. is blamed. on imperialist monopolists. It is 
a plea to all people to demand prohibition of testing, manufacture 
and use of nuclear weapons and to insist on the immediate conclusion 
of a treaty on disarmament. 

OBSERVAT LONS : 

This is obviously a propaganda document with the same com-~ 
munist line of peace. Its release, along with the Moscow Nanifesto 
which was for the purpose of showing wnity among all the. communist 
parties of the world, was apparently done for the purpose of attempting 
to gain a wider world propaganda advantage for communism. 

ACTION: 
ἘΝ 

ᾧρ )6-- 4150" Jo © | 4p 
None. For πον. 

100.--428091 a 4 | 1, 
ANG 1 - Mr. Parsons. 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1... Mr. Baumgardner 
1... Mr. LaPrade 
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Date: 12/18/60 ἮΝ 

ἰ 

(Type in plain text or code) 
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U/ 

πε: sick 

5 ΑΝ, 

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJ me SOLO 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau five 
copies and to the Chicago Division one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum containing the complete text of a statement 
issued in Moscow, Russia, - -in Deceaber, 1960, ΘΕ ἘΠΕ Con- 
cluston—o S meeting” of Communist and Workers! Parties. 
This: statement is captioned, "Appeal to the Peoples of 
All the World'', It is dn appeal for "a universal struggle / 
in defenge of peace, against the threat of a new world war”. 

. This memorandum is classified "SeErer and 
"Washington, D.C." is reflected as the ce where it 
Was issiied in compliance with instructions contained in 
Bureau letter, dated November 2, 1960: " \ 

CG 5824-S* furnished the information and the. οὐ 
document to SAS JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD W. uD on sa 
December 17, 1960. Wer a 

A > a 4 
sID4S J ‘ 

cos Boreau (100-428091) - 5) (RM) σῇ. “Ξξ. καὶ ΒΡΗ͂ mn ane al? ἢ ὃ 

1... Chicago (134-46-Sub Β) (Encls. 1)" ‘(anny fe... x, ante | 
1. - New York (100-134637 "2 nity? 
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νι) sharia DEPARTMENT-OF rite 

FEDERAL BUREAD-OF INVESTIGATION 

Ins Reply, Pleas Referto- Washington; D: C.. 
FileNo., ‘December 18, ἀϑθ60: 
1L00=428092 DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
7 ΑΤΕ 08-29-2011 

- | _ srenne (0) 

Appeal For Peace Issued at 
the Conclusion.of the Meeting. 
in Moscow, Russia, of Repre- 
sentatives of the Communist 
and Workers" Parties . © ; 

A: source, who has furnished. reliable information in 
the past, -has made available the ‘complete. text of a 10. page . 
 statenient teleased in Moscow, Russia,, in, Décember, 1960, at 
the conclusion of a: meeting, in ‘Moscow. of representatives ΘῈ 
the Comminist and. Workers' Parties, This statement ig cap- ἣν 

τς tionéd: Appeal. to the Peoples of All the World". It is .an 
appeal for "a universal struggle in defence of ‘peace, against. “ 
the threat of a new world war". 

᾿ 

‘A. Photogtat copy of this statement 18: attaghed. 

The source advised that a tiotion propésing the _ 
issuance of a ‘Statement dealing with the isstie pf Peace ‘was: 

Russia. ‘This Editorial ‘Committee ‘was composed of repxre~ 
sentatives from 26. :Commiitist and Workers’ Parties. Its. 

᾿ main, task was to prepare: a: statement to be teleased at. the 
‘conclusion of the meeting o£. yepresentatives. of Communist 
and. Workexs" ‘Parties in Moscow in November, 1960. The 
Editorial: Committee met for four Weeks in Moscow in Octobe, 
1960. - Το . 

— (U) 

| 100432 04 =] 5 to 
᾿ : ENCLOSURE | 



APPEAL 

10 THE PROPIES OF ALL THE WORLD 

He, representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties 

of the five continents, gathered in Moscow for the 43rd anni~ 

versary of the Great October Socialist Revolution, filled with 

a sense of responsibility for the future of mankind, call on 

you tO wage 

a universal struggle in defence 

of peace, against the threat of a 

new world war- 

Three years ago the Communist and Workers’ Parties issued 

a Feace Manifesto to the peoples of all the world. 

Since tnen, the peace forces have won notable victories in 

the struggle against the warmongers. 

Today we are able, with still greater confidence in the 

victory of the cause of peace, to oppose the war danger that 

nonaces millions of men, wonen and children, Never before in 

the history of mankind have there been such valid chances to 

realise the age-cld aspirations of the peoples--to live in peace 

and freedom. 

In face of the threat of a military catastrophe which 

would cause vast sacrifice, the 1088 of hundreds of millions of 

᾿ lives, and would lay in ruing ths key cantres of world civilisa- 

tion, the quastion of preserving peace troubles all manidad 

more than ever before, — 
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We Communists are fighting for peace, for universal security, 

Ὁ conditions in which all men and all peopleSwhll enjoy peace 

and freedom. 

‘The goal of every socialist country and of the socialist 

community 88 a whole is to assure lasting peace for ell peoples, 

Socialism does not need war, ‘The oistoric debate between 

the old and the new system, between socialism and capital isa, 

ghould be settled, not by a world war, but in peaceful compe ti- 

tion, in a competition as to woich social system achieves the 

higher level of economy, technology and culture, and provides 

the people with the best living conditions. | 

We Communists consider it our sacred duty to do everything | 

~ in our power to deliver mankind from the horrors of a modern wars 

Acting upon the teachings of the great Lenin, all the social- 

ist countries have made the principle of the peaceful coexistence 

of countries with different social systems the cornerstone of 

_ their foreign policy, 

In our epoch the peoples and states fave but one choice: 

peaceful coexistence and competition of socialism and capitalism, 

or nuclear war of extermination, There is no other vay, 

Where does the threat to world peace come from? 

All governments speak of peace. Yet it ig not words that 

count, but deeds. 

Today as in the Past, it ig the reactionary, monopoly and 

military groups in the imperialist countries that organise and 

instigate aggressive wars, Feace is menaced by the policy of the 

governments of the imperialist powers, which, contrary to the 
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will of their own peoples, impose upon nations a disastrous arms 

race, fan the cold war against the socialist and othen. peace= 

loving countries, and suppresa the peoples’ aspiretion for free~ 

‘dons 

ΙΕ] THE FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES! 

The peoples welcomed the proposals for universal, complete 

and controlled disarmament made by tha Soviet Union and enthus- 

jastically supported by all the socialist countries, Who opposes 

the implenentation of these proposals? It is the governments of 

the imperialist countries headed by the United States of America, 

which, instead of controlled disarmament, propose control over 

armamsnts, and try to turn disarmament negotiations into empty 

talks 

The peoples rejoice that for two years now three great 

powers have made no tests of nuclear weapons. Who obstructs ἃ 

new step forward and a decision to ban the deadly tests for all 

time? It is the governtents of the imperialist powers, 

xuich constantly declare that they intend to resum atomic 

weapons tests, and continuously threaten to wreck the test-ban 

negotiations they were compelled to enter into under the pressure 

of the peoples. 

The peoples do not want foreign military bases to remain 

in their sovereign territories. They oppose aggressive allitary 

pacts, which curtail the independence of their countries and 

endanger them, 



“Ἢ 

ho wants the policy of aggressive pacts and bases? 

It is the governments of the Atlantic bloc countries, 

which furnish war bases on foreign soil to the flest-German 

nilitarists and revenge-seekers, put weapons of mass annihila- 

tion in their hands and speed up the atomic arming of NATO 

troopa. 

It is the ruling circles of the United States of America 

which have imposed aggressive military pacts upon Japan, Pakistan 

and other countries in the Niddle and far East, which incite them 

against the peace-loving countries, which have occupled South 

Korea and made it their bridgebead and which are reviving 

Japanese militarism, It is they who are interfering in the 

internal affairs of Laos and South Vietnam, backing the Dutch 

imperialists in West Irian, the Pelgian imperialists in the Congo, 

the Portuguese in Goa and other colonialists, preparing an armed 

intervention against the Cuban revolution, and involving Latic~ 

American countries in military pacts. 

It is the United States that has occupied the Chinese island 

of Taiwan, that Keeps on sending military aircraft into the air 

space of the People's Republic of China, and rejects the latter's 

legitimate right to have its representatives in the United Nations, 

Combat=ready rocket installations, depots stocked with 

nuclear weapons. airborne H-bomb patrols, combat-ready warships 

Ἢ and submarines cruieiog the seas and oceans, and a wed of military 

bases on foreign soil--guch are the present-day practices of im. 

perialiem, In guch a situation, any country on earth, big or 

amall, may suddenly be enveloped by the flames of a nuclear war, 
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Imperialism is pushing the world to the brink of war for 

the sake of the selfish interests of a handful of big monopolies 

and colonialists, 

The enemies of peace spread falsehoods about an alleged 

threat of "Communist aggression", They need these falsehoods 

to camouflage their true goals. to paralyse the will of the 

peoples and justify the arms race. 

WORKERS, PEASANTS, INTSLIROTUALS! 

PEOPLS OF GOOD WELL ALL OVER THE WORLD! 

There is no task more pressing for mankind today than the 

struggle against the menace of a nuclear-missile war, for gaveral 

and complete disarmament, for the maintenance of peace. Thar 

is no duty more lofty today than particlpation in that struggle. 

Ig lasting world peace possible? 

He Communists reply: 

far ig not inevitable, war can 

be preveated, peace can be pre | 

served and Made secure, 

This conviction of ours 18 prompted not only by our will 

for peace and hatred of the warmongers. ‘The pogsibility of 

averting war follows from the actual facts of the new world 

situation, 

The world socialist system ip bacomiog an increasingly de~ 

cisive factor of our tine. Bubracing more than one-third of 

mankind, the socialist system with the soviet Union as ite 

main force uses its steadily growing economic, scientific and 

technical aight to curb the actions of imparialigm and handeuff 

the advocates of military gambles. 
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The international working-olage bovenent, whieh holds 

bigh the banner of struggle for peaca, heighteng the vigilance 

of the peoples and’iagpires them actively to combat the 

aggressive policies of the imperialists, 

The peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, many 

millions strong, who have won their frasdom and political 

independence, and peoples fighting for national emancipation, 

are becoming increasingly active champlong of peace and 

natural allies of the peace policy of the socialist countries. 

The neutral countries, which disagree with the aggressive 

policy of the imperialists, work for peace and peaceful co- 

existence, | 

The World Peace Movement now numbers many millions of 

People, In every country, the members of that movement strive 

to safeguard their homeland from a new military conflagration, 

By rallying to a resolute struggle, all these forces of 

peace ¢an foil the criminal plans of war, safeguard peace 

and reinforce international friendship, 

Peace does not come of itself, It can be defended and 

consolidated only through joint struggle by all the forces of 

peace, 

We Communists appeal to all 

working people, to the Peoples 

Of all continents 

Fight for an easing of international tension and for 

Peaceful coexistence, against cold war, against the arms racel 

If used for peaceful purposes, the vast resources squandered 

On armaments would make it possible to improve the condition 

of the people, to reduce unemployment, to raise wages and living 

standards, to expand housing construction and to enhance social 

logurance, 
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Prevent the further stockpiling of nuclear weapons 

and the arming of the Germen and Japanese nilitarists with 

weapons of mags annihilation! 

Demand theconclusion of a peace treaty with the two 

German states and the conversion of Feat Berlin into a 

demilitarised free city! 

Combat attempts by the governments of the inperialiat 

powers to involve new countries in the cold war, to draw then 

into the orbit of war preparations! 

Denand the abolition of foreign military bases, the 

withdrawal of foreign troops from other countries, and 

prohibition of the establishment of new bases, Fight for the 

pacts imposed upon then! Work for agreenents on nuclear=free 

zones! | 

Do not let the ¥.S, monopolies rob the heroic Cuban 

people of their freedom by economic blockade or armed 

intervention! 

We Communists, who are fighting for the cause of the 

working clase and the peoples, hold out our hand to the Social 

Denocrate and members of other parties and organisations 

fighting for peace, to all members of trade unions, to all 

patriots! Work in concert with us in defence of peace, for 

disarmament, Let us achieve concerted action! 

Let us build up a joint front to combat imperialist 

preparations for a new war! 

Let us jointly defend democratic righte and freedoma and 
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fight against the sinister forces of reaction and fascisa, 

against racism and chauvinisn, against monopoly domination, 

against the militarisation of economy and political life, 

The atruggle of the peoples 

for their freedom and independence 

weakens the forces 6triving for 

war and multiplies the forces 

of peare, 

Africa, whose peoples have suffered most from the scourge 

of colonial slavery and brutal exploitation, {s awakening to 

anew life, As they establish their independent states, 

the peoples of Africa emerge in the arena of history as 8 

young, increasingly independent and peace~loving force, 

But colonialism, doomed as it is by history, has not yet 

been completely destroyed, 

Brute force and terroriam bar the road to freedom for the 

Peoples of East Africa in the British and Portuguese colonies, 

A cruel racist regime reign in the Union of South Africa, 

For more than six years the gallant people of Algeria have 

bean fighting for the right to national independence, shedding 

their blood in a war forced upon them by the French 

colonialists, who are supported by their Atlantic accomplices, 

In the Congo, the imperialists use all kinds of underhand 

methode and bribery to an effort to overthrow the 

lawful government and transfer power to their obedient puppets, 



in its new forms, against the U.S, and West-Gernan colosialists, 

fighting fo r their liberation! 

? 8 
The peoples who have won the right to independent state- 

hood continue to wage a strenuous struggle against colonialism 

and against their old British, French and other oppressors, 

who seek at all costs to retain control of the natural resourced) 

mines and plantations of the newly-free countries, to prevent | 

their industrial development and to saddle them with corrupt 

and reactionary governments, 

Brothers in countries which 

have vewa Gbhemselveg fron colon. 

lalism and in countries which are. 

The final hour of colonialism is striking! 

We Communists are with you! The mighty camp of aocialist 

countries is with you! 

Together with you, we insist on the immediate and 

unqualified recognition of the right of all peoples to an 

independent existence. 

May the riches of your countries and the efforta of the 

working people serve the good of your peoples alone! 

Your struggle for full sovereignty and economic independence, 

for your freedom, serves the sacred cause of peace! 

We, representatives of the Communist and Workers’ Parties, 
aie 

on ali men, women and young 

peopl 9: 

oo people of all trades and all 

walkea of iLife: 



 » 
on all people, irrespective 

of Tone eae or religious creed, 

of nationality or race 

on all who love their country” 

and hate wan, 

Demand the tmmeodiate probibdle 

tion of the testing, manufacture 

ang use of nuclear weapons and 

all other weapons of 5888 

annibilatiog, 

Insist on the inmediate 

conclusion of a treaty on general 

complete aad controlled digarma-. 

meat, 

May modera science and technology no longer serve the 

manufacture of weapon of death and destruction! May they serve 

the good of people and the progress of mankind! 

May friendly co-operation and extensive commercial and 

" cultural exchanges between all countries triumph over war - 

alignments! 

In our epoch 

THE PEACE FORCES ARE SUPERIOR 

TO THE FORCES OF WAR ᾿ 

The peoples will achieve the lofty and cherished goal of 

safeguarding peace if théy pool their efforts and fignt 

resolutely and actively for peace and friendship among nations, 

Commuists will devote all their energies to this cause, 

PEACE WILL TRIUMPH OVER WAR 
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INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

At approximately 9:20 a.m. on December 22; 1960, I 
talked with SAC Gale of our Chicago Office concerning the. 7 

A captioned matter. 

I told Mr. Gale we had received from the field a te 
page document entitled "Appeal to the Peoples. of All the World 
and that we wanted the Chicago Office to find out from CG 5824-S* 
what dissemination had been made of this document. I told him 
it was necessary for us to have this information in order that 
we would know how to govern our dissemination.of it. 

I also pointed out to Mr. Gale that we have another 
document provided by CG 5824-S* captioned "Contents of a Letter 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union dated November 5, 1960." 
I told Mr, Gale that we are not able to determine what dissemina- 
tion was given to this document by the Russians. I instructed 
Mr. Gale to obtain answers to the following questions: (1) Did 
ali 81 delegates who attended the conference in Moscow receive. 
copies of this document? (2) Were they allowed to retain it? 
(3) Was it published in the Russian press? (4) Was it mailed 
to China by the Soviets? (5) Is it publicly known in Russia or 
China that this letter is in existence? (6) Who gave it to 
CG 3824-S* and does he still have the copy? (7) Do we have the 
complete text of the original letter? 

I told Mr. Gale to obtain answers to these questions 
today if possible and forward them to the Bureau in a coded 
teletype, 

I also told Mr. Gale that in the future when documents 
obtained from CG 5824-S* in connection with this trip are sent 
to the Bureau, a full explanation as to their origin, background 
and. extent of. their circulation should be furnished to the, Bureau 
at the time the documents are sent in. _ 
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Memorandum for Mr. Beimont 
RE: SOLO 

I told SAC Gale that we would also like to be advised 
as soon as it is feasible of any personal conversations: CG 5824-5* 
had with Soviet; leaders during the two months he was in Russia. 
Xt told him. we would want to have any unusual or significant 
information at the earliest, possible date. 

᾿ - SAC. Gale Stated that. CG 5824-S* was being interviewed 
today and that. he would attempt to obtain the information the 
Bureau wants and get it to us by téletype at the earliest date 
possible... He said. this, has ‘been an especially. trying trip and 
that the informant is- ‘physically, exhausted. He said the informant 
brought back- voluminous notes and that the Chicago: Office Δ 

; getting” the information - from. hin* as rapidly as it is possible to 
do so with ‘Security. ‘He said. that he expects to meet CG -5824-S* 
today. and- that: he will stay. ontop of the situation personally 
and .that™ the ‘Buréau will be ‘Kept advised on a continuing basis 
until-ali infomation the - informant brought , back is in the hands 
of the Bureau « 

ACTION: 

We: will continue to follow this matter eiosely and 
make appropriate dissemination of. information received’ in 
connect ion with this latest | trip by CG. 5824-S*.. 

- τῆ ς 

"» 
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AIRTEL ᾿ REGISTERED 

ΤῸ: DIRECTOR, ἘΒῚ (100-3=102). 

FROM: SAC, NEWYORK (100-128861) 

Ae SUBJECT: CP, USA, FUNDS (RESERVE Fin) 77. 15 - 
᾿ τς (002 NY) 

EXTREME ΟΑΌΤΙΟΝ SHOULD BE EXERCISED WITH RESPECT — 
ΤῸ DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION, HEREIN SINCE SAID INFORMATION, 
BY Its NATURE; TENDS: TO TDENTIFY CG 5824-S,-A VALUABLE INFORMANT, 
AS THE SOURCE. THEREOF. 

On: 12/ 18/ 60, ce 5324-S advised SAS JOH Ες KEATING 
and RICHARD. HANSEN ‘that during the week of December Llth, 
1960, he spent an evening at the home, of ALFRED K, STERN and 

- fhe latter’ s wife, MARTHA DODD. STERN, in Pragug, CzechosLovatia. 

ὦ EAU (100~3-10E} (RH) 
- 100=428091 SOLO 

(1 = 100- ) (ALFRED K, STERN) 
CHICAGO (100=34108) (GP, USA, Furids. (Reserve Fund) (RM) 
(1 - 13446 Sub B) (8010) 
NY 66-6989 (41) 

“ ΝΥ 100-134637 Sub A. (41) 
> NY 100-65568° (ALFRED XK, STERN). (331) 
NY 100-65569° (MARTHA DODD STERN) (331): 

i = HY 65-17696 (TRACING OF SOVIET MOMEY; ete.) (34) 
1 + ΝΥ 100-128861 - (415) | 
AcB: Ik: mfd (44) 
(16) 

Aa f= BAA - Sf 

Rn ἔπι - 

ORIGINAL FILED IN 

μι μι με μὲ re  .N + £ tb F 2 

Mieke wo 
NOT: PECORDED 

201 DEC A 1960 
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AIRTEL TO. BUREAU 
NY 100-128961 

STERN promised CG 5824-S to. donate $6,000.00 per: year to the 
CB, USA. In furtherance of his promise, and as a result. of 
_arrangements made by the Czechoslovakian CP, STERN withdrew 
from his bank $6,000.00 in USA $100 and $50 bills, which he 
gave to the informant: for transmittal to the CP, USA. 

On 12/19/60, CG 5824-S gave the aforesaid 6.000 to 
NY 694-S, who delivered it to SA or 
processing by the NYO. 

The aforementioned $6,000 in $100 and $50 bills - 
Will be chécked ar gainst lists of currency issued to Soviet. 
establishments in. NYC and Washington, D.C, In the évent any. 

᾿ positive identification of this money is made, the Bureau will 
: be advised, 

Tn Sptember, 1957, ALFRED K,. STERN was indicted in 
. the Southern District of New York for conspiracy to commit, 
espionage. He resided in Mexico between 1953. and 1957, In 

; july, 1957, he fled, and he has. been, regiding in’ - a 
Prague and. in- Μοβοὸν since then. 

| Τὰ view of the nature of the above information, a4 
letterhead memorandum is not being submitted. " 
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is 10 be disseminated outside the Bureau, 

SOLO;\1S=C. REBUAIRTEL DECEMBER 20 LAST AND BUREAU CALL 
ς τρ 

Radio 
Trotter 
WC, Sullivan —. 

Tele. Room —— 
Jagram 
Gondy 

URGENT.- 12-22-60 

Te’ DI RECTOR HAVARGABY 

FROM SAC, CHICAGO 221938 

DAY. THE "STATEMENT OF THE MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES" WAS RELEASED TO THE RUSSIAN 
PRESS ON DECEMBER 6 LAST. THE “APPEAL TO THE PEOPLES OF ALL 
THE WORLO" WAS RELEASED TO THE RUSSIAN PRESS ON DECEMBER 11 
LAST. COPIES OF THESE DOCUNENTS FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU BY 
NEW YORK AIRTELS DECEMBER 18 LAST WERE THE OFFICIAL ENGLISH 
TRANSLATIONS 1SSUED BY THE MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES. GUS HALL TOLD SOURCE 
THAT "NEW YORK TIMES" TRANSLATION 1S NOT COMPLETELY ACCURATE 
AND WILL NOT BE USED BY CPUSA, RECOMMENDATION FOR SECRET 
CLASSIFICATION WAS MADE SINCE THEY ARE ONLY KNOWN OFFICIAL 
ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS IN THIS COUNTRY. SINCE THEY ARE 
TRANSLATIONS OF PUBLIC DOUGMENTS, BUREAU MAY DECLASSIFY THEM 
IF DISSEMINATED. THE CCCPSU LETTER TO THE CCCPC DATED 
NOVEMBER 5 LAST IS, IN THE OPINION OF CG 582)-Ss, AN EXCLUSIVE 
SECRET DOCUMENT WHICH WILL NOT BE DISTRIBUTED. MOST, IF 
NOT ALE, OF THE DELEGATIONS FROM THE 81 COMMUNIST PARTIES IN 
ATTENDANCE AT THE MOSCOW MEETING WERE GIVEN A GOPY OF THE yt 
LETTER TO READ. NO DELEGATION WAS PERMITTED TO KEEP A COPY. “ 
CG 582h-Ss RECE{VED THE COPY FOR THE CPUSA DELEGATION FROM 
THE SECRETARIAT OF THE MEETING THROUGH THE INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT OF THE CCCPSU, AS REFLECTED IN THE LETTERHEAD 

i 

“Dor mie BL Oe 

itis suggested that it be suitably 

paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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Radio [Teletype ro 
WC. Sullivan οντα 

Tele. Room — 
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Gandy 

PAGE TWO FROM“CHICAGO 221938 

MEMORANDUM DATED DECEMBER 20 LAST, CG 582h-S: FURNISHED "ALMOST" 
THE COMPLETE TEXT OF THIS LETTER. INFORMANT COPIED THE TEXT 
IN LONGHAND AFTER MIDNIGHT EACH NIGHT AND OMITTED ONLY WHAT 
HE DEEMED WAS NOT ESSENTIAL OR LONG QUOTATIONS FROM LENIN 
OR OTHER DOCUMENTS. HE TRANSPORTED THE NOTES TO: THE UNITED 
STATES IN A HIDDEN POCKET OF HIS TROUSERS, THE LETTER WAS 
NOT PUBLISHED IN THE RUSSIAN OR ANY OTHER PRESS. IT WAS 
AVAILABLE TO THE CHINESE DELEGATION TQ READ, INFORMANT DOES 
NOT KNOW IF A COPY WAS MAILED TO MAO TSE TUNG BUT ASSUMES THAT 
MAO TSE TUNG IS AWARE OF ITS CONTENTS. THE LETTER 1S NOT 
PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE. ITS EXISTENCE 1S SUPPOSED TO BE KNOWN ONLY 
TO THE TOP LEADERSHIP OF THE COMMUNIST PARTIES, WHICH PARTICIPATED 
IN THE MEETING IN MOSCOW, IN REGARD TO THE LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM 
‘DATED DECEMBER 21 LAST AND. CONTAINING A LIST OF REPRESENTATIVES 
AT THE OCTOBER MEETING IN MOSCOW, CG 582-S% ADVISED THAT IN 
HIS OPENION THIS LIST 1S SECRET AND VERY EXCLUSIVE, CG 582h-Sx 
HAS VOLUMINOUS NOTES COVERING FORMAL AND PRIVATE MEETINGS 
EXTENDING OVER A TWO AND ONE HALF MONTH PERIOD, EVERY EFFORT 
IS BEING MADE TO OBTAIN THIS MATERIAL AS EXPEDITIOUSLY AS 
POSSIBLE, TAKING THE PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF THE INFORMANT AND 
SECURITY MEASURES INTO CONSIDERATION. CG 582h~S ADVISED HE 
SUFFERED A SLIGHT HEART ATTACK IN RUSSIA. HE LOST PART OF A 
FINGER IN AN ACCIDENT IN.MOSCOW AND FEARS THAT [Τ 1S INFECTED. 
HE HAS BEEN SUFFERING FROM A VERY HEAVY COLD, HE IS CONCERNED 
ABOUT NY 69h~S%, WHO WAS SPTTTING BLOOD AND ORDERED TO BED BY 
H1S PHYSICIAN ON DECEMBER 21 LAST, 

RECE! VEO: 206 PM RAD 12 5 ODING Uh 
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If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitadty 

paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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ΠΝ ᾿ 

ΕΒῚ 

Date: 12/18/60 

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT 
(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 
— = 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) C7 

SUBJECT: : - ἔβοιο Ἄν 
ον 159-06 6: 

There are enclosed herewith to the Bureau;five ὴ 
copies and to the Chicago Division one copy of a letterhead © . 
memorandum containing the complete text of the statement” ον ἢ] ἀεὶ 
issued on December 6, 1960, δὲ the conclusion of the meeting 141} 
of Communist and Workers! Parties in Moscow, Russia. : “fash 

This: letterhead memorandum is classifie 
and "Washington, D.C." is indicated as the place where it ᾿ς 
‘was issued in compliance with instructions contained in 
Bureau letter, dated November 12, 1960, 

CG 5824-s* furnished the information and the 

3 document to SAS JOHN E. KEATING and RICHARD W. nuh re) 
December 17,. 1960, Maus 

oe: iv me ie 

> προσθῇ (100-428091) eal 5)" τ καρ 
Τῆς δ ,8 Paste o (134-46-Sub B) (Encls. 1) pi τ 
L - a (100-134637) ἢ wwe 
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Sent 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ? 
FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ; ᾿ - 4 
DATE 06-29-2011 Ls Mr, Parsons - “ 

| ᾿ t= Mr, Belmont ΜΝ 
1 - Liaison Section i. \ 

ὴ . : 1- My. Baumgardner ,, ‘A . 
Gi ; - ; 1 - Mr. LaPrade ΠΝ 
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᾿ οι - b 3 1960 ἂ " . - —— + Decenber 23,- UN ̓ν 

BY LIAISON 

“+ Honorable Gordon Gray. a oe " 
" Special Assistant to the Prosidént. I-29 -GO 

Exocutivo Office Building | ; Ue 
Washington 25, D.C. ὅσα £ Lily Bd Jie 

- Boe Ain Ah Yee ~ π᾿ 
My dear lr. Gray: Ἔ 

information{ concerning the ideological dispute. bhotween the 
Communist Party Of China|fCPC) and the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPS This: information, supplicd by an 
extrenely sonsitive ἢ nt which has furnished roliablo: 
information in the past, was obtained as a result of our 
over-all). covoraro of the: Communist Party, USA«(U) 

xcs you will be interested in the following 

My lettor of August 5;. 1960, furnished you with. 
information feoncerning the, deop-doated dispute between the 
CPC ond. tho CPSU which erupted at the Third Congress of rhe? 
Rumanian Workors' Party held in Jund; 1960, in Bucharest; - 
Nunania; 2nd the Conference of Communist Parties which A 
imnodiately followed, The Contral Conmittce of the CPSU 

. Assucd nt that tirie a lotter dated June 21, 1060, concorming 11 τὶ 
. this natter. Theo CPC is knéwn to have set out their position. 

in this idoological disp in a ttter dated Septonber 10, 
1960, dixéectod to. the CPSU : at 

- Our source has advised that the CPSU in a Lotter 
dated Novenbor 5, 1960, issuod a stcrn condemation of the 
CPC. in answer to the ee lotter of Soptember 10, 1960. The 
Tussian lotter yas made available to the delegations présont 

p,&f[the mecting of representatives of Communist and Worke iy X wy 

(υ). 

09,'Hd.0T ΜΝ £2 939: ROOY 

re pry: + Panties held in Hoscow, Russie, from the first aaa ie ἔφ 
. ty} November to thd first weok in Decenbgr, 9 ι) [ὃ 
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“Honorable Gordon Gray 

The essence of this Russian documént is that China 
is warned they bear full responsibility for undermining the 
unity. of world communism ih the face of théir worst eneny, 
the United States of América. Peaceful coexistence is 
defined to China as being against both local wars and a ‘ 
world war; hovever, revolutionary wars of liberation ere held 
by Russia to be permissible and inevitable. To provent war, 
Russia relies on the political economy and military might of 
the Soviet Union along with its socialist camp and on the 
increasing urge for peace as shown by hundreds of millions 
of people in the capitalist countries. The CPC is accused. 
of not understanding that the Russian. demand for disarmament 
along with the demand to liquidate the colonial system and 
to dismantie,war bases on foreign territories weakens the : 
oppressor. ~ {U) 

This documént algo outlines in considerable detail 
the economic assistance given to China,. Russia denies that. ᾿ 
assistance is used as a.meang of exerting pressure. Soviet, i 
technicians were withdrawn fron China because the Chinese 
attempted’ to foist their views upon them; because unfriéndly 
acts. were committed against the specialists and because sone. 
of their proposals were ignored. Russia charges that the 

- Chinese also ignored technical advic which resulted in the 
wreckage of machinery and equipment. Ὁ (U) ee 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, it 
is requested that the conterts of this communication be ~ 
afforded careful security and its. use restricted to a need- 
to-know basis.|\_ 

This information is being - disseminated to other 
appropriate officials of the Government. {1 am ‘also furnishing 
complete details of the. Russian documént. to appropriate 
Government intelligence agencies. (U) 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE ‘ON YELLOW: 

Classified: Me séoret™ because disclosure of this 
information to unauthorized persons would jeopardize our highly 
placed informant, CG 5824—-S* and would result in causing con- ἡ 
siderable grave danger to our national defense. Informatio - contained in N¥dirtel dated 12-20-60 entitled "Solo, IS-c." (U) 

_See memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 12-23-60 captioned "Solo, 
͵ 15.-ὦ "ἢ : had, 

TOPS (U) 
AF (u) . Ἷ 
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PDECLASSIFICATIUN AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: , 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CuUIDE 

DATE 06-30-2011 

Memo ® VSP __ ec : . τ} ᾿ ᾿ “ 

_F - - i cane artes 

δ Ue 1% DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE! 12/28/60 - “" | 

FROM 7 Foxe CHICAGO (134-46 ‘Sub B). 
+ { | . 

Ju, 

7 ᾿ομιοναν ἴοι NO. 10 
5010=104-08 ’ 

of ; - . - - . 

᾿ ἡ, ‘SUBJECT: ἡ “so10, ΝΣ - 
fe _ ~ES=0 SO - : 
al! τος _ " | 

Rébuist 12/21/60, requesting ain: additional copy 
. + ΟΥ̓ the- ‘Communist text book "Fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism" 

and Chicago letter 12/23/60, advising ‘that-only two copies 
- - of the book ‘had been received by the Chicago Office and that 

-one of. these had-pbéeen furnished to the Bureau and that it was 
necessary for CG 5824~S* to. retain the other copy in his - 
possession. . 

} 

On December 27, 1960, theré was; received in a. \ 
Β - blind post office ‘box of the Chicago Office, a third copy ̓ : 

; ‘of this text ‘book... This third Sony is being enclosed { : 
.οΣ: “herewith, ‘to the Buréau. ee i 

t 

‘the Bureau shay retin this copy as Well as the. 
_ COPY , forwarded to the Bureau with Cpteage letter dated - 
December 9, 1960. [ 

ἂς 
@: Bureau (1A) 
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The motion proposing this statement dealing with 
the issue of peace was made jointly by the Communist Party 
of Great Britain (CP:,.GB) and the Communist Party of the 
United States of America (CP, USA), and it received strong 
support from the Comhunist Party of the Soviet Union (CP, SU). 
The draft of this. statement was referred to at the meeting of 
the Editorial Committee as the Flynn- -Matthews Draft. Flynn 
refers to Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Vice Chairman of the CP, USA 
and a representative of the CP, USA on the Editorial Conmittee. 
Matthews refers to George Matthews, Editor- -In-Chie£ of the 
London "Daily Worker"! and a member of the National Executive - 

- Committee of the CP; GB. 

The CP, USA has been designated. by the Attorney 
General ‘of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 
10450. 

: This docunent contains néither recomendations 
- nor coricLlusions. of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. [It is the property of the 
Federal. Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 

to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
Ὁ be distributed outside your agency. 

- 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: oS eT et AR 

FEIT SUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE " 1=Mr:Parsens--7" = 

DATE 06-30-2011 1=HriBedmont- τς Ξ- ὦ “= - 

᾿ ΝΕ -.|+Mr.Baumgardner — 

οι τ 1-Liaison 1-Mr.LaPrade 

100-3-81 “ΒΥ LIAISON 

“Datet December 27, 1960 6 - ΝΣ ἢ 

To: Office of Security Ss | ΝΞ ΕΞ 
Department of State - 

From: John Edgar Noover, Director =, . 

Γ΄. Subjects. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
f 

INTERNAL SECURITY + Ὁ 

| There is enclosed for your information ἃ copy of 
_ the contents. of a Ictter of the Communist Party of the - 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. Ὁ. te δ 

! 

ΩΝ 

Sovict Union dated November δι 1960, This infornation, - 
supplied by. an extremely sosisitive Source which has — . ὮΝ 

furnished relinble information in the past, was obtained | | 

as a result of our over-all coverage of the Communist Party, © - 

: My letter of August 10, 1960, furnislied you with. 
.. -- " information ¢dorcerning the deep-seated dispute betyeen the . 

ΜΝ Communist Party. of China (CPC) and the Communist Party οὐ. 
'  ,* the Soyiet Union “(CPSU) which erupted at the Third Congress 

of the Runanion Workerst Party held in Junc, 1960, in - 
Bucharest, Rumania, and the Conference of Communist Partics. 
which imiediately followed. The Central Committee of the 
CPSU issued at, that: tine a letter dated June 21, 1760, con- 
cerning this matter, The CPC is known to have sct out ‘their 
position in this ideological dispute. in a letter ἀητοῦ 
September 10, 1960, directed: to-the CPSU, a 

4 4 

{ 

ORIGINAL COPY FILED IN 

- 

7 The. enclosed letter was made available to the, 
.delesations present, at tho meeting of représentatives. of 
Communist and Workers' Parties held in Moscow, Kussia, 

- from the first week in November to the first week in | | 
December, 1960, This ictter is an answer to. the CPC letter 

of September 10, 1960. (Allis V2 AGT ~- 
soe wey He NOT RECORDBD* . ὁ 
ΝΞ G_ (re yggDEC-29 1960 . ᾿ 
: —100-428091 (5010) | SEE NOTE ON YELLOW PAGE TWO - 
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be QQ πέσε ἢ 

Office of Security Ὁ 
‘Department, of State 

. - Because of’ the sensitive hature of ow’ source, 
_ it is requested that the contetits of this communication 

and the enclosure be afforded caroful ‘security. and, their 
‘use restricted to a need-to-know basis, 

Enclosure 

1-= Director (Enclosure) . BY. LIAISON 

Central Intelligence Agency 

 Attontion: Deputy Director, Plans 

1 ~ Director of Naval Intelligence (Enclosure) — | BY LIAISON 

I ~ Office of Special ‘Investigations (inclostire) ον BY LIAISON 
Air Force ~ 

Attention: Chier, CointorintelLigence Division -°  : 

1 - Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence GneLosure). 
Department of the Arny LIAISON 

Attention: Chief, Security Division ΕΝ 

NOTE ON YELLOW: | : ν᾿ 
This letter and its enclosure are classified 

p Seeret” because disclosure of this information to 
frauthorized persons: may tend to identify our highly 
placed informant, :CG 5824-S* with resultant grave danger 

. to our national defense. 

"See. memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 12-23-60 
captioned “Solo, Internal Security - = Cc" SWLshad. 
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Tele : 

tof 

Ω ὦ ὧν = From : Mr. Ἐν J.  Hawaringn . 
ee : ᾿" 

supject:( “SOLO, - . . ὩΣ 
Ὑ INTERNAL SECURITY - C | . 

ΖΚ CG 5824-S%, who returned on 12-17-60 from the éighth Solo 
mission, has furnished an analysis of the Moscow Conference:- 

Pu ose of Moscow Conference 

The two-month Moscow debate was on the theoretical propo- 
sitions resulting from the 20th Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU): that there is no fatal inevitability of 

[wars and that revolutions do not always have to use force or violence 
as peaceful revolutions become. more possible as socialism advances. 

= 

Support of the Communist Party of China 

; -- The Communist Party of China (CPC) Was surprised at the 
| tack of: support for its viewpoints. Only Albania gave the CPC solid 
support at all times. An agreement between thé CPSU and the: CPC was 
not forthcoming until ‘to or three days before the conclusion of thee? 
meeting in Moscow. _ $a 

— 

Concessions to_the CPC 

Ideological concessions were made to the CPC in. order to 
present to the world a show of unity. In preparing. the Moscow Manifesto 
the following concessions were made. to the CPC: (1) .cutting down the 
section. dealing with Stalin's. cult of personality, (2), leaving out 
the Statement that the 21st Congress of the CPSU had world-wide 
Cay scence (3) sharpening the.attack on Yugoslav revisionists, 

omitting a definition of "national communism" which was’ intended 
be Yugoslavia but actually aimed, at China, (5) eliminating any: coi- 
demnation of factionalism, (6) a toning down of emphasis on :dogmatism 
and sectarianism, and (7) sharpening: of language of the document by 

| use of the term {United States’ imperialism. “ 
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Memorandum to Nr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

ede Κι 
Future Eitect of the Manifesto hips — 6 Obinege CLP. 

eng Hsiao-ping, General Secretary of the CPC, told 
Mikhailjsuslov, member of the Presidium of the CPSU; that the CPC 
cannot make a Sudden shift in-its-Line and hay" take three to four 
‘months or longer to bring about a change of attitude by members of 
the. CPC toward the CPSU. - The opinion of leading Communist Party 
(CP) delegates in Moscow was that the Chinese will demand material 
concessions from the Russians in the future and future events in 
Asia and Africa may strengthen the Chinese’ poSition. The Russians 
apparently entertain considerable doubt about future intentions of 
the CPC. Most world CP leaders agree the Sino-Soviet dispute can 
be resolved only on a state-to-state level and that only Mao Tse-tung, 
Chairman of the CPC, can commit China to any agreement.. 

ACTION: USSh [Sourst ἔσσῃ. C. “, 

Detailed information has been disseminated: το the Department 
“of State, Central Intelligence Agency, Office of Naval Intelligence, 
Office of Special Investigations (Air Force), and Assistant Chief of 
Staff for Intelligence (Army) ἮΝ | Ω 
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PEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICaATION CUIDE 

DATE O6-30-2011 

~ Mr. Parsons’ 
~- ir. Belmont 
~ Hr. Baumgardner 

1 ~ Liaison 
1 - Hr. LaPrade 

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DEBIVED FROM: 7 

“a 

Décenher 28, 1960 ~ 
ΓΝ | 

oO δ. BY LIAISON . 

: tases eae 

_Hajor General James ff. Walsh 
Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence 
Department of the Air Force 
The Pentagon =. 
Washington 25, Ὁ. C. 

. Bear General Walsh: 

τ me I believe your Departrient will be interested in 
- ‘the enclosed Photostat of the contents of a letter of the 

Connuriist Party of tho Soviet Union (CPSU) dated November 5, - 
1960. This information, supplicd by an extroriely sensitive 
“gource which has furnished reliable information in the past, 
was obtained as a rosult of our. over-all coverage of the 
Commtnist Party, USA. 

/ 4) 

-Hylotter of Septembor 22, 1950, furnished you © 
with information concerning the deep-seated dispute betweens 
the Comiunist Party of China (CPC) and the CPSU which crated 
at thet Third Congress of the Rusanian Workers' Party held As 
Jane; 1960, in Bucharest, Rusanda, and the Conference of  & 
Communist Partics which immediately followcd. Tho Central s 
Conmztioe of the CPSU issued at that tima a letter dated =. 
June 27, 1960, concerning this watter. The CPC is known tos ee 
havo sot out-its position in this ideological dispute in a + 

_ lettoridated Septenber 10, 1960, directed to. the CPSU. JO 
bo. 

. fhe enclosed letter was mado available to the delc- tf 
gations prosent at the mecting of representatives of Communist ἃ 
and drkers' Partics held in [foscow, Russia, from the first 

" - week in November to the first week in December, 1660, This 
τῆ Llottor ig an answer to the CPC Lotter of Seatenbor 10, 1060. LM 54 

_Teleon —_ = - ; ‘ . ae . ‘ LOA iy ALC SH fan f ν , 

Pomsw τ ΤΣ 1002438001, + | ee, fo = oe a 
Belmont presen eemene: 
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" Major General James. ἢ. Waish 

: Because of the sensitive nature of our source, it. 
18. requested that the contents of this communication and the 

᾿ς enclosure be afforded careful security arid their use restricted 
to a need=to-know basis. ~ 

. Sincerely yours, ΝΞ 

Enclosure - ᾿ 

“NOTE ON YELLOW: . 

This Letter and its eticlostirée are classified "Tor 
" Setret ‘because-disclosure of this information. to unautiforized 

persons may tehd to identify our highly placed informant Θ᾽ 
CG 5824-S* with resultant grave danget to our national defense. 

ΝΣ The .enclosuré was disseminated to Departnent of 
. | State, CLA, ONT, OSI and ACSI on 12-27-60. Additional dissem= 

- ination to Air Torce intelligence deemed desirable inasmuch as 
previous document dated 6-21-60 concerning the Sino-Soviet Θ΄. 

_ dispute was disseminated to that agency.. This document brings 
up to date the available valuable intelligence data concerning 
the Sino-Soviet dispute. -.. τ 

al 
i 
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DECLASSTIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: - Mx Parsons 
d 9 : . 1 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLSSslIFICATION CUIDE . 
| nn : 1. ~ Mr. Belmont 
DATE 06-20-2011 : . : 

eae _ . i - Liaison Section 
f | Ἣν . 1 “τι Baumgardner 

Ν ᾿ 1 - Mr. LaPrade 

ν᾽ ΟΣ | ‘ December 23, 1960 

BY LIAISON 

a , a 

Honorable Christian A; Herter 7 ay / εὖ _ ‘ 
ἘΞ ΕΣ Tho Secretary of Stata. ΡΟΝ ΝΞ 
ΕΝ Washington 25, D. δι΄ aan aan a 

My dear Mr. Wortor: 

I believe you will be intercstod in the following’. 
information concerning the idoological dispute betwoen the 

_ Communist Party of China (CPC) and the Comiunist Party of 
the Soviet Union. (CPSU), This information, supplied by an 
extrehely sonsitive source Which has furnished reliablo 
information in the past, wad obtainod as a result of our 
over-all coverage of the Communist Party, USA. 

“My Lotter of August 5, 1960, furnished you tith 
information concorning the. deep-seated dispute between theo 
CPC and the CPSU which crupted ot the Third Congress of the “WA Vp 
Runanion. Vorkers' Party held in Juno, 1960, in Buchirest, - ye . ὍΣ 
Rumonid; and the Conference of Communist Parties which - ᾿ ᾿ 
immodiately followed, The Contral Committce of the CPSU - — a 

' Agsuéd at that tine a lotter dated June 21, 1960, concerning 2 
. this mittor, The ΡΟ is known to havo set out thoir posit - 

in this. ddcolozical dispute in a letter dated. ‘Soptember 10, x 
1960,  dizected to the CPSU. 

co 
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- -- {τ ΟἿΣ soured has advised that tho CPSU ἀπ ἃ lotterFIo x=, 

: dato’ Novembor 5, 1960, issued a storn condemnation of thé . a5 
" CPC in answer to the CPC detter of Soptenbor 10, 1966, The - -Ξ 

Russian Letter ὯΔΕ made available to ‘the delegations presont Lt 
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at the mecting of representatives of Communist and Workers! 

Lye Partics held in Moscow, Russia, fron the first week in 
} ¢4 November to the first week in Decenber, 1060, aK 
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Honorable Christian Δ. Hertor 

τ 

The essence of this Russian docunent is that China 
is warned they bear full responsibility for undermining the 
unity of world comminism in, πὸ face of their worst eneny, 
the United States of. America. Peaceful coexistence is. 
defined to China as being agaist “both local. wars and 8. 
world war; however, revolutionary wars, of liberation are held 
by Russia to be permissible and inevitable, To. prévent war, 
Russia relics on the political econony and nilitary night, .of 
the Soviet. Union along with its socialist camp and on the 
increasing urge for peace as shown by hundreds of millions 
of people in the capitalist countries, The-CPC is accused 
of not’ understanding that the Russian demand for disarmament — 
along with the demand to- liquidate thé colonial system and 
to dismantie war bases on. foreign territoriés weakens the 
Oppressor, 

᾿ This docunent also. outlined in considerable detail 
the cconomic. assistance given to China. Russia denies that- 
assistance is uséd. aS a means. of exerting pressure. Sovist 
technicians were withdrdwn from China. because the Chinese 
attempted to foist their views upon them, becaise unfriendly 
‘acts were committed against the specialists and because some 
of their proposals were ignored, Russia charges that the 
Chinese. also ignored, technical. advice which: resulted : in the 

Becaugze of the sensitive nature of our source, it 
is requested that, the contents of this communication be 
afforded careful security and its use restricted τὸ 2 need- 
to-know basis. ᾿ 

This information is being disseminated to other — 
‘appropriate officials of the Government, Ἵ an. also furnishing, 
complete details. of thé Russian document. to appropriate 
Government intelligence agencies. , 

Sincerely yours, 

NOTE ON YELLDW: - (U) 

Classified “6 Geenet! because disclosure of this 
information to unauthorized persons would jeopardize our highly 
placed informant, CG 5824-S* and would result in. causing con-. 
siderable grave danger to our national defense. Information 
contained in NYairtel dated 12-20-60 entitled "Solo, IS-c," 
Seé memo Baumgardner t6 Belmont dated 12-23-60 captioned "Solo, 
IS-C," JWLyhad. 

pete (U) 
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ERNAL SECURITY - C 

_ At approximately 10:30 a.m., 12-23-60, SAC Gale of 
the Chicago Office called concerning CG 5824~S, 

ir. Gale said that he talked to the informant 
personally on 12-22-60, The informant has a badly infected 
index finger. While he was in Moscow, he caught the finger 
in a door and the top of thé: finger was mashed off and the 
bone badly bruised. The Soviet doctors wanted to put him to 
Sleep in order that an operation could be performed, However, 
our informant was afraid to take the anesthetic for fear he © 
would talk while he was asleep and make statements which would 
reveal his association with the FBI. As a result of not 
receiving proper medical attention, the finger is now badly 
infected and the informant is under the care of a physician in 
Chicago. In addition, this injury brought on a mild heart 
attack while the informant was in Russia. 

Mr. Gale stated the physical condition of the inform- 
ant is slowing down the obtaining of information he has in his 
possession. He said, however, he is following this matter 
closely and they will continue to contact the informant as his 
physical condition permits. 

ACTION: 

We will follow this matter closely and keep you 
advised of pertinent developments. ᾿ 
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a 

Office MenSrandum - UNITED Ques GOVERNMENT 

TO + DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) DATE: December 23, 1960 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) 

Nex: Gund 
Is- C 

Gi 

Ζ 2 be 
(i Rebulet 12/21/60 concerning the Communist textbook, 

"Fundamentals of Marxism-Leninism”. 

The copy of this book previously submitted by the 
Chicago Division to the Bureau may be retained by the Bureau. 
At the present time CG 5824+S* has one copy of this book in 
his possession and it is essential that he retain this copy. 

CG 5824-S* has advised that he mailed one other 
copy of this book to Chicago, In the event that, this third 

copy becomes available it will be furnished to the Bureau. 
CG 5824-S* advised that thihis knowledge there are less than 
10 copies of this book in the United States at the present 
time. 
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dtr. Parsons... ~- 
| Mr. Belmont_— 
| Mr. Callahan. 
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{Mr, Malone _W. 

{ Mr. AfeGuire,. —__ 
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+ 

FBI 

Date: 12/18/60 
| Mr. Rosen. 

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT (Dir. Tamm... 
(Type in plain text or code) | Mr. Trotter... . 

ltr, W.C.Sullivan 
Via ALTRIEL | ἡ τοῖο, 

TO: 

-. FEM: 

SUBJECT: Boro) 
(S-C 

The following is a summary of informatien furnished 
‘by CG 5824-S* to SAS JOHN ΒΕ. KEATING and RICHARD W. HANSEN en 
12/17/60. This summary is being furnished to show the scope 

ἢ 7, ef the recent SOLO trip: 

which dealt with the ideological dispute between the 
Communist Party of China and the Cemmunist Party of the 
Soviet Union. CG 5824-S* also participated in a five-day 
conférence of Latin American Communist Parties. In addition, 
there were caucuses with leaders of various Communist Parties. 
As a result of all of these meetings CG 5824-S* has -volunitnous 
detailed notes which he estimates will take days, if not weeks, 
to completely exhaust. It will be necessary to start with 
the four-week meeting of the Editorial Committee and go 
through the four weeks which lead to the signing of the 
Declaratien or Statement of the meeting of representatives of 
the Communist and Workers! Parties in erder to adequately 
present what transpired in Moscow in chrenological order during 

. the: ‘past δὲ months . 
a 

“Bureau (100-428091) (RM) ges } 2 -- ͵  ον 
Φ- ‘Chicago (134-46 214 B) ea Ζ ag Cit Ul 

1 ~ NY 100-134637 

CG 5824-S* participated in two four-week meetings γ 
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NY 100-134637 
¢ 

; CG 5824-s* has translated ‘from the Russian a 
list which contains. thé names of most of the delégates to ~ 
both of fhe four-week meetings. Except for sowe participa- 
tion by ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, CG 5824-5* was: the only. 
CPUSA representative at the four-week meeting of the 
Editorial Committee . 

CG 5824-S* made extensive handwritten notes from 
a 12l-page letter from the Central Committee of the’ CPSU arid 
dated 11/5/60, According to 0G 5824-S* this letter presents 
practically the entire story of the dispute between the CP 
of China and CPSU, (G.’582h-S* also has copies of the 
documents issued a8 a result of the meetings im Moscow. ‘These 
documents have been Photostated and are being transmitted to 
the: Bureau by séparate communications . 

GG. 582h-s* has been invited to attend the 22nd Congréss 
of the CPSU τ be héld ‘in Juné and July; 1961. 

Observations and Comments on the 
Ideological. Dispute Between the 
CPSU. and the CP of" China 

Only. two οἱ three ΜΝ before. the conclusionsof 
the second, four-week mééting in Moscow it appeared ‘that thé ~* 
CPSU and the CP of China ‘would not, reach any agreement... The 
CP of China was surprised by the fact that it received little 
support for its viewpoint. only the Communist Party of Albania. 
gave the CP of China solid support at all titmes. Not one 
Communist Party in the Wéstern Hemisphere or in Africa - | 
supported the viewpoint of thé Communist Party of China,. ‘The 
Contiunist Party, of China réceived support from the CPs of 
Thailand. and Malaya on. the rieed for militant οὐ non-peaceful 
revolutions. Thé Communist Parties: of North Korea, Japan ; - 
Viet Nam and Australia supported the Communist Party of China 
to the exteht that they argued: for softer language in certain 
sections of the Declaration or Statement of the meeting of 
representatives of the Communist and Workérs Parties. The 
Communist, Parties of India and Ceylon supported: the viewpoint 
‘of the CPSU. 
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NY 100-134637 

Agreement was finally reached by giving 
concessions to the CP of China. Not to have. given. : 
concessions would have meant an irrevogable split between 
the CP of China and the CPSU.. The position of the CP of 
China was that there has. been a vacuum since the death of 
V. I, LENIN. The CP of China wanted to revive Stalinism as 
a ‘step toward: making MAO-TSE TUNG the léader of international 
Communism. The Chinese have a long-term pevspective and will 
try to win the CPs in the international Communist movement. 
to their side with MAO TSE TUNG as the leader. The Chinese 
are tough negotiators ‘and wear everyone down in the debates .. 
They may wear everyone down in the future put at these tio 
méetings, each of four weeks duration; they. were shocked 
because they did not get more support for their viewpoints. 
On the other hand, the CPSU now realizes that it has to pay 

‘more attetition. to the fraternal Communist Parties and have. 
better. relationships with them, . 

Ldeological concessions. were: made to the Communist 
Party of China in order to present to the world a show of 
unity and to: provide a truce with the aim of ironing out 
another ΡῈ, differences in the future in one form or. 
another 

| Tdéological concessions inade to the οὐ of China 
were: " ' 

1) Cutting down the section 6f the D gaeration 
or Statement which dealt with STALIN's cult of/ eff Fsonality. 

2) Léaving out a statement to the effect. that. 
the 2lst Congress of the CPSU had world-wide significance: 

3). Minimizing the main theoretical propositions 
᾿ς resulting. from the 20th Congréss of thé CPSU: These 
propositions were: 

8) That there is no fatal inevitability of 
war and 

Ὁ) that revolutions d64, not always have to = 
use force and violence; that. peaceful 
revolutions become more and more possible 
as socialism advances: in the world. 
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4) sharbening the: attack on. the Yugoslav. 
| revolutioniste. In this regard the CPSU and CPs in Western 
Europe wanted to compromise their differences with the 
League of’ Yugoslav Communists but the CP of China would n6t 
agree to this. 

5) Omitting from the Statement or Decwation 
a definition of national Communism.. The definition. was 
intended to apoly to the situation in Yugoslavia. The | 
representatives: of the ‘CP of China stated that the term, 
national-Communism, was created by the bourgeoise and it is 
really aimed at the CP of China. The CP of China was willing 
to have the Declaration deal with { bourgeois nationalism. 
put not, with rational Communism. 

6) A-changé in regard to the question of factionalism 
and groupings: i the international | Communist movement. The 
original draft of: ‘the. Declaration cited the need for strict 
adherence to international decisions arrived at in conferences 
of the international Conimunist movement. In the. final state- 
ment there. is no condemnation of: factionalism and in its 
stead there is an appeal for unity in the intérnational 
Cotimunist ihovement. 

'7)) In the section dealing with revisionism and thé 
right danger .and with dogmatism and sectarianism, there was 

Some. toning dowi of the emphasis on dogmatism and sectarianism. 

8) ‘In various parts of the Declration there was 
a sharpening of the language. The term, United States. 
imperialism, was added in several places as a result of 
chinese pressure. | 

CG 582h-s* advised that TENG Hsiao ping, Genéral 
Secretary of the Communist Party of China, was the: main 
spokesman for the CP of China at the two four-week meetings 
in Moscow. 

LIU: Shao. chi, Chairman of the Chinese. Peoples 
Republic, did not speak at the meeting of the Communist. and 
Workers Parties held in November and December. 



NY 100-134637 

TENG HeiLao ping told MIKHAIL SUSLOV, member 
of the Presidium of the CPSU, that the CP of China cannot 
make a sudden shift in its line. Tt may take the CP of 
China three to four months to make changes for ideological 
clarity. 

In the opinion: of -cG 5824-S* and others who.” 
attended the meetings in Moscow, the Chinese will, in the 
future, demand: more material concessions from the Russians. 
The unknown factor at this time is the reaction of MAO Tse 
tung to the Statement issued in Moscow at the conclusions 

-of the meeting. The Chinese gloat_over every. setback to 
Soviet foreign policy. Future events in Asia and Africa 
may strengthen the hand of the Chinese in their dealings 
with the Russians. ‘The Russians will wait to see what the 
Chinese do and in the meantime WiLL emphasize . the need for 
unity in the international Cottiminist movement. 

A letterhead memorandum. will be prepared déaling 
with the overall observations and analysis of CG 582a4-s* 

| coricerning the ideological agifferences between the -CPSU-and 
{the CP of China. 

OG 5824-s* also Advised that the leadership of - 
the CPSU 15 placing. emphasis on the need ‘for: foreign. aid 
and also on. the need to conserve ‘foreign currency. 

Provided that a briefing of GUS HALL can ‘be 
accomplished in the near future, CG 5824-S* plans. to return 
to Chicago on Tuesday or Wednesday; 12/20 or 21; .and the’ 
interviews with him willeontinue.. 
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There are enclosed herewith to the Burgan 7 copies 

FBI 

Date: 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

‘SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

12/28/60 

and to the New York Division one copy of a letterhead memorandum 
concerning a motion made by the CP, USA delegation for the 
adoption of the Draft Declaration to. be considered by the 
11/60 meeting of the Communist Parties and Workers! Parties 
in Moscow, Russia. 

The information in the letterhead memorandum was 
furnished by CG 5824-S* to SAs JOHN E, KEATING and RICHARD 
W. HANSEN on 12/27/60, 

The letterhead. memorandum has been classified 
"secret" and reflects "Washington, D.C." as the place where 
prepared in accordance with Snstructions. set forth in 
Bulet dated 11/2460. Also, only CG 5824-S* and ELIZABETH 
GURLEY FLYNN were members of the CP, USA delegation on ‘the 
Editorial Commission although the fact that the motion made. 

USA delegation was,subsequently reported to. the 
members of the CP, USA de 
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UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU’ .OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

“Fite ¥90-428091 | Washington, Dj. δι. ΝΕ 
December 28, 1960. sEcres— (0) 

4 

\THE..COMMUNIST:PARTY, USA (CP,..USA). . 
DELEGATION. MADE THE MOTION: FOR. THE: 
‘ADOPTION. OF THE DRAFT DECLARATION. 
TO: BE CONSIDERED BY: THE: NOVEMBER, 
1960 MEETING: ΟΡ. COMMUNIST: PARTIES 
AND: WORKERS!_.PARTIES: IN-MOSCOW, RUSSIA. 

ΠΕ 

ἐ 

.A source, who has furnished reliable information. in 
the past, +has;:furnished the ‘following information, 

“ἜΧΟΙ. ‘September. 30, 1960, to October. 30,. 1960,. . 
. representatives. of twenty gix: ‘Communist Parties: and Workers ἢ 
Parties met. in Moscow, Russia as 2 ‘Commission to prepare. 
8 document. for. the November meeting. ‘of’ Communist Parties and — 
Workers! Parties Ain ‘Moscow, | Russia, This. Commission ,, also - 

paring ΓῈ Draft. Declaration. to be. Considered by ‘the. November, 
1960. meeting οἵ Communist Parties. and: -Workers ! ‘Parties in - 
Moscow, Russia. | 

Toward -the.. “end. of .the four: weeks ,. ΜΌΝ - 
member, ΟἿ, ἢ the: 2: Presidium, ‘and 8 ecretary,.of. the: Central. uss & f 

--Committee-of ‘the: >: Communist,.Party.of,.the Soviet, Union (COCRSU) . 
and. Permanent: Chairman of the Plenary. Sessions: ‘OL. the... 
Editorial:Commission, | ‘gent ἃ. message ‘to. the delegation. 
xepresenting ’ the: CP; USAy, - e, message was. delivered: orally. 

ΟὟ ostovets,. Head-of-the.Noxth and. 
South/American=Sectionrof~the-InternationalDepartment of - 4 SSF 
the. CCCPSU,;: - The. message, was that the .CP,USA,:was being” TIN 
asked. by. the, ‘CPSU to. move: that. the. Draft: ‘Declaration: -ba, 
endorsed: by the: ‘Editorial. Commission,. ᾿ . 

to 

 Sinée, the- request. ‘to: make’. this motion WAS considered. 
a great. hong it was. Accepted by: the Ὁ, USA delegation. and 
‘the motion::was: made by Elizabeth Gurley Flynn). Vice Chairman _ 
and member. of ‘the National Committee ὍΣ the; CP,.:USA,. 

. The. ΟΡ. ΒΑ. has. béen designated by the. Attorney - 
General of the United States, pursuant. to. Executive Order 10450, 

This..document contains neither: recommendations -nor. 
cone 1lusions: ‘of:.-the’: “Federal ‘Bureau. of Investigation, , - At::is ~ 
‘the property. of the Federal: Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned’ to.-your . agency ;: it.'and its. contents. are. not -to be * 
distributed. outside your: agency’ /00- U2 20 7 /- 70 ῶ be if 
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» DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: " © 
ΗΝ “ FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE | 
- ‘DATE 06-30-2911 nt 

ie ee Ξι ν. Η ΝΞ - Ε ~ Mr. Parsons 
| 1 - Mr. Belmont - tut fm | ——— - Hr. Baumgardner ᾿ 
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-- 

Dato; Decerst or 28, 1960 a Ν - 

To: Major @oneral Robort A.’ ‘ Breitwedser, USAR. 
Dircctor for Intelligence | 

τ΄ πὸ Joint Start ) τον BY ἀληθοῦς 
τς Τοῦ, 22990 OF ΖΕ. ΠΤ ΚΝ ως 
" Tha Ῥοπτοη δή ὥ - ᾿ : 

Washington 25, ὃ: 

Fromm: Je Lagar Yoover, Director’. 213* Ἂς ̓  

Subject: COUNTS? PARTY, USA «πὸ. ; αν 
INTOMUARIONAL RELATIONS hh 2 
ΤΑ ούτε, SECURITY - δ - | — 

Gz 

a Ξ-- 

- 

there is enclosed fox your information Δ Photéstat 
‘oF the contents of a lottor οἵ the Cotmunist. Party of -the: ! 
Soviet Union (CPSU) dated Novenber’5, 1960. ‘This inforration, 
Ssusplied by an extremely sénsitive source which has furnished ~— 
reliable infornation in tho past, was. obtained as a result of 
our ovor-alt, coverage of the Cotnunist Party, USA. 

his information relates to the deop~seatéd dispute 
between thé’ Comunist Party of Chiria (CPC) and ‘the CPSU which 
orupted at the Third Congress of tho Rumanian Workers‘ Party 

᾽ held in June; 1960, in Bucharest, Rumania, and the Confcrence 
of Communist Parties which ipmediately followed. ‘The Contrai 

_ Conittec of “the. CPSU issucd at that tine a letter dated, i 
- June 21, 1960, concerning this matter. The CPC is know tom 

~ have set ont its position in this idcological dispute in@s 
Letter dated Septeriver 10, 1960, dirocted to the CPSU. μΞ 

fhe enclosed Letter was nade available to the ἀο12-- 
gations present at tho noeting of reeresontatives. of Commins 
and Workers' Parties hold in Noscow, Kussia, from the first 

- week in November to the first week in December, 1960. This ἐπ 
fe  . Letter is an answer to tho CPC letter of 5 Or Oy ek ἧς 
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Ma jor Gerlerat Robert A. Broditweiser’, USAF 

Because of tho sensitive nature of our source, 
at is requested that the conténts. of this ‘communication and 
the enclosure be afforded careful security and their. use 
restricted to a need~to-know basis.. 

Enclosure 
ag 

nore ON’ YELLOW 3 

This, letter: and’ its. enclosure are classified ΝΕ 
DSecret2 because disclosure of «this information to unauthorized 
persons may tend to identify. our highly placed informant ᾿ 
CG 5824-S% with resultant. grave danger to our national defense, 

State, CIA, ONI, δ: λαμ ACSI on 12-27-60; It was disseminated 
to Najor General James. H. Walsh, Assistant Chief of Staff, 
Intelligence, Department of the Air Force, on: 12-28-60. 
Additional dissemination to the Joint Chiefs of Staff is 
deemed desirable in order that the Joint Chiefs of Staff - 
will have full. advantage of this valuable intelligence data. 
Ἑ 
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